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1

A Chinese charger, yellow ground decorated with
blue dragons, 6 character Kangxi mark but 20th
century, 40.5 cm dia. to/w a Japanese Imari fluted
dish, 31.5 cm dia. (2) £60.00 - £80.00

2

Japanese Meiji Period - A pair of Imari plates, 22.5
dia. to/w a blue and white quatrefoil jardiniere
decorated with birds above waves, 16.5 x 13 cm
and a small fluted Imari bowl, 12 cm dia. (4)
£30.00 - £50.00

3

Japanese Meiji Period - a pair of large fluted Imari
vases moulded with dragons contesting flaming
pearls, 46.5 cm h. c/w hardwood stands (4)
£100.00 - £150.00

4

A set of porcelain famille rose figures of the eight
Daoist immortals and Shoulau, c/w hardwood
stands, c. 1800 (9) £400.00 - £600.00

5

A Chinese 18th century blue and white oval
tureen, 12.2 x 15.4 cm, cover and stand 19.4 x
15.8 cm, decorated with buffalo and figures in a
watery landscape £80.00 - £120.00

6

A Chinese blue and white bottle vase decorated
with flowers and foliage, Yongzhing seal mark but
19th century, 21 cm h. £40.00 - £60.00

7

A Chinese 17th century blue and white dish
decorated with a central flower head surrounded
by flowers and foliage, artemesia mark, Kangxi,
35.7 cm dia. to/w an early 17th century blue and
white plate decorated with a vase of flowers, 22.7
cm dia. and a 17th century teapot decorated with
panels of crustaceans, Kangxi (3) £100.00 £150.00

8

A Chinese early 17th century blue and white plate
decorated with a vase of flowers, Kangxi 16721722, 27.5 cm dia., to/w four blue and white 18th
century saucers (5) £100.00 - £200.00

9

A Chinese 18th century blue and white chamfered
meat dish decorated with flowers, buildings and
pine tree, 24.8 x 33.6 cm to/w a 19th century
Chinese blue and white plate decorated with
dragons, 27.8 cm dia., an 18th century blue and
white plate decorated with figures, four character
Kangxi mark, 25.5 cm, a Chinese Imari plate, 22.5
cm, a 19th century famille vert baluster vase, 12
cm and vase & cover, 15.5 cm (6) £60.00 - £80.00

10

A large Japanese Imari charger decorated to the
centre with a vase of flowers, Meiji period, 46.8 cm
dia. £100.00 - £200.00

11

A Chinese 18th century famille rose bowl
extensively decorated to the exterior with mounted
hunters and to the interior with peony and
rockwork within a floral border, Qianlong, c. 1750,
39 cm dia. £300.00 - £500.00

12

A Chinese 18th century famille rose bowl
decorated with deer, flowers and foliage, Qianlong,
25 cm dia. £60.00 - £80.00

13

Chinese Mid Transitional Period - a blue and white
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moulded saucer dish decorated with birds perched
on rockwork beneath a pine tree, 20.2 cm and a
blue and white saucer dish decorated with figures
on a terrace, 20.5 cm, c. 17th century (2) £150.00 £200.00
14

Chinese Ming Dynasty - small blue and white vase
decorated with a central flower and leaf scroll, 10
cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

15

A 19th century Chinese Canton ivory oval pot and
cover carved with chrysanthemums and other
flowers, 8 cm h. £60.00 - £80.00

16

A Chinese white metal oval open salt, the pierced
body decorated with birds and bamboo with two
bamboo handles, clear glass liner, 13.8 cm long
(including handles) to/w a small white metal salver
incised with bamboo, four character seal and
initials to base, 12.7 x 9.3 cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

17

Chinese blue and white bowl decorated with a bird
in a flowering tree, four character mark, second
half of 16th century, 10.2 cm dia. £100.00 £150.00

18

A Chinese brass vessel of archaic form, 20th
century, 16.5 cm h £50.00 - £70.00

19

A Japanese smoking set by Arthur & Bond
Yokohama, early 20th century, comprising
Sterling cigarette and cigar boxes embossed with
a bamboo pattern, matching two circular dishes,
match box holder and spherical lighter, c/w a
hardwood tray with pierced sides and metal
mounts £150.00 - £200.00

20

Chinese Tang Dynasty 618 - 907 AD - a buff
pottery large ovoid vase, the clear glaze falling
short of the base, 31 cm h. £180.00 - £220.00

21

Chinese Tang Dynasty 618 - 907 AD - a pottery
Sancai glazed circular dish, 24.3 cm dia. c/w six
small bowls to/w a spherical vessel, Sancai
glazed, 7.5 cm h. (8) £150.00 - £200.00

22

Chinese early Ming Dynasty - a pottery funerary
rectangular table, Sancai glazed, 26 x 16.5 x 17
cm high to/w six bowls of food, c. 14/15th century
£180.00 - £220.00

23

Chinese Han Dynasty 206 BC - 220 AD - a pottery
flask with traces of cold pigment, 21 cm h.
£150.00 - £200.00

24

Chinese Tang Dynasty 618-907 AD - Two pottery
tomb guardians with traces of cold pigment 26 cm
h. £100.00 - £150.00

25

Chinese Tang Dynasty 618 - 907 AD - a pottery
funerary figure of a camel, 13.3 cm h. £150.00 £200.00

26

Chinese 5th century AD - a pottery funerary figure
of a standing court lady, her arms folded, traces of
original cold pigment, 27 cm £150.00 - £200.00

27

A 19th century Japanese bronze study of a bear
attacking a tiger, signed to base, approximately

17 cm long x 7.5 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

41

A 19th century Japanese sword Katana, 65 cm
blade (unsigned) Iran tsuba and kashiva, bound
fish-skin grip with gilt metal menuki, in lacquered
bamboo saya decorated with roundels and inlaid
with small seashells (a/f) £100.00 - £150.00

42

A Japanese bronze study of an Asian elephant, 12
cm h.,signed, Meiji £50.00 - £80.00

43

A Chinese 19th century porcelain brush handle
incised with bats, 16.5 cm £150.00 - £180.00

44

Two Chinese walnuts profusely carved with figures
(2) £100.00 - £130.00

45

A Chinese soapstone carving of Buddha, 5 cm h.
£150.00 - £180.00

46

A Chinese horn carving of Guanyin, 19th century,
10.5 cm h. £200.00 - £250.00

A Chinese blue and white shallow bowl decorated
with a stylised bird amidst flowers and foliage, mid
17th century, 14 cm and a Chinese blue and white
saucer dish decorated with a fabulous animal
amidst flames, 18th century, 18.8 cm dia. (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

47

A Chinese wucai lobed vase decorated with
phoenix and dragons, six character mark of Wanli
but later, 11 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

48

Chinese famille rose tea bowl decorated with
flowers and fruit, six character mark of Guangxu,
19th century £250.00 - £350.00

31

Chinese late Song Dynasty - a small conical bowl
with olive green glaze, 12.5 cm and another bowl
with Yingqing glaze, 15.5 cm, both 12th century
(2) £70.00 - £100.00

49

32

A Chinese blue and white mug decorated with a
watery landscape having a double twisted strap
handle, late 18th/early 19th century, 11.4 cm
£30.00 - £50.00

A Chinese early 18th century saucer dish
decorated with a hunting scene, conch shell mark,
23 cm to/w a Chinese early 19th century blue and
white hot water plate decorated with a pagoda
landscape and bearing a small lion rampant crest,
24.5 cm (2) £180.00 - £220.00

50

A Chinese 19th century blue and white saucer
dish from the 'Diana' shipwreck, 28 cm dia., a
Chinese 19th century blue and white dragon
decorated plate, 20.5 cm dia., an 18th century
Chinese blue and white plate decorated with a
pagoda landscape, 23 cm dia. and a pair of
Chinese 18th century octagonal plates decorated
with a pagoda landscape, 9.5 cm (5) £50.00 £80.00

28

A Chinese 19th century Canton ivory brise fan, the
boards carved with figures and pine trees, the
nineteen sticks finely carved with figures, buildings
and trees, 18.5 cm, to/w a Chinese Canton ivory
pipe (?) carved with a dragon, 15 cm long (2)
£150.00 - £200.00

28A A set of three Japanese carved ivory 'Wise
Monkeys', 4 cm, to/w a Chinese carved ivory
drinking horse, 6 cm (4) £40.00 - £60.00
29

30

A Chinese small circular box and cover, 4 cm dia.,
and a blue and white saucer decorated with a
central flower and foliage, 11.5 cm, both 15th
century and a Chinese small moulded saucer
decorated with a bird on rockwork, first half of 16th
century, 10.8 cm (3) £150.00 - £200.00

34

A Chinese red and gilt lacquered wood carving of
two seated figures with attendants within a
building, 19th century, mounted and in a box
frame, 41 x 56.5 cm (frame measurement) £30.00 £50.00

35

A pair of Chinese blue and white baluster vases
decorated with flowers and foliage, four character
Kangxi mark but later, 30 cm h. (2) £100.00 £200.00

36

A Chinese 19th century blue and white baluster
vase decorated with a bird in a tree, insect, flowers
and foliage, 25.3 cm £80.00 - £120.00

37

A Chinese Yixing teapot decorated with immortals
and small boys, 20th century, 15 cm £40.00 £60.00

38

A Chinese yellow ground saucer dish incised with
five claw dragons chasing flaming pearls, six
character seal mark of Daoguang and probably of
the period, 14.2 cm £250.00 - £350.00

50A An antique Chinese rosewood stand, the
rectangular top with inset grey marble over a
pierced and carved frieze and mid height undertier,
the whole raised on moulded square legs, 41 x 31
x 80.5 cm high £400.00 - £600.00
51

A Chinese agate snuff bottle carved with a horse
and pine tree, 6 cm h. £150.00 - £180.00

52

A Chinese agate snuff bottle carved with figures, 6
cm h. £150.00 - £180.00

53

Three Chinese agate beads carved with birds, 2.5
cm long to/w two Chinese agate rings (5) £200.00 £250.00

39

Four Chinese polychrome plates decorated with a
dragon and phoenix surrounded by Daoist
symbols, four character Yongzheng mark but 19th
century, 18.5 cm dia. (4) £50.00 - £80.00

54

A Chinese mother of pearl bracelet and pair of
matching earrings carved with peony to/w a
Siamese Sterling silver Niello necklace (2) £50.00 £80.00

40

A 19th century Burmese Dha dagger, the ivory
handle finely carved with a demon standing to
attention and holding two short-spears, with lowgrade silver ferrule and 19 cm blade - lacks
scabbard £400.00 - £600.00

55

A Chinese later 19th century nephrite jade bi
carved with connecting jui, 5.8 cm dia. £60.00 £80.00

56

Three Chinese jaedite pendants including a carved
gourd with foliage and flowers, 4.5 cm drop and a
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bi disk, 2.5 cm drop (3) £100.00 - £150.00

1900. 59.5 cm £200.00 - £300.00

57

A set of six Asian graduated bronze weights in the
form of a fabulous animal raised on an octagonal
base, largest 4 cm h., to/w two seals surmounted
with dogs of Fo £30.00 - £50.00

67

A pair of Chinese polychrome square section
baluster vases and covers decorated with panels
of fabulous animals, auspicious objects, birds and
foliage and a watery landscape, 20th century, 42
cm h. (2) £80.00 - £120.00

58

A collection of Chinese hardstone, onyx and
quartz fruit including pear, peach, apple, four
bunches of grapes, double gourd etc. £60.00 £80.00

68

A Chinese blue and white small tea canister
decorated with pagodas in a watery landscape,
10.8 cm to/w a fluted blue and white dish
decorated with buildings in a watery landscape,
edge later gilded, 21 cm dia. and a small trinket
dish, 12.4 x 9 cm , all 18th century (3) £80.00 £120.00

69

A nest of three Chinese rosewood occasional
tables each having glass inset tops over carved
prunus friezes, raised on carved supports, the
largest 44 x 33 x 62 cm high £150.00 - £250.00

70

A Chinese hardwood pot stand carved with prunus
and having an inset marble top, late 19th century,
46 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

A Chinese 19th century lacquered octagonal tea
caddy, gilt decorated with panels of figures on
terraces, the hinged lid opening to reveal two lead
tea canisters with incised decoration, 13 cm x 20
cm x 12 cm high £140.00 - £160.00

71

A Chinese 18th century black lacquer chamfered
rectangular travelling box decorated in mother of
pearl inlay with flowers and foliage within a chevron
border, 37 cm long, 26.5 deep x 28 cm high
£150.00 - £200.00

60A A Chinese mah jong set comprising a brass bound
hardwood box, the front sliding to reveal five
drawers containing bamboo & bone tiles and
sticks to/w four lacquered racks decorated with
dragons chasing flaming pearls £80.00 - £120.00

72

A pair of Chinese lacquered square baluster vases
having blind fret carving with rockwork and flowers
on a cinnabar lacquer ground, 23 cm h. c/w
stands £40.00 - £60.00

59

60

Three 19th century Chinese silk panels - a silk
sleeve embroidered to the centre with trees,
figures and pagodas within a black border
embroidered with flowers and butterflies, 72 x 36
cm, one panel embroidered with peony and
stylised insects, 37.5 x 31.5 cm and another
sleeve embroidered with cranes, figures in boats,
flowers and foliage, 56.5 x 29 cm to/w an Indian
square silk panel embroidered in silver thread with
peacocks, 15 x 15 cm, all framed and glazed (4)
£130.00 - £180.00

61

A Chinese 19th century bronze censer and cover
of square form cast with panels of auspicious
animals, 25 cm h. £100.00 - £200.00

62

A Chinese 19th century Canton famille rose bottle
vase and cover decorated with alternating panels
of figures on a terrace and flowers, birds and
insects, 36 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

63

A pair of Chinese 19th century blue and white
crackleware vases decorated with birds, insects,
flowers and foliage, 31 cm h. to/w an 18th century
Chinese polychrome mug, 11 cm (3) £70.00 £90.00

64

72A A Japanese Imari plate decorated with vase of
flowers to the centre within a floral border, 25 cm,
to/w a pair of Japanese Imari fluted plates, 21 cm
(3) £30.00 - £50.00
73

A Chinese bronze quatrafoil bowl having two
dragon handles and raised on four feet, 33 x 25.8
cm £60.00 - £80.00

74

A Chinese 19th century lacquered table cabinet,
the drawer fronts and sliding doors faced with
tortoiseshell and gilded with buildings in
landscapes, the box on a separate stand with
cabriole legs, 26.5 cm wide x 17.3 cm deep x 38
cm high £80.00 - £120.00

A Chinese 19th century porcelain snuff bottle
decorated with birds on a flowering branch, the lid
set coral, 9 cm h. £40.00 - £60.00

75

A Japanese hardwood table - top shodana, 40.8
cm wide x 14 cm deep x 65.5 cm high £70.00 £90.00

65

A set of three Chinese 19th century small pith
paintings of birds in flowering trees, 8.5 x 13 cm
to/w a pith painting of butterflies and flowers, 11.2
x 15.8 cm and another depicting two birds on
rocks with flowers, 9.5 x 17.7 cm (5) £40.00 £60.00

66

A Chinese 19th century hardwood two tier circular
low table, the shaped top carved with a border of
flowering prunus, the pierced apron carved with
fruit and foliage, four carved legs terminating in ball
and claw feet, diameter approximately 75 cm x
56.5 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

75A Ten Chinese 19th century pith paintings depicting
the life story of a boy, each titled to verso: His
birth; His first meal; His head shaved; He goes to
school; He becomes a Mandarin and goes to see
his old school master; Chin chi.. Joss (?); He
receives an honour as a high Mandarin; The
Emperor sends him home with honour; He
dispenses sycee to his children and He sits in
state with his wife, all framed and glazed, 21.5 x
33 cm (10) £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

66A A Chinese famille rose cylindrical stick stand
decorated with two panels of flowers in a vase, c.
BidMaster Office
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75B A set of four Japanese watercolour paintings of
birds to/w one each of monkeys, cricket, turtle,
carp and frog, 25 x 30 cm, first half of 20th century
(9) £60.00 - £80.00

75C 19th century Japanese School - Study of a warrior
on horseback, watercolour, signed, 91 x 50.5 cm
to/w Four Chinese early 20th century watercolour
paintings of birds with flowers and insects, 96 x 32
cm (5)
£60.00 - £80.00

86

A Victorian electroplated hot water jug with
engraved decoration, a 'Swan' toast rack, trinket
box with pin-cushion top, cigarette case and a
cased set of electroplated OEP flatware and
cutlery (little used) £40.00 - £60.00

87

A quantity of electroplated King's pattern cutlery
and other plated wares (box) £30.00 - £40.00

88

A cased set of electroplated fish servers, a carving
set and other flatware and cutlery, to/w tableware
including tea wares, tureen, etc. (box) £40.00 £60.00

89

A Mappin & Webb Art Deco four-piece tea service
including hot water jug £40.00 - £60.00

90

Two pairs of plated on copper dishes, a revolving
breakfast dish, a large oval plated on copper
platter, an American electroplated carving dish
with gravy well and various electroplated mugs
(box) £80.00 - £120.00

91

A Victorian cased cake knife and fork with silver
ferrules and ivory handles, to/w an electroplated
four-piece tea/coffee service with engraved
decoration, an oval dish with ornate pierced rim
and an Inuit aluminium plaque worked with polar
bear and gulls, signed indistinctly (box) £60.00 £90.00

92

A Victorian electroplated hot-water canister with
wicker-bound handles, to/w a mahogany cased
set of fish knives and forks, engraved electroplated
tray and various flatware, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

93

A silver cigarette box, London 1950, to/w various
electroplated fiddle pattern flatware and bonehandled knives (box) £30.00 - £40.00

An electroplated four-piece tea/coffee service, an
oval tureen, a pair of sauce boats, syphon stand
and other tableware and flatware (box) £60.00 £80.00

94

An oak cigar box with electroplated mounts
(worn), to/w an oak cased set of twelve each fish
knives and forks with servers, with silver ferrules
and bone handles, two other cases of fish knives
and forks, a set of serving spoons and a set of
pastry forks, to/w an oak glove-box (7 - box)
£50.00 - £70.00

A pair of electroplated entree dishes and covers
with detachable handles, an electroplated nut dish
with sectional glass inset and two stemmed fruit
dishes with swing handles (5) (box) £50.00 £80.00

95

An electroplated four-piece tea/coffee service, a
hot dish with cover and liner, various electroplated
goblets, etc. (box) £50.00 - £80.00

96

An engine-turned silver cigarette box, Birmingham
1927, a silver cigar-piercer, Birmingham 1956 and
a Victorian mustard, Birmingham 1896, to/w an
electroplated oval bread-dish, egg-cup cruet and a
pair of Aspreys electroplated hot-dishes with spirit
burners and ceramic liners (one lacks lid) (box)
£40.00 - £60.00

97

A quantity of electroplated and other flatware and
cutlery (box) £40.00 - £60.00

98

A George III silver crescent-shaped decanter label
for 'Madeira', Peter & William Bateman, London
1907, to/w two 'Sherry' labels - W E (possibly
William Ellerby), London 1819 and Charles
Rawlings, London 1820 and another, unmarked,
'Sherry' label (4) £100.00 - £180.00

99

A Victorian oak-cased part set of electroplated
dessert knives and forks with mother-of-pearl

75D Chinese 19th century embroidered peony
fragments mounted on green silk, 25 x 20 cm,
framed and glazed £30.00 - £50.00
75E A 19th century Japanese triptych woodcut print of
ladies/Geisha in a park, each individually
mounted, framed and glazed, 35 x 22.3 cm (3)
£80.00 - £120.00
75F An 18th century Japanese woodcut after Kitagawa
Utamaro (1750-1806) - Nursing mother and baby
under a mosquito net, 37 x 24 cm, framed and
glazed £30.00 - £40.00
75G A Chinese silk panel embroidered with calligraphy,
peacocks and other birds with peony within a
hardwood frame inlaid with mother of pearl, 67.5 x
78 cm (including frame) £60.00 - £80.00
76

A pair of Victorian Scottish silver King's pattern
sugar tongs, to/w an electroplated three-piece tea
service, an egg-cup cruet, various goblets and
brandy-pans, etc. (box) £50.00 - £70.00

77

An Art Deco three-piece cafe au lait set, two toastracks, coffee pot, fruit basket, sugar scuttle, etc.
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

78

A silver-mounted perpetual calendar and a silver
and gold enamel five-piece brush set (all a/f), to/w
two electroplated oval trays and a bottle-stand with
loop handle (5) £40.00 - £60.00

79

80

81

A large silver plated champagne bath £100.00 £150.00

82

A substantial part set of Hanoverian rat-tail
flatware, with cutlery, contained in a fitted canteen
£50.00 - £100.00

83

A silver Christening spoon and fork and other
oddments of silver, .800 grade fish knives and
forks, various electroplated flatware, etc. (box)
£40.00 - £60.00

84

An extensive part set of electroplated Hanoverian
rat-tail flatware including soup ladle, to/w a
quantity of fiddle pattern flatware £40.00 - £60.00

85

An oak canteen containing a mostly complete set
of electroplated Old English Pattern flatware with
cutlery and some matching flatware £70.00 £100.00
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handles and silver ferrules, Sheffield 1916 £40.00 £60.00

decoration, whistle, five bells and coral teether,
George Unite, Birmingham 1888 £100.00 - £200.00

100

A heavy quality silver three-piece tea service in the 117
Georgian manner, on ball feet, C S Harris & Sons
Ltd, London 1933, 40 oz gross £250.00 - £300.00

An Asprey's conical glass whisky dram with starcut base and silver collar and cover, Birmingham
1927 £40.00 - £60.00

101

A silver Christening mug in the form of a small
Georgian tankard with scroll handle, C J Vander
Ltd, London 1967, 4.1 oz £50.00 - £70.00

118

102

Two engine-turned cigarette cases, Birmingham
1922/1931, 8.6 oz £60.00 - £90.00

A Dutch .800 grade tea strainer with profusely
chased broad rim, to/w a Swiss .835 grade Art
Deco Christening beaker with matching napkin
ring, a teaspoon and an electroplated paper knife
£60.00 - £90.00

103

A cased silver paper-knife in the form of a
Georgian meat-skewer, Francis Howard Ltd,
Sheffield 1987 £30.00 - £50.00

119

An octagonal baluster sugar caster Deakin &
Francis, Birmingham 1941, 16 cm, to/w an
electroplated sugar caster (2) £40.00 - £60.00

104

Two small silver cigarette cases, Birmingham
1913/22, 2.9 oz gross £30.00 - £40.00

120

105

A George IV gilt-tooled leather aide memoir with
day-pages, in engraved silver slip-case, Joseph
Wilmore, Birmingham 1828 £60.00 - £80.00

An unusual pair of Edwardian silver novelty bonbon
dishes in the form of miniature gardeners' trugs
with loop handles, James Dixon & Sons Ltd,
Sheffield 1909, 11.5 cm long £60.00 - £90.00

121

An antique Continental unmarked mug with dentil
rim, half reeding and fluting, pierced foot-rim and
scroll handle, 13 cm (reputedly South American
18th century) £150.00 - £250.00

122

A Swiss .800 grade miniature carriage clock with
alarm movement by Rau & Steinmeyer of Geneva
Pforzheim, no.11168, the dial slip and side panels
enamelled with courting couples and a Woman
Scorned, 9 cm high overall £500.00 - £700.00

123

A William IV silver cheroot case with hinged top
richly chased with scrolling foliage, Nathaniel
Mills, Birmingham (probably) 1830, 12 cm long
£200.00 - £300.00

124

A late Victorian glass horn-shaped small decanter
with star-cut base and drawn double-loop handle,
silver collar and hinged lid, H W King & Son,
Chester 1896, 22 cm £80.00 - £120.00

125

A late Victorian page-turner with ivory blade and
silver handle (maker's mark rubbed), Birmingham
1898 £30.00 - £50.00

126

A George III silver meat skewer with ring finial,
William Stephenson (probably), London 1794, 32
cm, 3.3 cm £60.00 - £90.00

127

A Victorian silver taper-stick in the form of a
miniature chamber-stick with conical snuffer,
Joseph Angell I & II London 1841, to/w a replica
Henry VII miniature silver bowl, F J Ross & Sons,
London 1936 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

128

A George V silver Coronation commemorative
match-box mounted with medallion and striker,
London 1910, to/w a cigarette box, London 1933,
a square cut glass ink bottle with machine-turned
cover, Birmingham 1934, a napkin ring and a
matchbox cover (5) £80.00 - £120.00

129

A pair of heavy quality engine-turned napkin rings,
S Blackensee & Sons Ltd, to/w a pair of silver
ashtrays, all Birmingham 1937 (4), 5.6 oz £40.00 £60.00

106

An Asprey silver patent bookmark with sprung arm
action, London 1946 £80.00 - £120.00

107

A cased silver six-piece condiment set, Alexander
Clark & Co Ltd, Jubilee marked Birmingham 1934
£80.00 - £120.00

108

A George III silver teapot with floral engraved
decoration on bun feet, Duncan Urquhart &
Naphtali Hart, London 1807, to/w a matching milk
jug and sugar basin, maker UDM (marks rubbed),
33.7 cm £250.00 - £300.00

109

A George III Irish silver meat skewer with ring
handle, maker CC, Dublin 1817, to/w a Georgian
Scottish silver sugar tongs, Alexander Zeigler
(c.1800) and a set of six each electroplated fish
knives and forks with carved ivory handles and
engraved blades £80.00 - £120.00

110

An Edwardian engraved silver sovereign case,
Joseph Gloster Ltd, on fine chain (chain not
marked) £30.00 - £40.00

111

An engraved silver 'bachelor's' cigarette case with
applied enamel oval depicting a female nude,
seated on a bed, E Mellow, Birmingham 1920, 8.5
x 6.5 cm £150.00 - £200.00

112

A small silver capstan inkwell, S Blackensee &
Sons Ltd, to/w a sauce boat, Birmingham 1967
and three pairs of sugar tongs (5) £60.00 - £90.00

113

A cased manicure set with silver mounts,
Birmingham 1923, to/w a cased brush, comb and
hand-mirror, Birmingham 1925/28 (2) £70.00 £90.00

114

A planished silver bachelor teapot with ebonised
handle and finial, Cooper Brothers & Sons Ltd,
Sheffield 1925, to/w a vase, sugar basin and
baluster pepperette (4), 21 oz gross £150.00 £200.00

115

116

A late Victorian page-turner with ivory blade and
floral and foliate handle, probably Henry Matthews, 130
Birmingham 1897 £50.00 - £70.00
A Victorian silver baby's rattle with embossed
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A 19th century Continental .800 grade miniature
violin with chased decoration, to/w a Dutch .833
standard miniature ox-cart, a tortoiseshell snuff-

box with silver mounts and a horn snuff-box (4)
£100.00 - £150.00
131

eleven tablespoons, fourteen table forks, nine
dessert forks, seven dessert spoons, two sauce
ladles and a meat skewer - various makers and
dates, 108 oz total £800.00 - £1,200.00

A Thai sterling silver cigar box, richly embossed
with temple figures and chased foliage, 26 cm
wide £150.00 - £200.00

132

A cased harlequin set of six silver seal-top coffee
spoons with enamelled backs to the bowls,
Sheffield 1925/26, to/w a pair of engine-turned
hairbrushes, Birmingham 1937 and three
American Gorham sterling oval photograph frames
(5) £70.00 - £100.00

133

A set of six Dutch .833 standard table forks and
five matching spoons, 21.7 oz, to/w an .800 grade
pastry slice, a set of fifteen ornate .800 grade tea
knives, a soup ladle stamped 750 and another
pastry slice with pierced blade (box) £200.00 £250.00

145

A heavy quality silver cigarette case with engineturned decoration, Smith & Bartlam, Birmingham
1943, to/w a sterling cigarette case engraved with
a map of India and Burma (pre-Partition) and a
Japanese example engraved with buildings in a
landscape, stamped 'Sterling Silver 950' (3) 15.3
oz £100.00 - £150.00

146

An Oriental hammered hip flask stamped 'silver',
to/w an .800 grade trinket tray with matching
cigarette box and ashtray and an unmarked small
pill-box surmounted by a lion (5) £100.00 - £150.00

147

A cased set of six silver golfing coffee spoons,
Walker & Hall, Sheffield 1933, a large travelling
watch in silver-mounted case, London 1902, a
photograph frame, Chester 1919, a penknife with
silver cladding, a fob pen and a Haig 'Dimple' bottle
with sterling bamboo cladding with matching
miniature bitters bottle (7) £100.00 - £150.00

148

An Edwardian silver and glass ink stand with
pierced gallery and square bottles, on bun feet;
Birmingham 1905, to/w a pair of engine-turned
hairbrushes, Jubilee marked, Birmingham 1935 (3)
£50.00 - £70.00

149

A George IV coconut cup with silver collar and
stemmed foot, the nut finely carved all over with
floral and foliate bands and fan motifs, Charles
Rawlings, London 1821, 17 cm high £250.00 £350.00

134

A German .800 grade bachelor teapot and sugar
basin in the Rococo manner with embossed shell
and scroll decoration and pad feet £100.00 £150.00

135

A cased pair of silver teaspoons with tongs,
Sheffield 1957, to/w a cased set of four graduated
shot-beakers, a set of six tea knives with
Jasperware handles and a set of electroplated fish
knives and forks with matching servers £50.00 £70.00

136

A cased Art Deco style silver three-piece
condiment set, Birmingham 1955, to/w a capstan
inkwell, Birmingham 1938 (2) £50.00 - £80.00

137

A heavy quality silver box, the hinged cover
enamelled with roses, Birmingham import, by
Heinrich Levinger of Pforzheim, 9 cm long £100.00 150
- £200.00

138

A George III silver teapot of oval half-reeded form
with foliate crown finial and carved wood handle,
Daniel Pontifex, London 1803 £200.00 - £250.00

139

A pair of heavy quality late Victorian silver bonbon
dishes in the Rococo manner, William Devenport,
Birmingham 1900, 9.7 oz £100.00 - £150.00

140

An Asprey's Art Deco style dressing table set with
engine-turned silver mounts applied with 'AG'
monogram, comprising two brushes, a handmirror, two cologne bottles and three square toilet
jars, Asprey & Co. Ltd., London 1940 £250.00 £350.00

141

A silver sauce boat in the Georgian style with
scroll handle, on shell feet, Edward Barnard &
Sons, London 1940, 6.3 oz £60.00 - £90.00

A silver cup and saucer, Sheffield 1924, to/w a
cased napkin ring with thistle piercing, Sheffield
1921, a cased set of coffee spoons with bean
finials, a mustard pot, Birmingham 1918 and a
Victorian sovereign case, Birmingham 1895
£70.00 - £100.00

151

A pair of Victorian silver fish servers with engraved
and pierced blades and ornate loaded silver
handles, John Gammage, Birmingham 1852
£60.00 - £90.00

152

A pair of 17th century-style silver baluster
candlesticks with foliate-chased decoration, John
Round & Son Ltd., London 1918, 16.6 oz, 29 cm
high £180.00 - £220.00

153

A pair of German .830 standard 'Chick'
pepperettes, 3.5 cm high £50.00 - £70.00

154

A Georg Jensen silver small fork with foliate
design finial, import London 1926, to/w five Arts &
Crafts style planished small spoons, Enid Kelsey,
London 1930 and an .800 grade miniature beaker,
dated 1904 £40.00 - £60.00

142

An early George III silver sauce boat with crimped
rim, scroll handle and hoof feet, maker - B (script rubbed), London 1762, 10.7 oz £100.00 - £150.00

143

A William IV Scottish silver fiddle and shell sauce
ladle, Edinburgh 1835, to/w various Georgian and
later teaspoons, a silver egg-cup and a napkin
ring, 11.4 oz total £80.00 - £120.00

155

A silver 'berry' sifter ladle of Georgian origin with
embossed and pierced bowl, to/w an Edwardian
cream jug with scroll handle, Birmingham 1908 (2)
£70.00 - £100.00

144

An extensive mixed set of Georgian and (mostly)
Victorian fiddle and thread flatware, comprising

156

A silver salver with gadrooned rim, on three hoof
feet, Collis & Co., Birmingham 1927, 28 oz, 32 cm
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diameter £180.00 - £220.00
157

158

159

A heavy quality silver teapot and matching hot
water jug of oval form, on bun feet, Atkin Brothers,
Sheffield 1937, 42.1 oz gross £280.00 - £320.00
A 'Senior Service' wafer-box and ashtray, to/w five
other ashtrays and a Gallagher Cigarettes box
with enamelled cartouche (8) £70.00 - £100.00
A silver sauce-boat in the Georgian manner, with
beaded rim, scroll handle and shell feet,
Birmingham 1937, to/w a circular cream jug on
stemmed foot, Birmingham 1938 (2) 7.4 oz £50.00
- £70.00

to/w a pierced bonbon dish, Sheffield 1929 and a
US sterling pierced bowl (3) 8.1 oz £60.00 - £90.00
174

A pair of Georgian silver sugar nips, maker WP
(no date), to/w a pair of George III OEP
tablespoons, Sarah & John William Blake, London
1816 (3) £50.00 - £80.00

175

Four parcel gilt silver berry tablespoons of
Georgian origin (two cased), to/w two sets of six
fiddle pattern berry teaspoons (one set cased), 16
oz total £180.00 - £220.00

176

A cased set of six coffee spoons with flattened
bowls, Asprey & Co. Ltd., Goldsmiths &
Silversmiths Co. Ltd., Sheffield 1920, to/w a set of
twelve bright cut coffee spoons, Birmingham 1930
and various other flatware, Eastern white metal
and electroplated King's pattern dessert knives
£70.00 - £100.00

177

An Edwardian conical cut glass cayenne bottle,
the silver top with spoon and 'devil's head' finial,
Atkin Bros., Sheffield 1904, to/w a cased threepiece condiment set, Sheffield 1942, a set of
eleven coffee spoons with shell bowls, London
1899, a stack of ten US sterling-clad glass
coasters in stand and a photograph frame (box)
£70.00 - £100.00

160

A set of four Egyptian .90 grade bowls with
engraved decoration, 12.8 oz £80.00 - £120.00

161

A silver salver with gadrooned rim, on three scroll
feet, S Blackensee & Sons Ltd, Birmingham 1937,
30.2 oz, 32 cm diameter £250.00 - £300.00

162

An oak cased set of twelve each silver dessert
knives and forks with mother-of-pearl handles,
Allen & Darwin Ltd, Sheffield 1913 £100.00 £150.00

163

A silver hot milk jug of urn form with castellated
rim and circular stemmed foot, E S Barnsley &
Co, Birmingham 1921, 10.6 oz £80.00 - £120.00

164

A set of six silver bowls, mounted with the
regimental badge of the Royal Scots, Viner & Co,
Sheffield 1937, 27.5 oz £180.00 - £220.00

178

An Edwardian silver oblong three-piece tea service
in the Georgian manner, Thomas Bradbury &
Sons, London 1903/4, 31.6 oz £250.00 - £300.00

165

An Edwardian cased silver four-piece condiment
set on ball feet, Hilliard & Thompson, Birmingham
1902 £50.00 - £80.00

179

166

A silver Jersey cream jug, three-quarter pint, with
wicker-bound handle, Kenneth Tyler Key,
Birmingham 1964 £50.00 - £70.00

Newcastle Assay: A George III silver oblong teapot
of banded design on ball feet, with ivory insulators,
bears marks for Dorothy Langlands, Newcastle
1807 £300.00 - £500.00

180

Exeter Assay: A set of six Victorian fiddle pattern
dessert spoons, Josiah Williams & Co., Exeter
1863/64, to/w two George III OEP tablespoons and
three fiddle pattern teaspoons (11) 13.3 oz £60.00 £90.00

181

An Edwardian silver Stilton scoop with ivory
handle, Walker & Hall, Sheffield 1903, to/w a pair
of Georgian Scottish silver fiddle pattern sugar
tongs, pair of napkin rings, butter knife with motherof-pearl handle, two teaspoons, cased pair of
napkin rings £50.00 - £80.00

182

A novelty silver and parcel gilt salt and pepper pair
modelled as shotgun cartridges, Adie Brothers,
Birmingham 1925 £100.00 - £150.00

183

A late Victorian cylindrical trinket box and cover
with floral chased decoration, London 1895, to/w a
silver-faced address book, London 1904, a cased
Christening spoon and fork, London 1861 and a
pierced pepperette with blue glass liner (box)
£80.00 - £120.00

184

A Persian .840 grade teapot with chased foliate
decoration and bone handle, to/w a somewhat
similar small dish, bowl and posy bowl, all
stamped '84' (4), 37.5 oz £100.00 - £150.00

185

A Victorian cased set of four open silver salts with
floral chasing, on hoof feet, Martin, Hall & Co.,
London 1876, to/w a set of salt spoons with

167

An oblong silver three-piece tea service with
gadrooned rims and ball feet, Elkington & Co,
Birmingham 1919, 30.5 oz gross £250.00 - £300.00

168

An Edwardian oval silver half-reeded teapot, J
Sherwood & Sons, Birmingham 1903, 16.7 oz
gross £150.00 - £200.00

169

An Edwardian oblong silver bachelor teapot with
egg and dart moulding, George Nathan & Ridley
Hayes, Chester 1905, 12.5 oz gross £80.00 £120.00

170

A matched set of six William IV and Victorian
fiddle pattern table forks - various makers and
dates 1831-1840, 16.5 oz £150.00 - £200.00

171

A George III silver baluster cream jug with pinched
rim and scroll handle, on stemmed foot, maker
Nathaniel Appleton & Ann Smith, London 1781
£80.00 - £120.00

172

A George III oval silver half-reeded milk jug
(maker's mark rubbed) London 1799, to/w an
Edwardian stemmed cream jug in the Georgian
manner, Birmingham 1905 (2) 6.1 oz £50.00 £70.00

173

A pair of silver baluster pepperettes of lobed form
with floral chased decoration, Birmingham 1903,
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apostle finials, same maker, Sheffield 1876
£150.00 - £200.00
186

187

An Indian low grade metal three-piece tea service
with floral chased decoration, to/w a somewhat
similar trefoil petit fours dish, a plate with pierced
rim, to/w small bowls and on open salt £80.00 £120.00
A William IV silver OEP sifter ladle, Adey Bellamy
Savory, London 1833, to/w a fiddle pattern
mustard spoon, London 1860, a hinged silver
bangle with engraved decoration, Birmingham
1884 and an oak-cased set of twelve each
electroplated fish knives and forks £50.00 - £80.00

188

Two silver flute vases with loaded rims and circular
domed foot, London 1913, two small bonbon
dishes, an engine-turned cigarette case,
Birmingham 1939 £140.00 - £180.00

189

A pair of pierced silver bonbon dishes, Duncan &
Scobbie, Birmingham 1913, to/w a somewhat
similar hexagonal dish, London 1972 (3) 10.7 oz
£80.00 - £120.00

190

An oval silver pot pourri case with foliate pierced
cover, Mappin & Webb, London 1913, 13.5 cm
wide, to/w an embossed and pierced bonbon
basket with swing handle, London 1907 (2) 8.1 oz
£120.00 - £140.00

199

Two 18th century tablespoons, to/w various 18th
century dessert spoons, including a Hester
Bateman example, London 1787 (12) 15.3 oz total
£100.00 - £150.00

200

A set of six George III silver teaspoons, Thomas
Wallis II, London 1797, to/w fourteen various other
Georgian teaspoons, 8.1 oz £60.00 - £90.00

201

A George III silver tea strainer with beaded rim
(handle a/f), Hester Bateman, London 1790, 9.5
cm diameter, to/w a pair of Rococo revival sugar
nips, London 1893 (2) £50.00 - £80.00

202

An oval silver ring-box with blue enamel hinged
cover enclosing silk lining, on cabriole supports,
Birmingham 1919, to/w an embossed matchbox
cover, London 1913, a pair of knife rests, Sheffield
1914, a pair of Albany pattern sugar tongs, London
1886 and a pepperette in the form of a miniature
flour-dredger, Chester 1897 (5) £100.00 - £150.00

203

A William IV silver fiddle pattern basting spoon,
maker SH, London 1836, 4.6 oz £80.00 - £120.00

204

A George III silver fiddle pattern fish slice with
pierced and engraved blade and dolphin heel to the
handle, William & Samuel Knight, London 1814,
4.8 oz £60.00 - £90.00

205

A quantity of Georgian and later teaspoons and
other flatware including sauce ladle and sugar
tongs - various makers and dates (two cased
sets), 23 oz £150.00 - £200.00

206

A set of six parcel gilt dessert spoons of Georgian
origin, with later engraved decoration, to/w a
William IV fiddle pattern sauce ladle, London
1836, a fiddle pattern dessert spoon and fork,
London 1900 and an Old English Pattern
tablespoon, Sheffield 1901 (10) 13.9 oz £100.00 £150.00

191

A green enamel and silver three-piece brush set,
Birmingham 1931/32 £40.00 - £60.00

192

A cased pair of 19th century Russian 84 zol and
gilt dessert spoons with engraved and niello foliate
decoration, maker (possibly) Anton Chevarzin,
assayed by Andrey Antonovich Kovalsky, Moscow
1852 £80.00 - £120.00

193

A quantity of silver items, including tortoiseshellmounted and pique-work hand-mirror, cut glass
powder-bowl and dish, various other mirrors, etc. - 207
various makers and dates (box) £80.00 - £120.00
A cased set of six Franklin Mint silver collectors'
spoons - 'Sovereign Queens' (Mary I - Elizabeth II), 208
Jubilee marked Sheffield 1977, to/w a 'Brandy'
decanter label, Birmingham 1967 (2) £40.00 £60.00
209
A German .830 grade coffee pot with scroll handle
and stemmed foot, 20.8 oz gross, to/w an .830
grade letter salver, 10.2 oz (2) £200.00 - £300.00

194

195

196

A square silver visiting-card salver on scroll feet,
Viners Ltd., Sheffield 1951, 7.7 oz, to/w an Art
Deco style cigarette box with engine-turned cover,
London 1939 £60.00 - £90.00

197

Two easel photograph frames with embossed
silver fronts, both London 1989, to/w a large oval
presentation dish engraved 'from the Pakistan Air
Force Staff College 1961', stamped 'Paksilver' (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

198

A set of nine George III silver Old English pattern
and thread table forks and five matching dessert
forks, Richard Crossley, London 1788, 27 oz (14)
£200.00 - £250.00
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A silver fruit dish on stemmed circular foot, with
pierced scroll rim, Elkington & Co., Birmingham
1926, 17 oz £120.00 - £150.00
A pair of early Victorian heavy quality silver gilt
servers with shell and scroll finials, Chawner &
Co., London 1841, 11.1 oz £100.00 - £150.00
A cased set of six rat-tail teaspoons with tongs,
Sheffield 1918, to/w a cased set of six Chinese
parcel gilt coffee spoons with pierced handles, a
cased set of six tea knives with loaded silver
handles, a pair of loaded silver baluster
candlesticks, Birmingham 1973 and a larger
candlestick (box) £100.00 - £150.00

210

A late Victorian silver heart-shaped pin-dish with
pierced rim, Chester 1900, to/w a pressed oval
dish, London 1972, a pair of Edwardian pierced
silver napkin rings, Birmingham 1901, a pair of oval
open salts with blue glass liners, two salt spoons
and an urn-shaped pepperette on weighted foot,
5.8 oz weighable £60.00 - £80.00

211

Various silver items including three Victorian toilet
jar covers (two glass bases a/f), a napkin ring,
hand mirror, small sugar tongs, cauldron salt, pair
of loaded candlesticks (converted to table lamps)

and an electroplated soup ladle (box) £40.00 £60.00
212

An Edwardian silver half-reeded kettle on stand
with spirit burner, mounted with an enamel badge,
Barker Brothers, Birmingham 1904, 31.6 oz gross
£250.00 - £300.00

213

A heavy quality silver cream jug, Harrods retailed,
Hawksworth Eyre & Co., Ltd., Sheffield 1931, 5.7
oz, to/w an Edwardian weighted silver pin cushion,
Saunders & Shepherd, Chester 1905 (2) £40.00 £60.00

214

A set of four late George II silver tablespoons,
Edward Bennett I, London c.1750-55 (marks
rubbed), 7.7 oz £80.00 - £120.00

215

A silver half-pint Christening mug in the Georgian
manner, with scroll handle and moulded foot,
William Aitken, Birmingham 1919, to/w a pair of
Victorian open salts with floral decoration, on hoof
feet, London 1855 and a small trophy cup, Dublin
1929 (4) 10.5 oz total £80.00 - £120.00

216

A Continental early 19th century fiddle pattern
tablespoon stamped '13' (.813 grade), to/w an oval
pin tray, London import 1900 (2) £50.00 - £80.00

217

Two pairs of silver knife-rests, Birmingham
1906/Sheffield 1907, 8 oz £60.00 - £90.00

218

A cased set of six silver Hanoverian rat-tail soup
spoons, Sheffield 1951, to/w a cased set of six
coffee spoons with bean finials, Birmingham 1932
and various loose silver flatware, including an
Edwardian rat-tail Stilton scoop, Sheffield 1907
and a matching pair of butter knives, Sheffield
1908, a pair of novelty 'wishbone' sugar tongs,
1934, etc., 17.7 oz £150.00 - £200.00

219

Ten various Victorian silver napkin rings and an
Edwardian example (11) £100.00 - £150.00

220

A Victorian Irish silver gilt page-turner/bookmark,
Edmond Johnson, Dublin 1846, 19 cm £100.00 £150.00

221

222

223

224

A silver bachelor teapot with composite scroll
handle, on raised foot-rim, William Suckling,
Birmingham 1932, 12.7 oz gross £80.00 - £120.00

fiddle pattern teaspoon, John Pringle, circa 1830,
a Hester Bateman bright-cut teaspoon, London
1787, a butter knife with engraved blade and
carved mother-of-pearl handle, George Unite,
London 1855, etc. £50.00 - £80.00
225

A William IV cut glass travelling ink-bottle, the
silver-gilt top with engine-turned decoration and
screw-down cover, London 1834, to/w a cut
amethyst-glass scent bottle with unmarked silver
top (top a/f), a Victorian miniature stemmed open
salt with spoon, Sheffield 1865, and a miniature
glove-button hook as a folding fob £70.00 - £100.00

226

A George III half-reeded mustard of square cushion
form, on ball feet, maker TR, London 1807, to/w a
'Madeira' decanter label, Charles Price, London
1820, an electroplated 'Port' bottle-ring, an Old
Sheffield plate wine funnel with gadrooned rim and
a pepperette as a miniature electroplated Jersey
cream jug (5) £60.00 - £90.00

227

A set of five silver decanter labels embossed and
chased with vine decoration and engraved names,
Birmingham 1971, to/w a single 'Whisky' label (6)
£40.00 - £60.00

228

Three cologne bottles with silver screw covers,
London 1925, in stitched leather travel-case, to/w
a pair of Norwegian sterling small candlesticks
and a pin dish inlaid with blue enamel (4) £60.00 £100.00

229

Thirteen silver sports prize medallions for billiards
and snooker, three with enamelled shield, mostly
1930's / 40's, approx 4.1 oz gross £30.00 - £40.00

230

A Victorian sovereign, 1880 £150.00 - £170.00

231

A black opal five stone ring with rose points
between, 18ct yellow gold carved claw setting,
size Q £280.00 - £320.00

232

A black opal five stone ring, 18ct yellow gold claw
set, size S £180.00 - £220.00

233

A garnet and old cut diamond seven stone ring,
claw set, stamped 18ct £80.00 - £120.00

234

An opal and diamond seven stone ring, 18ct
yellow gold claw setting with carved shoulders,
size J 1/2 £150.00 - £200.00

An Edwardian cased set of six Hanoverian rat-tail
teaspoons with tongs, Sheffield 1905, to/w a bright- 235
cut set of six coffee spoons, Sheffield 1897 and an
OEP set of six teaspoons, also Sheffield 1905, in
associated cases, and a cased set of six tea
knives and forks with loaded silver pistol-grip
handles, Sheffield 1905 (4) £80.00 - £120.00
236
A George III OEP sauce ladle, Eley & Fearn,
London 1803, to/w a pair of early Victorian fiddle
237
pattern sauce ladles, Charles Lias, London 1837
and a Scottish silver fiddle pattern example,
Andrew Wilkie, Edinburgh 1849 (William IV duty
marks) (4) 6.5 oz total £100.00 - £180.00
A set of six George III OEP teaspoons, John
238
Schofield (probably), London circa 1775 (later
engraved monograms), to/w various other Georgian
and later flatware and cutlery including a Perth
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An amethyst and cubic zirconia rectangular
cluster ring, size J 1/2 to/w synthetic white
sapphire eternity ring stamped 9ct and SL, size M
1/2 and 9ct yellow gold 'Regard' ring (distorted
shank) (3) £80.00 - £120.00
A 9ct yellow gold bracelet, a/f, to/w compass
charm, 9ct rose gold (2) £80.00 - £120.00
A ruby and diamond open crescent brooch set
with nine graduated rubies and eighteen eight-cut
and rose diamonds in yellow gold gallery style
setting with safety chain attached £250.00 £350.00
An oval amethyst cluster ring, 9ct yellow gold cast
claw setting with engraved shoulders, size O 1/2
to/w pierced elliptical bar brooch stamped 9ct,
having metal pin, cased (2) £40.00 - £60.00

239

An Arts & Crafts steel tiara set with cabochon
green dyed agate £200.00 - £400.00

257

A 9ct rose gold single stone ring set with pale pink
quartz, size N 1/2 £50.00 - £80.00

240

Pressed amber and red coral multistrand necklace
£60.00 - £80.00

258

A single stone peridot ring, yellow metal set
stamped 9ct, size M 1/2 £30.00 - £40.00

241

An Arts & Crafts green stone cabochon brooch
having two suspended tassels with river pearl
terminations, stone approx 35 mm wide x 70 mm
total length £150.00 - £200.00

259

An Edwardian three stone marquise style ring set
with old cut diamonds in collet settings, white and
yellow metal set, stamped 18ct £150.00 - £200.00

260

242

A collection of antique vintage costume jewellery
including bangles, buckles, coral necklaces etc
£100.00 - £150.00

A two row cultured pearl choker of uniform size on
9ct yellow gold garnet and cultured pearl snap,
fitted with safety catch to/w 21 additional pearls of
same size and quality £100.00 - £150.00

243

Sigi Taxco - A Mexican hinged white metal bangle
set with four green cabochons, reputedly
purchased from Liberty in 1969 £80.00 - £120.00

261

244

A heart-shaped cluster ring set in centre with heart
shaped brilliant cut diamond surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds, 18ct white gold claw setting
on yellow gold shank, size M £200.00 - £300.00

An interesting collection of vintage and later
jewellery items including rose quartz bead
necklace, Indian elephant brooch, gilt metal guard
chain, mother-of-pearl dress buckle etc £50.00 £80.00

262

An Indian carved ivory pendant, 2.5 oz, two pairs
of 9ct gold pearl-drop ear-clips, 9ct brooch, silver
and green hard-stone ring, shell cameo brooch
and two cased amber cheroot holders with gilt
bands £40.00 - £60.00

Various jewellery items set with turquoise matrix
comprising double heart dress buckle, spherical
earrings, double sided heart pendant, target
brooch with drops to/w multi-strand stick coral
bracelet on gilt metal snap set corals £80.00 £120.00

263

A single row graduated culture pearl necklace on
white metal elliptical snap set with old cut
diamond £100.00 - £150.00

A pair of yellow metal wave style bangles, parttextured, both engraved 18k, approx 21g £280.00 £320.00

264

Chalcedony plaque brooch, chalcedony drop
earrings, chalcedony cameo ring in 9ct ornate
setting, garnet set bar brooch and pair of river
pearl and turquoise drop earrings £80.00 - £120.00

265

Lavender and white mottled jade pendant carved
with monkey to one side and peaches and flower
to the other side on 9ct yellow gold trace chain
£80.00 - £120.00

266

A fine white gold chain having three stone old cut
diamond snap £80.00 - £120.00

267

A large pierced antique white paste set heart
shaped pendant £50.00 - £70.00

268

9ct three coloured mesh necklace to/w 9ct halfengraved rose gold bangle and 9ct lady's Rotary
wristwatch, approx 31 g excluding watch
movement £200.00 - £250.00

269

Three stone diamond ring in platinum setting on
18ct shank, size H to/w alternate set sapphire and
diamond half eternity ring, size H; and 22ct yellow
gold 'D' shaped wedding band, size I, wedding ring
approx 3.5 g (3) £150.00 - £200.00

270

Quantity of jewellery items and old gold, mostly
9ct including blood stone set crested signet ring,
amethyst five stone ring, five pairs of earrings, pair
of cufflinks etc, 50 g all in £280.00 - £320.00

271

A 9ct rose gold heart-shaped locket, to/w Art
Deco style oak box c/w vintage costume jewellery
and three Stratton compacts £70.00 - £100.00

272

A 9ct yellow gold peridot and seed pearl bar
brooch to/w 9ct yellow gold signet ring, size V,
approx 6.5 g all in (2) £40.00 - £60.00

245

246

247

A 22ct court style wedding band, size O, approx
7g £100.00 - £150.00

248

A 22ct 'D' shaped wedding band, size M, approx
10 g £130.00 - £160.00

249

An 18ct yellow gold band ring set with cushion set
diamond in gypsy style setting, size Z, approx 10g
all in £180.00 - £220.00

250

Three damaged rings comprising a diamond
cluster ring, stamped 18ct, yellow metal band
stamped 18ct Apex and 15ct pearl and ruby ring
£150.00 - £200.00

251

Four hallmarked 9ct rings and four rings stamped
9ct £100.00 - £150.00

252

A sapphire and diamond three stone crossover
ring, white metal millgrain setting with yellow
metal shawl stamped 18ct £40.00 - £60.00

253

Three stick pins including one 15ct with gypsy set
red stone, on wishbone and one flower to/w two
bar brooches, silver buckle ring set red stone and
metal ring with ivory decoration £30.00 - £50.00

254

A 9ct gold mesh evening bag, Chester 1913, 288 g
approx £1,800.00 - £2,200.00

255

A large step cut smoky quartz set ring in yellow
metal four claw setting with rope style bezel and
shank, stone measures 25mm x 21 mm, size P
to/w loose oval mixed cut smoky quartz stone,
approx 25mm x 20mm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

256

9ct white gold three stone cross-over ring set with
oval sapphire and three diamonds, size N £50.00 £80.00
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272A PLEASE NOTE - ALMANDINE GARNETS NOT

AMETHYSTS A Victorian amethyst and seed
pearl ring having two heart shaped amethysts to
centre, and two oval amethysts and six half
pearls, 15 ct yellow gold with engraved shoulders
and shank, size N 1/2
£150.00 - £200.00
273

Victorian 1887 double Sovereign in scroll mount,
approx 17.8 g all in £350.00 - £450.00

274

An Edward VII sovereign dated 1906 £200.00 £250.00

275

A Victorian sovereign dated 1878 £200.00 £250.00

276

An Edward VII sovereign dated 1910 £200.00 £250.00

277

A set of six oval Venetian glass buttons featuring
multi-coloured flowers set on black glass facetted
mounted to/w a lady's 9ct gold Waltham
wristwatch £40.00 - £60.00

278

An Edwardian pale aquamarine, ruby and pearl
pendant having two drops, yellow gold set with
yellow gold chain attached £140.00 - £160.00

279

A large quantity of antique and later vintage dress
buckles including cut steel, white paste, mother of
pearl, gilt metal, bakelite etc to/w various vintage
jewellery items including large pink paste brooch,
white metal charm bracelet and old gold 9ct watch
£100.00 - £150.00

open face locket, 9ct swallow bar brooch and 18ct
ring with centre stone missing £40.00 - £60.00
290

22ct D shaped wedding band, size N, approx 5g
£80.00 - £120.00

291

Collection of gold items mostly 9ct including guard
chain with swivel, cross and chain, two signet
rings, sapphire and diamond brooch, amethyst
ring, sapphire and diamond spray brooch etc, all
a/f, approx 75g £500.00 - £600.00

292

A pair of square engine-turned 9ct chain linked
cufflinks, 5.5 g, in leather covered stud box £80.00
- £120.00

293

Various items of jewellery including amethyst
pendant, yellow metal set, 9ct yellow gold chain,
child's signet ring, set 8-cut diamond, yellow metal
bangle stamped 9kt, 9ct Albert style necklace
with swivel and bar, and 9ct rope style necklace
chain, approx 16g all in £100.00 - £150.00

294

A pair of Chanel clip-on hoop style earrings, circa
1980s £40.00 - £60.00

295

A single stone old cut diamond set gypsy ring,
18ct yellow gold £100.00 - £150.00

296

A pair of 9ct rectangular engine turned cufflinks in
fitted case c/w two matching studs to/w two pairs
of mother-of-pearl set cufflinks £80.00 - £120.00

297

An amethyst single stone ring in 9ct setting to/w a
yellow metal merchant navy badge brooch
stamped 9ct, yellow metal watch bracelet and
blue and white stone pendant on 9ct chain, approx
24 g all in £150.00 - £180.00

280

A single of graduated pale cornelian beads, to/w
two faux amber yellow beads and three graduated
rows of faux cherry amber beads £100.00 - £150.00

281

A large quantity of coloured ethnic bead necklaces 299
to/w metal anklet, eight metal bangles and
including lucite, and a horn bangle £60.00 - £80.00 300
Box of twelve various animal and insect brooches,
some enamelled and some set with paste (12)
301
£30.00 - £40.00

282

A five stone old cut diamond ring, 18ct claw
setting £80.00 - £120.00
A 22ct yellow gold D-shaped wedding band,
approx 4.3g £60.00 - £100.00
A collection of antique jewellery items including
two pairs of heavy cut steel drop earrings, two
pairs of cut steel cufflinks (buttons), two cut steel
buttons, pair of cut steel earring conversions,
single cut steel earring, coral bead cross, black
glass necklaces £40.00 - £60.00

283

Collection of mostly stone set vintage and retro
brooches £30.00 - £40.00

284

Collection of retro coloured and white paste
necklaces and earrings including a pair by Weiss
£30.00 - £40.00

302

Collection of various rings, some silver including
gem set, Celtic knot etc to/w two pendants and
purple stone ring £80.00 - £120.00

An 18ct yellow gold seven stone brilliant cut
diamond ring, with white gold peg setting £300.00 £400.00

303

A three-stone diamond ring, yellow and white
metal set, stamped 18ct and plat, approx. 0.50
carat in total £250.00 - £350.00

304

Collection of paste set brooches, watches,
pendants, earrings etc and carved bone beaded
necklace £30.00 - £50.00

Yurman - a pair of contemporary designer silver
and gilt metal horn of plenty style earrings having
mabe pearl in centre with pink and blue
tourmalines below £250.00 - £350.00

305

A single stone diamond ring, diamond set
shoulders, white metal setting stamped PLAT to/w
white metal engraved wedding band, both size N
and pair of diamond trefoil stud earrings £150.00 £200.00

A circular Celtic style brooch featuring two mauve
paste thistles bearing Coronation hallmark for
1952 to/w oval butterfly wing pendant featuring
male and female on link chain, stamped silver
£30.00 - £40.00

306

A pair of late Georgian long steel drop earrings
having amber-coloured glass drop in centre, 9 cm

285

286

287

288

289

Single row baroque pearl necklace to/w a
graduated cultured pearl necklace on silver snap
to/w various pairs and individual mostly set pearl
and two brooches £40.00 - £60.00

9ct swivel seal to/w small shell cameo brooch, 9ct
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long £150.00 - £200.00
307

308

326

An Edwardian lady's 18k half-hunter fob-watch with
engraved and enamelled outer case, enamel dial
327
with blued hands, in fitted leather presentation
case £200.00 - £250.00
9ct yellow gold cubic zirconia set cluster ring to/w
a 9ct opal and cubic zirconia cluster ring and two
silver hinged bangles both half engraved and fitted
with safety chains (4) £80.00 - £120.00

An 18ct yellow gold two stone crossover right set
with opal, one missing, size N 1/2 £50.00 - £80.00
A collection of paste set items comprising
pendant, necklace and three brooches £50.00 £80.00

328

Four bead necklaces - tumbled amber, sodalite,
aventurine and stick coral £30.00 - £50.00

329

Collection of jewellery items comprising leaf style
necklace, amethyst and marcasite ring, garter
strap brooch, 9ct cornelian set signet ring £80.00 £120.00

330

Three stone diamond set crossover ring, yellow
and white metal set stamped plat to/w two stone
diamond crossover ring, white metal set stamped
18ct and PT, size N (2) £150.00 - £200.00

331

Norwegian enamel brooch 'Autumn' by Anderson
of rectangular shape decorated with tube lined
styled organic cereal crops in sunshine, in
autumnal colours, 6.3 x 4 cm, stamped 925S to
reverse £100.00 - £150.00

309

A 22ct yellow gold D-shaped wedding band, size
R, approx 2.5g £100.00 - £120.00

310

A 1912 sovereign £140.00 - £160.00

311

A five stone old cut diamond gypsy set ring in
yellow gold, size Q £500.00 - £700.00

312

A Spanish foil backed white paste set pendant,
having three girandole drops to/w an antique shell
cameo in gilt metal mount (2) £140.00 - £160.00

313

A 9ct yellow gold cluster ring set garnets, size N
1/2 £40.00 - £60.00

314

A yellow metal large cocktail ring in the form of a
stylised flower set with amethyst and seed pearls,
size O 1/2 £100.00 - £130.00

332

A Victorian stick pin featuring reverse intaglio
crystal horse's head, in original leather fitted case
£120.00 - £180.00

315

Two tumbled cornelian bead necklaces to/w gilt
metal adjuster £40.00 - £60.00

333

316

An antique long oxidised guard chain set with
white paste and fitted with swivel to/w collection of
loose glass beads and moonstones £40.00 £60.00

A box of vintage costume jewellery including Art
Deco style multi coloured glass bead necklace,
enamelled brooches, imitation pearls etc £60.00 £80.00

334

18ct yellow and white gold zigzag style linked
bracelet, approx 16g £180.00 - £220.00

335

9ct yellow gold set diamond and emerald bracelet
£100.00 - £150.00

336

A 9ct yellow gold linked bracelet with mother-ofpearl insets £100.00 - £150.00

337

A collection of seven various necklaces and
pendants, some silver to/w three brooches
comprising umbrella, butterfly and maple leaf,
multi-coloured bracelet and shaped half-engraved
bangle £60.00 - £80.00

338

Various silver jewellery including a gate bracelet
with padlock clasp, a pendant and ear-studs and
thimble, to/w a small quantity of costume
jewellery, a gilt wristwatch and a 9ct gold dress
ring £40.00 - £60.00

339

A heavy quality 18ct gold rope twist necklace of
tapering form, import London 1970, 69.9 g
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

317

An Archibald Knox style Art Nouveau entrelac
brooch set with turquoise and small diamonds
£100.00 - £120.00

318

An antique oval shell cameo brooch featuring
angel and cherub in flight, yellow gold setting to/w
Victorian double horseshoe silver brooch and 9ct
yellow gold watch fob bow brooch (3) £100.00 £150.00

319

A double strand uniform cultured pearl necklace
on 9ct yellow gold floral snap £40.00 - £60.00

320

A blue topaz and eight cut diamond ring, yellow
and white gold set, having cross shaped open
shoulders, 18ct white gold, size P 1/2 £100.00 £150.00

321

Four 9ct wedding bands of various widths and
sizes to/w 9ct eternity ring set with white paste,
approx 11g all in £100.00 - £150.00

322

A 9ct yellow gold curb style Albert/bracelet fitted
340
with swivel and bar, approx 17 g £150.00 - £200.00

An unmarked yellow metal vine brooch with pearl
'grapes', 5.5 x 7 cm £200.00 - £300.00

323

A pair of bloomed gold elliptical chain linked
cufflinks set with cabochon sapphire and two rose
diamonds, having twisted bars, approx 11 g all in
£300.00 - £400.00

341

An unmarked gilt metal hinged bangle set with
seed pearls, to/w a gold plated leaf pendant, a pair
of freshwater pearl drop ear-clips and an 8ct
pendant on chain (5) £80.00 - £120.00

324

An Oxford style signet ring engraved with
monogram, approx 8 g, size leading edge Q
£150.00 - £200.00

342

325

A garnet set open crescent brooch, 9ct yellow
gold, fitted with safety chain £80.00 - £120.00

PLEASE NOTE AMETHYST NOT SAPPHIRE An
unmarked yellow metal brooch set with central
drop-shaped sapphire with scrolling mount set with
fourteen small diamonds £200.00 - £300.00

344

A Victorian floral-carved ivory brooch, to/w a floral
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carved ivory bangle and a pair of similar ear-drops
(4) £80.00 - £120.00
345

346

347

A 9ct gold cameo ring with marcasite, to/w a 9ct
gold dress ring set with large smokey quartz, a
small diamond eternity ring on unmarked band, a
paste necklace and a silver marcasite ring (5)
£60.00 - £90.00

band, a 10k signet ring with intaglio seal and an
unmarked dress ring set with gemstones (4)
£100.00 - £150.00
360

361
Two Charles Horner silver thistle brooches set with
citrines, Chester 1911/14, to/w a sterling hatpin of
scrolling design with silver bead, also by Horner
362
(3) £50.00 - £70.00
A small quantity of 9ct gold jewellery, including
three brooches and two crosses on chain, 7.7 g,
to/w various silver and other costume jewellery,
etc. £60.00 - £90.00

Four various gilt metal pocket watches (including
two hunters), to/w a lady's gilt wristwatch £60.00 £90.00
Two WW2 General Service pocket watches, to/w
with other pocket watches - all a/f - and seven
various cigarette lighters £30.00 - £40.00
A gentleman's Garrard 9ct gold wristwatch with
automatic movement, champagne dial with gilt
batons and date aperture, Birmingham 1981, on
expanding gilt strap £40.00 - £60.00

363

A gentleman's stainless steel and gilt Rolex
Oyster Perpetual Datejust Superlative
Chronometer wristwatch with gilt dial, no.
6454702, c. 2001 £800.00 - £1,200.00

348

An unmarked yellow metal bar brooch, set with an
aquamarine in foliate surround, flanked by seed
pearls, 7.5 cm wide £130.00 - £160.00

364

349

An unmarked yellow metal dress ring set with
central garnet flanked by seed pearls, size M
£40.00 - £60.00

A gentleman's Bulova Marine Star wristwatch with
tachymeter and rubber strap - boxed - very little
used £70.00 - £100.00

365

350

An 18ct gold and platinum ring claw-set with five
graduated brilliant-cut diamonds, size N £250.00 £300.00

351

A 19th century oval gilt metal memento mori
brooch set with a garnet, with glazed back, to/w a
coral-set pendant cross, seed pearl necklace, a
9ct 'fly' brooch, a silver propelling pencil, two base
metal pendants and a bracelet set with carved
mother-of-pearl and an unmounted shell cameo
£40.00 - £60.00

A late Victorian silver pocket watch with keywind
lever movement, Chester 1896, on leather watchchain, a Gordon Asher keywind pocket watch with
black multi-dial calendar dial and glazed back and
a large nickel pocket watch in silver-mounted
travel-case, Birmingham 1905 (3) £80.00 - £120.00

366

A Swiss unmarked gilt metal hunter pocket watch
of slim profile, with Leroy & Geneva keywind lever
movement and foliate engraved case £100.00 £200.00

367
A pair of 18k gold cufflinks set with mother-of-pearl
and seed pearls, in fitted case with three 18ct
dress-studs, to/w two cased stick-pins with
cultured pearls £60.00 - £90.00
368
A Continental base metal bracelet set with seven
various oval agates £40.00 - £60.00

A lady's 18ct gold West wristwatch with oblong
gilt dial and 17-jewel movement with sapphire
cabochon winder, on textured mesh bracelet strap
36.2 g gross weight £500.00 - £700.00

354

A leather jewellery box containing a small quantity
of costume jewellery, including citrine and gilt
metal brooch and other brooches, simulated pearl
necklaces, etc. £40.00 - £60.00

369

A lady's 9ct gold Accurist wristwatch with gilt dial
and textured mesh bracelet strap, 33.6 g gross
weight £250.00 - £300.00

370

355

Three 10k 'M' lapel pins (with base metal backscrews), to/w a 9ct horse-shoe brooch set with
garnets and seed pearls, a 9ct photograph
pendant, a 9ct necklace hung with cornelian and
seed pearls (6) £70.00 - £100.00

A George IV silver open-faced pocket watch with
keywind fusee movement no. 3585 by Ganthony,
Cheapside, London, the case London 1828, to/w a
gilt metal 'Railway Timekeeper' pocket watch with
gilt metal Albert chain (2) £160.00 - £180.00

371

356

A 22ct plain wedding band, 'D'-section,
Birmingham 1915, size L, 3.3 g, to/w a
gentleman's 14k wedding band, size Y, 5.1 g (2)
£130.00 - £150.00

A lady's Swiss 14k wristwatch in hexagonal case,
on gilt strap, to/w a late Victorian silver pocket
watch with lever movement, by W Carter & Son of
Salisbury, the case Birmingham 1896 £70.00 £100.00

357

An 18ct five-stone diamond ring with small gypsyset stones, size M £80.00 - £120.00

372

358

An unmarked gold solitaire diamond ring, to/w a
14k white gold ring, also set with a small diamond
£50.00 - £80.00

359

An early 19th century citrine and seed-pearl dress
ring on unmarked shank, to/w a 14k engraved

An early Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch
with patent fusee lever movement no. 612 by
Joshua Humphrey of Liverpool, the case Chester
1840, to/w a gilt metal pocket watch with top-wind
movement by Dyson & Sons of Leeds and
Wakefield £40.00 - £60.00

373

A late Victorian open-faced silver pocket watch
with keywind Waltham movement, Birmingham

352

353
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A gentleman's gilt metal Rotary wristwatch, to/w
four ladies' wristwatches, including Lorus, Citizen,
etc. £60.00 - £80.00

1894, to/w another silver pocket watch with topwind movement, Birmingham 1918 (2) £40.00 £60.00

movement, in Dennison case, London 1924
£200.00 - £250.00

374

Two Edwardian silver open-faced pocket watches
with keywind 'Express English Lever' movements,
both by J. G. Graves of Sheffield, Birmingham
1901/Chester 1901 £60.00 - £80.00

375

A lady's Avia 9ct gold hexagonal wristwatch on 9ct
strap, to/w a lady's 18ct wristwatch (no strap)
£100.00 - £150.00

376

A 1930's gentleman's stainless steel Rolex Oyster
wristwatch with off-white dial, gilt numerals and
blue hands, on adjustable bracelet strap, no.
71724/2136 (circa 1935/36) £600.00 - £800.00

377

An 18ct gold half-hunter pocket watch with topwind movement no. 31315 by Cooke & Kelvey of
Calcutta, London 1901 £400.00 - £600.00

378

An Art Deco diamond onyx set cocktail watch
white metal set in oval case with square dial and
Arabic numerals, jewelled movement, on leather
strap (not working at present) to/w a single row of
graduated culture pearl necklace on white metal
elliptical snap set with old cut diamonds (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

379

A 1940's lady's 9ct gold wristwatch on moire silk
strap, to/w a 1968 lady's 9ct Omega wristwatch on
gilt strap and a Victorian silver fob watch, London
1874 (the latter a/f) (3) £70.00 - £100.00

380

A lady's 9ct white gold Tissot wristwatch with 17jewel movement, on mesh strap set with six small
diamonds, 26 g gross weight £180.00 - £220.00

381

A lady's Rotary stainless steel fob-watch with 17jewel movement, to/w two gilt metal wristwatches
(3) £40.00 - £60.00

388

A Victorian engraved silver fob watch with keywind
movement retailed by D. Frost of Winchester,
Birmingham 1885, to/w two similar Continental
white metal examples and a later silver fob watch
with top-wind movement, import London 1912
£80.00 - £120.00

389

A Continental 'Fine Silver' hunter pocket watch
retailed by J. Walker, The Strand, London, with
keywind movement, to/w a Harrian gilt pocket
watch with top-wind movement, three silver Albert
watch chains, three other chains and a silver fob
toothpick £70.00 - £100.00

390

A Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch with
fusee movement no. 46142 by George & Co. of
London and Liverpool, Chester 1877, to/w another
pocket watch with keywind lever movement,
London 1882 (2) £80.00 - £120.00

391

A late Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch
with English lever movement, Birmingham 1896,
to/w a later pocket watch with H. Samuel patent
barrel lever movement, import London 1912 (2)
£50.00 - £80.00

400

A Capodimonte tea cup moulded with classical
maidens and dogs in a landscape and saucer
moulded with floral swags to/w a small Dresden
leaf shaped floral decorated dish, 12.5 cm long, a
Sevres circular pin dish, a Dresden chocolate pot
and cover, a Sevres floral decorated rectangular
porcelain trinket box with hinged cover and a
porcelain small jug painted with radiating flowers in
iron red and gilt, 15 cm h. (8) £80.00 - £120.00

401

A late Victorian Royal Worcester twin handle urn
and cover finely hand painted to the centre with a
circular panel of fruit, indistinctly signed, with a
green, pink and gilded border, date cypher 1898
and pattern shape 2701, 17 cm high; and finial reglued and hairline to cover to/w a Booths Silicon
china sparrow beak jug and cover in the 18th
century Worcester style (2) £100.00 - £200.00

382

An Elco 9ct gold ring-watch with enamel dial and
ornate pierced shoulders, to/w a Swiss 18k
wristwatch on 9ct gold expanding bracelet strap, a
fob watch with engraved 14k outer case and a
small 9k fob watch (4) £180.00 - £220.00

383

A French .800 grade pocket watch with 10-ruby
movement by Guiberteau of Saujon (Bordeaux), on 402
an unmarked double Albert chain hung with a
loose-mounted 1889 US Dollar VF, to/w a BernexTissot gilt pocket watch with 17-jewel Incabloc
movement (3) £70.00 - £100.00

384

A lady's 9ct gold Rotary wristwatch with gilt dial
and 21-jewel Incabloc movement, on open-link
bracelet strap, London 1961, 12.6 g gross £80.00 £120.00

385

A lady's 14ct gold Rolex wristwatch with brown
oblong dial and textured scale-link bracelet strap,
import London 1973, with booklet £600.00 £800.00

386

387

403
A lady's 18ct gold Movado wristwatch with silvered
and gilt dial and 15-jewel movement, London 1920,
on a 15ct expanding bracelet strap £100.00 404
£150.00
A 9ct gold open-faced pocket watch with Waltham
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A set of ten Rosenthal dinner plates having blue
and gilt borders and each individually painted to
the centre with a bird including Swallow, Gul,
Kingfisher and Goose, inscribed EMF to base,
25.4 cm diam to/w nine Rosenthal dinner plates
having pale marbled borders painted with individual
birds to the centre, painted EMF 1964 to base and
name of the bird including Lapwing, Grey Wagtail,
Linnet, Haw Finch, Swallow etc, 25.5 cm diam;
and a matching oval meat plate painted with a
cock pheasant, 46 x 34 cm; and eleven
Hutschenreuther similar side plates decorated with
water fowl, 19.3 cm diam (31) £180.00 - £220.00
One dozen Bing & Grondhal Danish porcelain
plates painted with fish and shell fish, 24.5 cm
diam £70.00 - £100.00
Six Royal Crown Derby cabinet plates, turquoise
ground with scrolling gilded borders, hand painted
to the centre with tall ships, cutters, fishing boats

by W E J Dean, date cypher 1937, 23 c diam
£280.00 - £320.00
405

406

407

A Rosenthal dessert service comprising twelve
shaped plates, having moulded borders and
painted to the centre with wild flowers to/w a
matching chamfered rectangular dish £60.00 £80.00
A pair of 19th century Continental ruby glass
shallow dishes having a star cut base and shaped
and cut borders, highly gilded all over with a foliate
border and central flower head, 26 cm diam.
£80.00 - £120.00
A Victorian Real Ironstone China meat charger
incorporating a gravy well decorated in a
Chinoiserie pattern, 42 x 51.5 cm £40.00 - £60.00

408

A pair of 19th century blue flash glass decanters
with star cut mushroom stoppers, 26 cm to/w a
German beer glass (3) £50.00 - £80.00

409

A King George VI Coronation goblet, the campana
shaped bowl engraved with the date and crown on
a hollow stem with internal silver coin raised on a
folded domed foot, 24 cm £40.00 - £60.00

410

A sherry glass having a writhen cut bowl engraved
with the Prince of Wales feathers, hobnail cut
knop, long faceted stem and cut base to/w a pair
of decanters with hollow stoppers etched with
stars, a silver collared decanter and seven various
conical drinking glasses (11) £50.00 - £80.00

411

A Victorian George Jones majolica jardiniere of
cylindrical form decorated in low and bold relief
with a dog rose on a cream ground to/w a
matching stand, both bearing impressed factory
marks and registration mark, 1874-1890, 17.5 cm
high x 19 cm diam, £200.00 - £300.00

412

A Royal Copenhagen model of a trout, no. 369
£30.00 - £40.00

413

An elegant oval Regency cut glass bowl having a
scalloped edge and hobnail cut swags on a
facetted short stem with circular star cut and
hobnail cut foot, 17 cm high to/w a 19th century
cut glass bonboniere, 31 cm high (2) £100.00 £150.00

414

415

416

A large Victorian blue and white transfer meat
plate incorporating a gravy well, decorated with a
Chinoiserie scene with lake, pagoda, and figures
within an ornate classical border, 41 x 53 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

417

Elton Ware - a late 19th century ewer relief
moulded with blue flowers, foliage and a butterfly
on a streaky green ground, painted mark to base,
25.5 cm high £60.00 - £80.00

418

A Carlton Ware ovoid vase and cover, deep blue
ground decorated with the New Mikado pattern,
25.5 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

419

A Carlton Ware ovoid vase and cover, matt cream
ground, decorated with a gilded Mikado Pattern,
27 cm £80.00 - £120.00

420

A 19th century Continental glazed bust of a young
boy, possibly Italian, painted F222 to hollow
interior £100.00 - £150.00

421

A 19th century Sunderland pink lustre tea service
decorated with a pink print of a couple standing in
a lakeland landscape, comprising a tea pot, sugar
bowl, slop bowl, twelve cups, eleven saucers and
a cake plate £60.00 - £100.00

422

A terracotta head study of a crying baby raised on
a rectangular base, approx 19 cm high £40.00 £60.00

423

A Herend porcelain milk jug and cover decorated
with flower sprigs, 13 cm high to/w a Royal
Copenhagen circular dish and side plate with
similar decoration and three rummers (6) £60.00 £80.00

424

A Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated paperweight
in the form of a seated sheep to/w a pair of
Staffordshire lustre cats, 18.3 cm high (3) £40.00 £60.00

425

Two Meissen bowls having floral moulded
decoration extensively highlighted with gilt, 28 cm
diam and 27.5 cm diam to/w a similar Meissen
style plate moulded with birds, 22 cm diam (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

426

A small collection of 18th century blue and white
English porcelain including Worcester & Caughley
examples (8), mostly a/f
£50.00 - £80.00

427

An 18th century Worcester blue and white
porcelain two handle chestnut basket printed with
the 'Pine cone' pattern, 21 cm long (no marks)
to/w a fluted matching plate, open crescent mark
to base, 17.5 cm diam (2) £150.00 - £250.00

428

Bursley ware 'Benares' tall candlestick, 36.5 cm
high £60.00 - £80.00

429
An early 19th century blue and white transfer
printed dessert dish printed with a view of Hollywell
Cottage, Cavan, printed title mark verso, 26 x 25
cm to/w an oval blue and white comport decorated 430
in the 'Chinese Marine' pattern, 31 x 24.5 cm x 15
cm high (2) £50.00 - £80.00
431
A 19th century blue and white soup tureen transfer
printed with a scene of a castle, cows in a water
meadow, horseman on a bridge and other figures,
the tureen having lion mask and feather handles,
the cover with feather and paw finial, approx 40 cm
long £50.00 - £80.00
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A pair of 19th century squat square decanters
decorated with thumb nail cutting and having
target stoppers, 19 cm high £30.00 - £40.00
A pair of Victorian Staffordshire recumbent lions,
23.5 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00
A 19th century Bristol blue ship's decanter with
plain mushroom stopper, 26 cm high to/w a pair of
Bristol blue short taper decanters with lozenge
stoppers decorated with gold representations of
wine labels with chains encircling their necks
inscribed 'Brandy' and 'Hollands', 24 cm high (3)
£60.00 - £80.00

432

A Royal Worcester teapot having blue and white
willow pattern transfer decoration, date cypher
1908 to/w a pair of Wedgwood 'Chinese' pattern
Gu vases, 31 cm (3) £40.00 - £60.00

446

433

Eight modern cut glass decanters including three
pairs (8) £60.00 - £80.00

Royal Doulton flambe elephant signed by Noke, 17
cm high £100.00 - £150.00

447

434

A Beswick model of 'Arkle -Pat Taffee Up' , no
2084, on an oval wooden base £120.00 - £150.00

A Royal Crown Derby porcelain model of a
pheasant £30.00 - £50.00

448

435

Fischer J Budapest - a late 19th century bronze
and gilt spelter Rococo style four wheel chariot
with earthenware reticulated shell bowl, the chariot
drawn by two lionesses, the bowl supported by
scrolling leaves with cherub mounts on a stained
wood base, 38 cm wide x 31 cm high x 13.5 cm
deep £300.00 - £400.00

Three Beswick horses - Mare (facing right head
down) no. 1812; Grey 'Foal' no 1817, grey and
Connemara Pony no. 1641, grey to/w another
model of a rearing horse on a ceramic stand (4)
£80.00 - £100.00

449

Four Royal Doulton figurines - Rachel HN2936;
Autumn Breezes HN 1934; Buttercup HN2399 and
Fair Lady 2193 (4) £80.00 - £100.00

436

Two Royal Doulton figurines - Eleanor of Provence, 450
HN 2009 and Philippa of Hainault, HN2008 (2)
£150.00 - £200.00

A pair of brown jasper ware baluster vases
decorated with an angel and baby beneath a band
of fruiting vine, 30.5 cm (2) £70.00 - £90.00

437

Six Royal Doulton figurines - Heather HN2956,
Kirsty HN2381, Alison HN 2336; Cherie HN2341;
Fair Maiden HN2211 and 'Affection' HN 2236 (6)
£75.00 - £100.00

451

A pair of Victorian majolica Brownfield figures of
fisher folk with baskets on their backs, 32 cm
£60.00 - £80.00

438

A pair of Royal Worcester floral decorated blush
ground urns, 23 cm high, date cypher 1900, shape
2049 £100.00 - £150.00

452

A Lladro figural group of herons, 28 cm high
£80.00 - £120.00

453

Three Royal Doulton figures - Susan, HN2952; My
love HN2339 and Daydreams HN1731 (3) £70.00 £100.00

454

A late 18th century Turner black basalt oval
sucrier moulded with classical figures, 17.5 cm
long x 10 cm wide to/w two Delft tiles, 13 cm
square (3) £40.00 - £60.00

455

A Bohemian ruby flash glass humpen decorated
with hare, deer, fox and gates, 26 cm high £40.00
- £60.00

456

A Moorcroft Florian ware bowl with folded rim,
daisy design, pale green ground, painted W
Moorcroft DES to base, circa 1902, 21 cm diam
£50.00 - £80.00

457

An 18th century English Delft blue and white plate
decorated with a fence, peony and pine trees,
underglaze blue mark to base, 22.7 cm diam
£50.00 - £80.00

458

An English Delft polychrome plate decorated with
flowers including a tulip, 23 cm diam £100.00 £150.00

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

girl holding a piglet, 17 cm; girl in shawl, 23.5 cm
and young girl in night gown 20.5 cm (7) £50.00 £80.00

A pair of Royal Crown Derby fluted cabinet plates
each painted to the centre with a game bird in a
landscape by C. Harris, date cypher 1898 and
1900, 22.3 cm diam (2) £120.00 - £160.00
Chamberlain & Co, Worcester rectangular
sweetmeat dish with strap handle, turquoise
ground, decorated with a gilt edged cartouche
finely painted with a view of Witley Court,
Worcestershire within a moulded foliate and shell
border, 22 cm x 15.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00
A pair of Royal Worcester bowls painted with floral
sprays and butterflies, circa 1930, 21.5 cm diam
to/w a Rosenthal porcelain long neck ovoid vase
decorated in gilt with a chinoiserie scene with boy
and bird, pagoda and flowers, 26.7 cm h. (3)
£60.00 - £80.00
Five Royal Doulton figurines - Fond Farewell
HN3815; Laura HN3136; Pretty ladies HN5210;
Fair lady HN2832; December - Turquoise HN4981
£40.00 - £50.00

Eleven Royal Doulton figurines - Belle HN2340;
459
Thinking of You HN3124; Debbie HN2385; Cherie
HN2341; Penny HN2338; Rose HN1368; Amy
HN2958; Valerie HN2107; Kathy HN2346;
Friendship HN3491 and another figure (11) £60.00 £80.00
460
Two Beswick shire horses - Percheron in show
harness, matt dappled grey, no 2464 and
Burnham Beauty, matt brown, no 2309 (2)
£100.00 - £150.00
461
Seven Lladro figures - girl holding lamb and
basket, 25 cm; Girl with violin 20.7 cm; singing
angel 16.5 cm; Eskimo boy with polar bear 15 cm;
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Five Carlton Ware 'Pheasant and Rockery' plates,
Royal blue ground, patt no 2071, 23 cm diam to/w
a Carlton ware plate decorated with enamelled
cockerels with Chinoiserie flowers on a Royal blue
ground, 22 cm (6) £100.00 - £150.00
A pair of Dresden porcelain figures of a gentleman
and lady with sheep and dogs in 18th century
style costume, 17 cm h to/w two further
continental figures (4) £30.00 - £40.00
Two Carter Stabler & Adams vases, one with a
wide band of grape and vine decoration, 19 cm and
the other with a geometric band, 16 cm high (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

462

A pair of Maling lustre vases decorated with a dove 477
cote and hollyhocks on a purple ground, 22 cm
high to/w a Maling pink lustre bowl decorated with
the 'May Bloom' pattern c/w separate stem holder,
23 cm £80.00 - £120.00
478
A Victorian Ralf Wood style Toby jug, blue
waistcoat and yellow tricorn hat, seated holding a
full foaming ale jug, 25 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

Four Royal Crown Derby paperweights - three
Imari decorated - lamb, duck, catnip kitten (boxed)
and one 'Posie' decorated spaniel, boxed (4)
£70.00 - £90.00

464

A Victorian Ralf Wood style Toby jug, yellow
waistcoat, blue breaches and black tricorn hat,
25.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

479

465

A Victorian Ralf Wood style Toby jug, grey
waistcoat, yellow breaches and tricorn hat, 24.5
cm £80.00 - £120.00

Two Royal Crown Derby paperweights - old Imari
frog, limited edition 2224/4500 c/w certificate and
box to/w a Brown Pelican c/w box (2) £80.00 £120.00

480

Flight Barr & Barr porcelain vase, circa 1820 of urn
form with beaded border and eagle head handles,
painted with a rectangular reserve with figures in a
landscape, 12.7 cm high to/w a porcelain coffee
can painted with a circular reserve of 'Grasford
Cottage' within a gilded border, inscription to base
(2) £200.00 - £400.00

463

Four Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated
paperweights - Wren, Bengal Tiger cub, Teddy
Bear and Russian Bear, all c/w boxes (4) £120.00 £150.00

466

A Victorian Staffordshire 'Hearty Good Fellow'
Toby jug, the standing figure with twisted body
holding an ale jug and clay pipe, 28.5 cm to/w a
Staffordshire Muffineer, 15 cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

467

A pair of early 20th century green glass vases with
enamelled pebble style decoration £30.00 - £40.00 481

468

A Victorian Staffordshire flatback model of a
zebra, 16.5 cm high £60.00 - £80.00

469

A Spanish stoneware straight sided bowl painted
with pomegranate, flowers and foliage, 28 cm
diam, to/w a similar lidded vessel, 23 cm high (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

482

A Royal Worcester part tea service moulded with
bamboo, gilded blush ground, date cypher 1902/3
comprising teapot, sugar bowl, milk jug, 2 cups
and 4 saucers, pattern 1196 £40.00 - £60.00

A Coalport china tea service, yellow and gilt with
floral sprays comprising twelve side plates, twelve
saucers, twelve tea cups, sugar bowl and milk jug
(38) £60.00 - £80.00

483

Crown Devon 'Stockholm' coffee service decorated
with a red leaping deer and pine trees comprising
coffee pot, sugar bowl, milk jug, six plates, six
coffee cans and six saucers, and a sandwich/cake
plate (22) £40.00 - £60.00

484

An early Worcester 18th century blue and white
ovoid tea canister and cover decorated with the fir
cone pattern, 13.5 cm to/w a matching teapot, 16
cm and coffee pot, 18 cm (3) £100.00 - £150.00

470

An early 19th century Staffordshire milk jug
painted with a scene of travellers at a camp fire to
one side, the other side and neck painted with
flowers, 19.5 cm high to/w a Regency cut glass
sucrier and cover and a pair of teacups and
saucers, pale green ground decorated with grass,
wild flowers and insects (6) £60.00 - £80.00

471

A Sunflower Pottery jug by Sir Edmund Elton, the
dimpled body covered with a cracked metallic
glaze over a brown ground, painted Elton mark,
21.5 cm £100.00 - £200.00

472

Swarovski Crystal - candle holder 5 cm high, 2
cats, penguin, to/w a crystal mouse, tortoise etc
£30.00 - £50.00

473

A large 19th century Samson bowl decorated in
the Chinese 18th century famille rose style, 35.5
cm diam. £200.00 - £300.00

485

A Meissen tri-form dish painted with birds on a
branch and a variety of insect, 23.5 x 25.5 cm to/w
a Meissen blue and white plate with reticulated
border 23.5 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

Two early 19th century black basalt cream jugs
and a 19th century enamel rectangular box with
hinged cover decorated with floral polychrome
sprays, 11.5 x 7.5 x 10.5 cm high £80.00 - £120.00

486

Six blue and white feather moulded late 18th
century porcelain coffee cans, each decorated
with variations of flowers and insects, underglaze
blue open crescent mark to base (6) £80.00 £120.00

487

A Royal Worcester floral decorated blush ground
moustache cup and saucer, puce mark, date
cypher 1898 to/w two Victorian Staffordshire
moustache cups, one presented to 'Joseph
Stafford Tavener, Shelford House 1897' and the
other 'a present from a friend' (6) £100.00 - £150.00

488

A 19th century Spode Imari decorated part
tea/coffee service, pattern 2375 comprising a
circular shallow dish, 20.8 cm diam, 4 saucers
and one tea cup and 4 coffee cups t/w two
Capodimonte urns and covers moulded with putti,

474

475

476

A Fell & Co blue and white plate decorated with a
lake scene, figures, bridge and buildings within a
dog rose border, 23.4 cm diam to/w an early 19th
century Spode New Stone plate decorated in the
chinoiserie style, 21.5 cm diam, a Copeland
Spode plate, 22.5 cm and a Copeland Spode
rectangular box and cover, 9.5 x 15.3 x 4.2 cm
high (4) £50.00 - £80.00
A Shelley Art Deco tea service, Oxford shape,
decorated with a blue and grey geometric block
pattern and comprising six teacups, six saucers,
milk jug, sugar bowl and cake plate, 6 x plates
(21) £200.00 - £300.00
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grape and vine, 17 cm high and a Capodimonte
porcelain figure of a child with dove, 18.5 cm high
£50.00 - £80.00
489

A Whitefriars large shallow ribbon trailed bowl
designed by Tom Hill 1935, sapphire colourway,
28 cm diam £40.00 - £60.00

490

A early 19th century Spode vase raised on a short
circular pedestal with beaded borders and Imari
decoration, pattern 967, 16 cm high £100.00 £150.00

491

A Berlin porcelain figural group of children and a
portable chicken coop, 18 cm high, blue sceptre
mark to base to/w two Meissen figures bearing AR
to base, 11 cm (3) £100.00 - £150.00

492

One dozen Victorian tiles, probably by Minton,
each transfer printed with a spray of lily of the
valley, pattern A67 and registration number to
back, 15.4 cm x 15.4 cm to/w five blue Wedgwood
tiles with gilt floral decoration, 15 x 15 cm £60.00 £80.00

493

Susie Cooper 'Spotty' china, blue ground,
comprising teapot, coffee pot, sugar bowl, milk
jug, egg cup, two plates, dessert bowl, cruet set,
2 tea cups and saucers, trinket dish, domed cover
(16) £80.00 - £120.00

£100.00 - £200.00
500

A 19th century Vienna porcelain oval dish
monogrammed to the centre, green enamel and
gilt decoration to/w two later Meissen plates
having pierced borders and centres painted with
birds on branches, 24 cm diam, AR to base in
underglaze blue (3) £60.00 - £80.00

501

A Ridgway pierced twin handle comport with puce
panels, the centre painted with a river scene with
fisherman and cottage, circa 1840, 29 x 21.5 cm
to/w a Crown Derby blue and gilt plate, 20.5 cm,
three various Staffordshire plates and an Imari
plate and four teacups and two saucers with silver
resist decoration and a Staffordshire cheese dish
and cover (box) £80.00 - £120.00

502

Royal Crown Derby bone china 'Derby Posies'
dinner and tea service comprising ten x 26.5 cm
plates; ten 21 cm; nine 16 cm, boxed cruet set,
ten teacups; nine saucers; sugar bowl; milk jug;
box tea strainer and stand; boxed butter dish and
knife; boxed trinket dish; cake plate £100.00 £150.00

503

A Wedgwood Ravilious Harvest
Festival/Persephone dinner service comprising five
25.5 plates; twelve 23.5 cm plates; twelve 18 cm
plates; eleven soup plates; two gravy boats and
stands; two circular tureens and covers; four
graduated oval meat plates (50) £150.00 - £250.00

504

An early 19th century Swansea fluted sucrier and
cover decorated with gold bands, 10 cm high - Ref:
Swansea porcelain by W D John, Pg 39,
illustrated plate 28A, to/w a small Swansea plate
decorated with gilt floral sprigs, printed red mark to
base, 10.5 cm diam (2) £60.00 - £80.00

494

A Berlin porcelain figure of an angel playing a lute,
underglaze blue sceptre mark and printed KPM
mark to base, 22 cm high £50.00 - £80.00

495

A garniture set of oversized goblet vases, the
bowls etched with grapes and vine, long airtwist
stems and rough pontils, 31 cm and 24.5 cm to/w
two cut drinking glasses with similar etched
decoration (5) £100.00 - £150.00

496

A Shelley 'Lakeland' part dinner and tea service
505
comprising teapot and stand, four tea cups, four
saucers, four side plates, cake plate, two plates
506
25.7 cm, one plate 23 cm, two graduated oval
platters and two circular covered tureens £100.00 £200.00

497

A Royal Worcester fine bone china dinner service Golden Harvest pattern, comprising ten 27 cm
507
plates, ten 20.5 cm plates, eight 18 cm plates,
eight dessert plates, two soup plates, eight twin
handle soup bowls and twelve saucers, three
covered circular tureens, oval meat platter £100.00
- £150.00

498

A Victorian blue and white transfer oval foot bath
decorated with lake, figures, buildings and bridge
within a dog rose border, 53 cm (including
handles) x 33.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

499

A Sevres porcelain cabinet plate decorated with
bands of gilt and bleu ciel, yellow reserves painted
with pink roses and bordered with laurel leaves
and a central reserve painted with fancy birds in a
landscape, underglaze blue mark to base, 24 cm
diam to/w a cabinet plate having a pomme vert
border with reserves painted with game birds, the
centre painted with fruit, flowers and foliage,
underglaze blue mark to base, 23.3 cm diam (2)
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Four pairs of Waterford Crystal 'Fiona' pattern
goblets, boxed (4) £100.00 - £150.00
Of Winchester interest - a collection of wares
bearing the crest of the City of Winchester
including eleven WH Goss pieces to/w Arcadia,
Shelley, Carlton, Grafton etc (60 approx) £300.00 £500.00
An extensive late 18th century/early 19th century
fluted Newhall porcelain tea service decorated in
gilt with an undulating leaf and diamond line and
stars, possibly pattern no 323, and having in
addition a 'fouled anchor' insignia comprising
teapot, coffee pot, sucrier (stapled) and cover, milk
jug, slop bowl, two dishes large, two smaller
dishes, twelve tea bowls, seven coffee cans, ten
saucers to/w associated fluted porcelain having
two design of floral gilding £300.00 - £500.00

508

Four 19th century Augustus Rex 'Four Seasons'
figures depicting putti seated on square pedestals,
15 cm high, underglaze blue mark to base (4)
£100.00 - £150.00

509

A pair of early 18th century Derby figures Scottish lady, 24 cm and gentleman, 29 cm (no
378) £180.00 - £220.00

510

A pair of early 19th century Derby figural

candlesticks encrusted with flowers, the man and
woman standing on rococo style bases, 26.5 cm
high £80.00 - £120.00
511

512

513

A large Sunderland lustre ale jug having black
transfer decoration - Gardener's Arms and verses
'Thou Noble Bark of Brightest Fame' and 'Glide on 521
my Bark the Summer's tide', 22.5 cm high to/w a
Sunderland lustre jug with the verse 'When This
you fee, remember me...' having green and iron red
decoration to/w another jug decorated with a black 522
transfer of 'A West View of the Iron Bridge', and
verses 'This world is a good one to live in' and 'Tis
religion that can give', all with enamelled borders of 523
iron red and green and yellow highlights, 19 cm (2)
£130.00 - £150.00
A Sunderland lustre bowl decorated to the exterior 524
with a coloured transfer print of 'The Gauntlit
Clipper Ship' and Farmer's Arms, and the verse
525
'Success to the Farmer...', the interior with a view
of 'New Bridge over the Wear at Sunderland', 23
cm to/w a smaller Sunderland bowl having
526
coloured transfer print 'The Token or Jacks Safe
return' and verse 'When Tempests mingle sea and
527
sky', 16.5 cm diam (2) £80.00 - £120.00
A Sunderland lustre jug having an iron red transfer
print of William the IV, 11.5 cm high to/w a small
Sunderland jug with verse 'Ladies all I pray make
free', 7.2 cm high , another with the same verse,
6.5 cm high and a small jug with blue rim and
transfer print of children, 7 cm (4) £70.00 - £90.00

Compass', 'Sailors Farewell' and 'Mariners Arms'
and to the interior two transfer prints of 'The View
of the Cast Iron Bridge' The Mariners Compass
and verse 'The Sailor's Tear', 25 cm diam £200.00 £300.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque decorated with a black
transfer print of a ship, 19 x 21.5 cm to/w a similar
plaque with inscription 'Prepare to Meet thy God',
21.3 x 24 cm (2) £40.00 - £60.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque with inscription 'Praise
Yea the Lord', 21.5 x 23 cm £60.00 - £80.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque with inscription
'Prepare to Meet the God', 19 x 21 cm £50.00 £80.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque with inscription 'Praise
ye the Lord', 20 x 23.8 cm £60.00 - £80.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque with inscription
'Prepare to meet thy God', 20 x 33 cm £60.00 £80.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque with inscription 'Thou
God Sees't Me', 21 x 24 cm £60.00 - £80.00
A Sunderland lustre plaque with inscription 'Thou
God Seest Me', 21 x 24 cm £40.00 - £60.00

528

Two Sunderland lustre plaques with inscriptions
'Praise ye the Lord', 17 x 19.8 cm and 'That I could
my Lord Receive...', 14.5 x 17 cm (2) £60.00 £80.00

529

A Sunderland lustre bowl decorated to the exterior
with a black transfer prints of the 'Manchester
Masonic alms' and a ship and verse 'May Peace &
Plenty', the interior with coloured 'Mariner's Arms',
two verses and 'The Mariner's Compass', 24.7 cm
diam £100.00 - £150.00

514

A Sunderland lustre cylindrical pot with two strap
handles and cover decorated with black transfer
print 'Cast Iron Bridge over the River Wear' and a
schooner to the other side, 10 cm high £50.00 £80.00

515

A Sunderland lustre cylindrical pot and cover, the
base having two strap handles and decorated with
a coloured transfer print of a sailor waving farewell
and verse 'Sweet, Oh Sweet is that Sensation', 11
cm high £50.00 - £80.00

530

A Sunderland lustre ale jug decorated with a
coloured print of the West View of the Iron Bridge,
verse 'When this you see', and 'Tell me ye
knowing and discerning few', 18.5 cm £60.00 £80.00

516

A Sunderland lustre tall jug having two humorous
black prints - onion seller and feather duster seller,
19 cm high £50.00 - £80.00

531

517

A Sunderland lustre jug decorated with black
transfer print of 'The Sailors Farewell' and verse
'Now Weigh the anchor hoist the sail', 11.3 cm
to/w a similar jug with black transfer print of a tall
ship and verse 'Be wise then Christian while you
may', 11 cm (2) £70.00 - £90.00

A small collection of glass including a pair of
Brierley candlesticks, 23.5 cm; a Victorian glass
vase with green swirling ribbons; five vine and
grape etched sherry glasses and a pair of wine
glasses with bucket bowl and flared rim £50.00 £80.00

532

A collection of Meissen 'Bandit' wares comprising
a small pot and cover, ink well and cover and
stand, two trinket dishes and chamber stick and
snuffer £100.00 - £150.00

533

Three 18th century blue and white English Delft
plates, all floral decorated in the Chinese style, 2323.5 cm (3) £50.00 - £80.00

518

A Sunderland lustre large mug decorated with a
black transfer print of ship in full sail and the verse
'Here's to the Wind that Blows', coloured borders,
11.5 cm high, £100.00 - £150.00

519

A Sunderland lustre mug with internal frog
decorated with a coloured 'West View of the Cast
Iron Bridge' and verse 'The Sailors Tear', 12.5 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

595

Three pairs of 1920's lady's shoes comprising; a
black leather pair, a floral fabric pair and a black
silk satin pair with past set buckles £60.00 £80.00

520

A Sunderland lustre bowl, the exterior decorated
with three black transfer prints 'The Mariner's

596

A box of lace to include a mantilla, a Maltese lace
shawl, cream needle-run shawl, assorted lace
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pieces and edgings £50.00 - £60.00
597

598

599

with gilt clasps, a leather draw-string bag, a clutch
bag and a knitted cotton bag £30.00 - £50.00

A box containing an assortment of mostly silk
scarves, several pairs of kid leather and other
gloves and a 1940's red lizard skin handbag
£40.00 - £60.00
A collection of five Victorian cotton baby gowns,
two Victorian cream wool embroidered infant's
capes, three pairs of cami-knickers, camisole top
with crocheted top etc., to/w a wicker layette
basket £80.00 - £100.00
An embroidered silk Christening gown and satin
bonnet, a needle-run net baby's gown, five
Victorian cotton baby gowns, a silk baby's dress
inset with lace, a girl's lace camisole £80.00 £100.00

600

Two boxes containing five embroidered and some
with Battenburg tape lace edging, to/w a
crocheted set of doilies etc. (2) £40.00 - £60.00

601

A 19th century lace collar, and a small collection
of lace edging, to/w a late 18th century painted en
grisaille with lace inset panels, and another later
fan also similarly painted £100.00 - £150.00

602

Six pairs of lady's designer shoes, mostly size 37,
37.5 to include two Manolo Blahnick, Paul Smith,
Gina, Jaime Mascaro and L. K. Bennett £100.00 £200.00

604

A box containing assorted sets and single doilies
with crocheted edging, to/w lace examples, a
needle-run lace collar, a quantity of machined lace
edging etc. £50.00 - £60.00

605

A Spanish black lace fichu and stole and two
cream shawls with fringing (4) £40.00 - £50.00

606

Three vintage tribal cloths, Ghanian, Kente and
Hinxii, to/w 20th century Sarawak skirt £60.00 £80.00

608

Two black lace shawls, a black lace stole, a black
needle-run lace mantilla, two black lace collars,
net pieces etc. £80.00 - £120.00

612

Two boxes containing eleven vintage lady's hats to
include a black 'Connor' pillar box hat with veiling,
to/w a collection of four hat boxes £40.00 - £50.00

613

A vintage patchwork cushion cover, an
embroidered floral linen panel, vintage fabric
pieces including a piece of Chinese silk fabric,
etc. £40.00 - £60.00

614

A collection of assorted table linen to include
embroidered tablecloths, sets of doilies and placemats etc. £50.00 - £60.00

615

Two boxes containing three fox furs, a cream mink
fur sole, a cream mink hat, a Persian lamb gent's
hat, a deep fur collar and a russet fur scarf £60.00 £80.00

616

Two boxes containing a fur shoulder cape, three
deep musquash fur stoles, a fox fur pieces, to/a
another box containing fox furs, a mink tippet, a
bearskin muff etc. £60.00 - £80.00

Two Asian ceremonial headdress's, one floral
embroidered with silks, metal embellishments and 617
pom-poms, the other made from burgundy
corduroy with embroidered silk headpiece, metal
embellishments and pom-poms (2) £50.00 - £60.00 618

603

607

611

609

A vibrant green silk coverlet floral embroidered to
four corners and centre with linen backing, 167 x
157 cm to/w a gilt framed wool tapestry of a perch
parrot (2) £60.00 - £80.00

610

A box containing a collection of kid leather, leather
and fabric gloves, to/w two black suede handbags
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A box and shallow wicker layette tray containing
assorted table linen to include tablecloths, napkin
sets, etc., a part-finished patchwork, collection of
lace-edged and other handkerchiefs, three
lacquered glove boxes etc. £50.00 - £60.00

619

A large black velvet Frederick Fox designer hat
trimmed with swan's down, a black Frederick Fox
hat trimmed with a 'tassel' of feathers retailed by
Harrods, a 1970's yellow felt hat by Edward Mann,
an off-white open weave hat by Jeanne Pierre, 22
Beauchamp Place and a 1960's bright yellow
flower petal hat 'Bermona' model (5) £60.00 £80.00

620

A box and a shallow wicker layette tray containing
assorted textiles, wool tapestries, including two
brown felt pieces embroidered with gilt metalissed
thread, length of moire silk, cut-out work pieces,
lawn shawl etc., etc. £40.00 - £60.00

Two boxes containing seven pairs of vintage
designer and other shoes, mostly 37 and 38 to
include two pairs Salvatore Ferragamo, Bruno
Magli, Russell & Bromley, etc., to/w a brown
621
crocodile 'Waldybag' in original cardboard box (bag
a/f) £40.00 - £60.00
Vintage costume to include lawn petticoat, lace
edged silk cami-knickers, peach silk slip (a/f),
cream silk satin slip, blue rayon nightdress, cotton
lawn nightdress, peach silk bed jacket and
cream/blue silk dress with lace collar, silk piece
etc. £40.00 - £60.00

A small leather Gladstone bag and a leather collar
box £20.00 - £40.00

Two boxes containing ten vintage handbags
including crocodile and snakeskin examples,
1930's Art Deco plastic clutch bag, gold beaded
and mother-of-pearl evening bag, to/w a quantity of
ladies belts £80.00 - £120.00

622

A length of 1950's heavy silk satin striped fabric in
hues of black/blue/orange/green/lilac, 412 cm x 91
cm £20.00 - £40.00

623

A peach silk quilted bed-cover, sheet with
crocheted edging, a damask tablecloth with
crocheted edging and a quantity of pillowcases
£40.00 - £50.00

624

Three boxes containing an assortment of linen to
include damask and other table and tray cloths,
bolster case, huckabacks etc., some with

embroidery and crocheted edging, embroidered
pillowcases, antimacassars etc., to/w a wooden
cotton reel stand and sewing accessories £80.00 £100.00
625

626

627

Four embroidered tea cosies, boxed unused
napkin sets, collection of damask linen table
runners with crocheted edging and a length of
crocheted edging £50.00 - £60.00
A box of fabric pieces to include two pieces of
1920's silk with stylised Art Deco design, a 1940's
fine wool piece, brown with cameos of flowers etc.
£30.00 - £50.00

dress with lace inserts and bow detail, a 1920's
ribbed silk dust coat fastened with three black Art
Deco buttons, a long cream petticoat, a 1950's St.
Michael blue lace evening dress and jacket, a
1920's black silk shirt dress with embossed floral
embellishment, a 1930's peach lace evening dress
and a peach bed jacket £100.00 - £150.00
638

Two boxes containing bed sheets (single)
including a linen sheet with crocheted edge and
cotton embroidered examples £60.00 - £80.00

639

A box of table linen to include tablecloths with
deep crocheted borders, embroidered examples,
napkin and doily sets etc. £30.00 - £40.00

A Victorian log cabin patchwork quilt with multicoloured fabrics and red satin valance, 160 x 193
640
cm (valance edging extra 19 cm all round) £100.00
- £140.00

628

Two containers and a Mackintosh toffee tin of
vintage buttons mostly presented on cards in sets,
to/w a box of vintage buttons, some in sets on
cards, some mixed bags, to/w assorted vintage
belt buckles etc. £50.00 - £60.00

629

A vibrant jade green fabric bolt of Chinese silk with
embroidered floral sprays and butterflies (unused
condition), 1366 cm long x 73 cm wide, to/w two
ivory Chinese silk panels with design of perched
Asiatic pheasant (133 x 206 cm and 215 x 135
cm) £60.00 - £80.00

630

A large quantity of assorted vintage gloves to
include kid leather, astrakhan, leather, fabric, etc.,
etc. £40.00 - £60.00

631

Vintage patchwork quilt, blue ground multi-fabric,
dated 1976/77 and initialled, 236 cm x 202 cm
to/w a 1960's patchwork quilt mixed fabric, hues of
pink, 172 cm x 220 cm (2) £60.00 - £80.00

A pair of Queen Victoria's silk stockings bearing
crown emblem and 'V R' to the tops dating from
the 1870's £300.00 - £400.00

641

A box of haberdashery to include; roll of the 'Fram'
real whalebone edgings, embroidery cottons,
beads and embellishments etc., to/w a wicker
hamper of assorted fabric pieces £30.00 - £50.00

642

A vintage suitcase containing a black/cream
striped mink hat, a taupe mink hat by Sunson, a
1950's Ronson model hat retailed by Marshall &
Snelgrove, a felt cloche hat, a brown velvet hat and
a feather hat (a/f), to/w two wooden hat stands
£60.00 - £80.00

643

A box containing a large collection of beaded jet to
include lengths of edging, floral jet
embellishments, a Victorian jacket with jet
beading etc., to/w horse hair and feather plumes,
a floral embroidered silk scarf etc. £80.00 - £120.00

644

A quantity of linen, damask and other tablecloths,
including a crocheted example and others with
embroidery £60.00 - £80.00

632

Two boxes and a vintage Marshall & Snelgrove
box containing a Persian lamb jacket, black fur
jacket, suede waistcoat, fur trimmings, cuffs etc.
(3) £20.00 - £30.00

645

A 1940's pale yellow crepe evening dress with
slanting frill to skirt and grey and yellow beaded
and sequinned embellishment to bodice and
sleeves, 53 cm across chest £60.00 - £80.00

633

A box containing three fur hats (two being mink)
and an assortment of fur pieces and collars etc.
£30.00 - £50.00

646

634

A box of mixed textiles to include a large
collection of vintage (mostly silk) scarves,
stockings, two silk jackets, 1940's swimming
costume, black suede clutch bag with silver frame,
a 1920's beaded bag, etc., etc. £60.00 - £80.00

A 1950's coral pink Kitty Copeland model pink
dress with fitted bodice and full skirt with stiffened
under-skirt and matching short jacket with
white/blue spotted bow, 45 cm across chest
£40.00 - £60.00

647

A 1940's Rackhams 'a Harrods store' ribbed royal
blue satin evening dress with cream floral and
foliate embroidery to bodice, 43 cm across chest
£80.00 - £120.00

648

A cream net 1920's slip dress worked in the
crewel-work style with floral sprays and roundels
and swirls to hem, the bodice with metalissed
thread, 47 cm across chest £60.00 - £80.00

649

A Victorian full-length black silk taffeta dress, the
belt set with crystals, deep cream lace collar with
taffeta bow to front, 42 cm across chest £100.00 £150.00

635

636

637

WITHDRAWN A collection of 19th century laceedged silk and cotton handkerchiefs, a quantity of
mostly crocheted edging, three panels of raw silk
with drawn-thread work, a 1920's black Egyptian
assuit metal and mesh shawl and two early 20th
century haberdashery display cards of stitched
braiding £80.00 - £100.00

A collection of three Victorian women's and three
infants cotton and silk nightdresses, some with
crocheted and embroidery anglaise inserts £50.00 - 650
£60.00
A vintage suitcase containing a 1940's black crepe

BidMaster Office

21

A 1930's black Chantilly lace evening dress with
dusky deep rose under-slip and matching lace
jacket, 48 cm across chest £100.00 - £150.00

651

A 1920's natural silk slip dress with mauve trim to
neck and sleeves, size 8, to/w a 1940's Bel-Robe
model black taffeta evening dress with tiered
bodice and skirt, with black beading and underskirt, 54 cm across chest (2) £30.00 - £40.00

652

A 1930's black silk crepe evening dress
embroidered with sunburst of diamante, with flared
hem and under-slip, 50 cm across chest £100.00 £150.00

653

A 1960's cream wool sleeveless evening top
profusely covered in beads and sequins, with
fringing to hem, 47 cm across chest, to/w a black
silk velvet cape lined in mauve/pink/blue silk with
three ball-shaped diamante buttons (2) £30.00 £50.00

654

655

656

657

658

A 1940's yellow spotted blouse, an embroidered
Chinese silk blouse, an ivory embroidered silk
jacket and a beige embroidered chiffon blouse,
size 10/12 (4) £30.00 - £40.00
A 1940's ivory silk satin wedding dress approx.
size 12 and a 1960's gold brocade evening dress
decorated with rose sprays, approx. size 12 (2)
£30.00 - £50.00
A 1950/60's silk dress by 'Helen' with Persian
design in green/turquoise/lilac with jewelled
embellishment to neckline and sleeves, size 10, a
green silk georgette dress by Kitty Copeland, size
8/10 and a blue/green silk georgette dress with
tiered skirt, size 10 (3) £30.00 - £50.00

660

661

662

Three 1960's dresses - a Peter Barron
orange/green/yellow dress with white collar (size
14), a yellow/orange/green floral patterned shift
dress with turtle collar, 46 cm across chest, a
Colin Glascoe blue/green floral patterned silk
dress with turtle collar, 46 cm across chest
£40.00 - £50.00

663

A fox fur evening shoulder cape and a squirrel fur
shoulder cape (2) £30.00 - £50.00

664

A camel wool coat lined with brown fur and
fastened with two fur buttons, 53 cm across chest
£40.00 - £60.00

665

A shadowed musquash fur coat retailed by
Marshall & Snelgrove, 50 cm across chest £40.00 £60.00

666

A moleskin fur three-quarter length coat 'A
Contessa' model, 48 cm across chest £40.00 £50.00

667

A taupe musquash fur jacket, 48 cm across chest
£40.00 - £50.00

668

A grey squirrel fur jacket, 48 cm across chest
£30.00 - £40.00

669
A Fiona Fairbairn vivid blue silk evening blouse
with jewel-coloured tartan silk taffeta long skirt,
size 12, a Belleville Sassoon black 100% silk
670
chiffon dress with white polka dots and white frilled
collar, size 12 and a 1970's Annacat organza fulllength evening coat, mocha ground with ivory white
floral design, frill to neckline and cuffs (3) £50.00 - 670A
£60.00
A 1980's bright pink cocktail dress with tiered skirt 671
and boned bodice with co-ordinating black bolero
jacket with ruffle to neck, size 10/12, a strapless
red/white striped cotton sun dress with peplum by
'Blue Blanc Rouge', made in France, size 10/12
and a black lace evening dress with tiered pleating
to bodice with taffeta lining (3) £30.00 - £50.00

659

size 10, to/w a 1970's dove grey silk georgette
maxi-dress with lace bib and ribbon
embellishment, three tier lace trim to skirt, lined in
silk by Rumac & Sample, London, size 8 (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

A Frank Usher ribbed black evening dress with
silver beading to bodice (size 12), a 1970's
Bernshaw black sequinned evening jacket (size
14) and a 'Ladies Guide' black sequinned and
ribboned evening jacket (size 14) (3) £60.00 £80.00

BidMaster Office

22

A taupe curled lambskin fur coat, 53 cm across
chest, to/w a 1950's faux astrakhan dark brown
coat, 50 cm across chest (2) £40.00 - £60.00
A black French coney jacket, size 12 £30.00 £50.00
A dark brown French coney fur coat with brown
satin lining, 52 cm across chest £50.00 - £60.00

671A A dark brown Russian squirrel stole, a light brown
Russian squirrel stole retailed by A. Neumann,
Cape Town, and two fur tippets (4) £60.00 - £80.00
672

A three-quarter length musquash fur coat with
flared sleeves, to/w a pony skin fur coat, both 50
cm across chest (2) £40.00 - £60.00

673

A long length black leather coat with black fur
collar, cuffs, edges and hem, with gilt metal
fasteners, 43 cm across chest £60.00 - £80.00

674

A Nicole Farhi black sheepskin coat with curly
shearling lamb collar, cuffs and edges, 50 cm
across chest £80.00 - £100.00

A 1970's Gina Fratini evening dress, ivory white
cotton voile with high lace neck inter-woven with
675
blue velvet, the frilled bodice with blue/green
stylized flowers, the skirt with bunches of flowers
with 'Gina Fratini' written on tags, size 12 £100.00 £150.00
676
A 1970's ivory white peasant-style maxi-dress with
lace bib to front and ribbon and lace suspended
from waist-band by Rumac & Sample, London

A 1980's cream shearling lamb fur jerkin/jacket
with stitched cream leather sleeves, 52 cm across
chest £50.00 - £60.00

677

A dark brown Russian squirrel full-length coat
retailed by Frances Furs, Epsom, 50 cm across
chest, with hat (2) £80.00 - £100.00
A 'Genuine Irish Tweed' gentleman's shower
resistant coat, moss green/brown, retailed by
Dunn & Co., 52 cm across chest £20.00 - £30.00
A hunting 'Pink' wool tail coat fastened with six

initialled brass buttons £40.00 - £60.00
678

679

680

681

682

683

684

685

A gentleman's cream linen suit, a navy wool
jacket, a black tail-coat and a grey three piece tailcoat suit, all 50 cm across chest (4) £30.00 £40.00

692

Six assorted vintage suitcases including a wooden
example tooled to simulate crocodile (6) £30.00 £50.00

693

A box of assorted sets of vintage buttons, to/w a
small collection of thimbles and a small wicker
hamper containing napkin sets and linen
tablecloths (2) £40.00 - £50.00

A large collection of 19th century and other needlerun, tape lace and other lace including Brussels to
include collars, flounces and edging £180.00 694
£200.00
A box of assorted 19th century and other lace to
include lace collars, lace-edged collars, baby's
bonnet, needle-run cuffs etc., etc. £100.00 £150.00
A box of 19th century and later black lace
flounces, lengths on cards, to include Maltese
lace flounce etc. £60.00 - £80.00
A box of assorted lace to include; 19th century
tape lace and needle-run lace, a black lace
mantilla, a 1920's finely worked cream silk shawl
and a silver metalissed thread-work panel etc.
£80.00 - £100.00
A box of 19th century and other finely worked
laced-bordered handkerchiefs, several with foliate
pattern, needle-run lace including a floral worked
shawl etc. £150.00 - £200.00
A fine collection of 19th century and other deep
lace collars including Brussels and Maltese, collar
and cuffs worked with clover leaf motif, a pair of
lace-cuffed gloves, etc. £300.00 - £400.00
A peach silk and needle-run lace bed jacket, a
cream silk bed jacket inset and bordered with
lace, a lawn lace inset camisole petticoat, a
Victorian silk patchwork negligee case and
matching handkerchief keeper and organza collar
£60.00 - £80.00

695

A silk top hat retailed by Bates, Hatter, 21 Jermyn
St., St. James, London in cardboard fitted case,
58.5 cm circumference £80.00 - £120.00

696

A grey felt top hat by Scott & Co., 'Hatters to HM
The King & The Royal Family', 58.5 cm
circumference, to/w a hard top bowler hat, Herbert
& Johnson, New Bond St., 59 cm circumference
(2) £80.00 - £120.00

697

A black silk top hat retailed by Bates, Hatter, 21
Jermyn St., St. James, London in original
cardboard box with labels, 59 cm circumference
£80.00 - £120.00

698

A mixed box to include a collection of glove
stretchers including bone and ebony examples, a
woven rattan hat, tortoiseshell hair combs, an Art
Nouveau style silvered picture frame, an Italianate
bowl etc. £40.00 - £60.00

698A 1920's Chinese pale green silk parasol
embroidered with flowers and butterflies £30.00 £40.00
699

686

A pair of vintage military dress boots with brass
ring-pull wooden boot trees, to/w stirrups £60.00 £80.00

687

A heavy profusely embroidered Japanese wedding
kimono, coral red worked with cranes and large
floral heads, to/w an ivory kimono embossed with
700
flying cranes (2) £40.00 - £60.00

688

689

690

691

A pair of lined and inter-lined Osborne and Little
curtains with coral red floral sprays on cream
ground, to/w a wooden curtain pole with acorn
finials, c/w fixings, 85 cm width x 136 cm drop
£40.00 - £60.00
A pair of heavy good quality lined and inter-lined
curtains, golden maize ground with terracotta floral
sprays £100.00 - £150.00
A pair of lined and inter-lined blue/white gingham
ground curtains with stitched motifs of cockerels,
cows and sheep, 105 cm width x 215 cm drop
£60.00 - £80.00
A Victorian log cabin patchwork quilt (mostly silk
pieces), with green/cream piping to edge and
backed with red cotton fabric with trailing floral
patter, 200 cm x 200 cm £80.00 - £120.00

BidMaster Office

A tan, crocodile tooled tan leather travelling case
with key and canvas cover, a small crocodile
suitcase, a tan leather suitcase and another small
suitcase (4) £60.00 - £80.00

A vintage suitcase containing an unbleached
Chinese silk kimono embroidered with dragon,
to/w a cream kimono embroidered in green silks
with a dragon (2)

£40.00 - £60.00
Manner of George Hayter - 'Jane Digby, Lady
Ellensbrough', oil on canvas, 41 x 31 cm,
inscribed on reverse £300.00 - £400.00

701

After Reynolds - 'The Age of Innocence', oil on
canvas, 75 x 63 cm, unframed £200.00 - £300.00

702

Manner of Gericault - Study of a horse's head, oil
on canvas, inscribed indistinctly lower right, 75 x
63 cm £200.00 - £300.00

703

T. Elder Dickson - Hillside landscape, watercolour,
signed lower right, 37 x 56 cm £100.00 - £150.00

704

William Stobbs - Illustrations of myths and
legends, watercolour, each signed, 27 x 38 cm (3)
£100.00 - £150.00

704A Pierre Samuelson - Ballet costume study,
watercolour, signed and dated '37 lower right, 27.5
x 18 cm £250.00 - £350.00
23

704B Wilhelm - Japanese costume study, watercolour,
signed and dated '82 lower right, 20.5 x 15 cm
£150.00 - £250.00

£100.00 - £150.00
715

H. Murray - 'Junction of the Wye and Severn from
the Wyndcliffe', circa 1850, watercolour, signed
lower left, 19.5 x 40 cm £80.00 - £120.00

716

J W Frohawk - Study of moths on foliage,
watercolour, signed lower left and dated 1930, 14
cm diameter, Doig, Wilson & Wheatley of
Edinburgh label to reverse £150.00 - £180.00

717

Pulrose - River view, watercolour, signed lower left,
14 x 9 cm £20.00 - £30.00

718

An original illustration 'There grew pied wind
flowers and violets, Daisies, those pearled Arcturi
of the earth', watercolour and pencil, 21.5 x 12.5
cm £50.00 - £80.00

719

Fyfe - two original illustrations of a young girl with
fairies, watercolour and pencil, 19.5 x 14 cm and
19.5 x 11 cm (2) £30.00 - £40.00

720

Philip Rickman - Five bird sketches including
''Studies of common eider, tufted duck and longtailed duck', pencil, each signed in full or with
initials, various sizes, 17 x 11.5 cm; 11 x 17 cm;
13 x 11 cm; 33 x 40 cm and 16 x 8 cm (5) £80.00 £120.00

721

710A English school - 'The Captain's Wife', portrait of a
lady in mourning attire holding a letter, with ship in
background, oil on canvas, 90 x 74 cm £100.00 £200.00

Pamela Kay (b 1939) - 'Tomb of the Tu Doc, Hu',
watercolour, signed lower right, 16 x 24 cm £80.00
- £120.00

722

Pamela Kay (b. 1939) - 'The Island Castle,
Kusadasi', watercolour, signed lower right, 21 x 27
cm £80.00 - £120.00

711

English school - Foreshore with harbour wall and
shipping, oil on canvas, 34 x 59 cm £80.00 £100.00

723

Valerie Briggs - 'Mother and cubs', watercolour,
signed lower left, 39 x 49 cm, unframed £30.00 £40.00

712

James Herbert Snell - A Provencal summer
landscape, oil on board, signed lower right, 55 x
75 cm £400.00 - £500.00

724

713

A 19th century coloured print of Alveston, seat of
Edward Hill esq, by J Kip, sculp, 35.5 x 43 cm
to/w Bernard Rice - 'Cattano', lithograph, inscribed,
signed and numbered 18/50, 25 x 25 cm
725
Prov: Col JWS Buller, Sherborne, Dorset (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

Gillian Harris - 'Waiting for Commands',
watercolour, signed lower left, 37 x 55 cm to/w
Collie dog, watercolour, signed and dated 1988
lower right, 36 x 52 cm; and 'Steady and Alert',
watercolour, signed lower right, 27.5 x 38 cm (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

705

F.J. Widgery - Autumnal trees, watercolour,
signed lower left, 35 x 25 cm £60.00 - £80.00

706

WH - 'SS Pennyworth', ship study on high seas,
oil on card, signed with initials lower left, 21.5 x 30
cm £80.00 - £120.00

707

A hand-coloured engraving 'Winchester College College and Chapel from Water Meads', pub
Thames, 39 x 52 cm £50.00 - £70.00

708

R. Fenson - Pastoral scene, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 25.5 x 35.5 cm; H. Maidment - A
country river, oil on canvas, signed lower right,
40.5 x 30 cm; to/w pair of coaching prints (4)
£50.00 - £80.00

709

710

714

J Owen - A pair of landscapes, oil on canvas, both
signed and dated 1916, 41 x 61 cm (2) £50.00 £80.00
Henry Edward Locke (1862-1925) attrib - A pair of
views of Southampton in moonlight - 'The Canute
Tower', oil on board, 23.5 x 31 cm; and 'The
Western Shore', oil on board, 23.5 x 31 cm, both
unframed (2) c/w letter of attribution from
Christie's, dated £200.00 - £300.00

Maud Lucas (exh 1890-1930) - 'Rye harbour,
Sussex' and 'Mermaid Inn, Rye', dry-point
etchings, both inscribed and signed in the
margins, 26 x 19 cm and 15 x 18 cm (2)
Prov: Col JWS Buller, Sherborne, Dorset, These
works were acquired from Thacker & Co whilst
serving with the cavalry in India, c 1925 (Bombay)
£100.00 - £150.00

714A Maud Lucas (exh 1890-1930) - 'Black Bear Inn,
Tewkesbury' and 'King John's bridge, Tewkesbury'
(over the River Severn), dry point etchings, both
inscribed and margin signed, the latter dated
(19)24 and numbered 5/50 (2), 20 x 29 cm and
18.5 x 29 cm (2)
Provenance: Col JWS Buller, Sherborne, Dorset.
These works were acquired from Thacker & Co
whilst serving with the cavalry in India , c 1925
(Bombay)
BidMaster Office

24

English school - 'Playing Red Indians', children
and pixies, watercolour, 30 x 23.5 cm £40.00 £60.00

726

Gerry Ball - Two still life studies of flowers,
watercolour, signed lower right, 29 x 24 cm and 43
x 35 cm; to/w geraniums in terracotta pot,
watercolour, signed lower right, 30 x 24 cm (3)
£150.00 - £180.00

727

S Horne Shepherd (1909-93) - 'Aunt Mabel and
Friends', mixed media, signed lower left, 35 x 28
cm £100.00 - £200.00

728

Peter Horrey (b. 1941) - River landscape, oil on
canvas, signed lower left, 39 x 49 cm to/w C M
Wyatt - Tethered rowing boat, oil on board, signed
lower right, 39 x 49 cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

729

Gerald Edwin Tucker - Study of a female reclining
nude, watercolour, signed lower left, 49 x 69 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

730

John Finnie (1829-1907) - Figures in a garden,

watercolour, 50 x 66 cm £100.00 - £150.00
731
732

733

heightening, signed lower left, 21 x 45 cm £80.00 £120.00

Gerry Ball - Rock pools in Dinas, watercolour,
signed lower left, 54 x 75 cm £80.00 - £120.00
A Mumford (b. 1945) - 'The sewing box', still life
study with box, threads and primroses in a pewter
vessel, watercolour, signed lower left, 26.5 x 35
cm £300.00 - £400.00
John Finnie (1829-1907) - A pastoral view,
watercolour, signed lower left, 49 x 73 cm £150.00
- £200.00

749

Claus Meyer (1856-1919) - Figures in a tavern
interior playing dice, oil on canvas, signed lower
left, 74 x 58 cm £500.00 - £800.00

750

Two 19th century albums of various watercolours
and pencil sketches, mainly landscapes and
views, by Major Gard and other artists (2) £100.00 £150.00

750A David Myers (1925-2007) A collection of twentyeight various original cartoons for Metropole
Casinos group, pen, ink and watercolour, mostly
numbered and titled, each 19 x 24 cm (28)
£150.00 - £250.00

734

E T Holding (1870-1952) - 'Near Betchworth,
Surrey', watercolour, signed lower right, 25 x 37
cm, artist's label to reverse £80.00 - £120.00

735

A Morris - 'New Shoreham Church', watercolour,
23 x 30 cm, the reverse with Royal Society of
Painters in Water-Colours label £80.00 - £120.00

736

W Russell Flint - painters, print, pencil signed to
lower right margin, pub. 1961 by Frost & Reed Ltd, 751A A pair of Cecil Aldin prints - 'Trouble Ahead' and
'Going Well', 42 x 53 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00
impressed backstamp, 48 x 63 cm £40.00 - £60.00
752 George Brown - 'Stirling - Sunset From the Forth',
W Russell Flint - The Artist's muse, print, pencil
oil on canvas, signed lower right, dated 1897, 27
signed to lower right margin, pub. 1963 by Frost &
x 37 cm, inscribed in pencil on backboard £250.00
Reed Ltd, impressed backstamp, 37 x 57 cm
- £350.00
£40.00 - £60.00

737

738

739

740

741

19th century English school - Portrait of
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Musters (1813-96), oil
on canvas, 76 x 64 cm £150.00 - £200.00

751

753

WH Williamson - Heading out to sea, oil on board,
signed lower left, 23 x 43 cm £200.00 - £300.00

754

Thomas Williams (fl 1851-1881) - 'Greenwich
Park', watercolour, 25 x 34 cm, the reverse with
stencilled stock number £80.00 - £120.00

John Rathbone Harvey - Portrait of a white bearded
gentleman smoking a pipe, oil on board, signed
and dated 1925 upper right, 34 x 29 cm £300.00 - 755
£500.00

19th century Irish school - Soldiers on parade, en
grisaille watercolour, signed monogram lower
centre, inscribed no. 34 Westmorland St Dublin,
26.5 x 44 cm £250.00 - £350.00

James Hunter - The Hunt with horse, riders and
hounds, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 45 x 57
cm £100.00 - £200.00

756

Edwin Harris - 'Over the Hill', watercolour, signed
lower left, 28 x 34 cm £50.00 - £80.00

Thales Fielding (1793-1837) - Shipping off the
coast, watercolour, 10 x 14 cm £150.00 - £250.00

757

Early 19th century Flemish school - Beached boat
with coloured flags and pennants on rigging, oil on
canvas, 22.5 x 28.5 cm £150.00 - £200.00

742

Bertram Nicholls - 'Landscape', watercolour, 28 x
36 cm £80.00 - £120.00

743

758
Edward Bearne - Venice towards St Marks from
the water with sail boats and gondolas,
watercolour, signed lower right and dated 1909, 31 759
x 46 cm £150.00 - £200.00

744

J Johnson - Sail boat beneath an extensive sky,
oil on canvas, signed lower left, 49 x 60 cm
£200.00 - £250.00

CJ Staniland (1838-1916) - 'She loved him for the
perils he had passed', oil on board, signed lower
right, 25.5 x 16 cm to/w 'Yea or Nay', oil on board,
24 x 15.5 cm (2) £150.00 - £250.00

Desire Donny - 'A Fair Wind', oil on board, signed
lower left, 23 x 33 cm £350.00 - £450.00
AMENDED RESERVE Richard Henry Nibbs (c.
1816-93) - An extensive downland landscape with
croft and figures, watercolour with heightening,
signed lower left, 46 x 96 cm £300.00 - £400.00

759A Claude Hayes RI, ROI (1852-1922) - Hay stooks,
watercolour, 12 x 20.5 cm, the reverse with sketch
of a church
Prov: - The artist's wife (see verso frame) £60.00 £80.00

745

Arthur White (1865-1953) - Boats before the
harbour wall, St Ives, Cornwall, oil on board,
signed lower left, 22 x 28 cm £150.00 - £250.00

746

E G Hesler (fl 1930-1970) - Heza study of a steer,
etching, pencil signed in the margin, 16.5 x 13.5
cm
Prov: Col JWS Buller, Sherborne, Dorset £40.00 £60.00

760

747

Victorian school - Portrait of Lady Constable,
watercolour, 30 x 19 cm £80.00 - £120.00

760A Italian school - A classical nymph carrying horn of
plenty, oil on card, 36 x 24 cm £50.00 - £80.00

748

Edwin St John - 'On Lake Como', watercolour with

761
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Edmund Morison Wimperis (1835-1900) VPRI 'On the Glaslyn, North Wales', watercolour, signed
lower left, 31 x 51 cm
Prov: The Boydell Galleries, Liverpool £450.00 £650.00

Edward Richardson RI (fl. 1856-1875) - 'Near
Dunkeld' on the River Tay, watercolour with

scratching out, 22.5 x 34 cm
Prov: Vokins (London) 1936 £400.00 - £600.00
762

763

764

765

766

767

figures, oil on canvas, inscribed upper right 'To Mrs
James Barbour...This testimonial of friendly
respect...Eugene Verstaat pinxit 1891', 46 x 78
cm £250.00 - £350.00

A Roland Knight (1879-1921) - A pair of fish
studies of salmon rising, oil on card, signed lower
left, 15 x 23 cm (2) £300.00 - £400.00

779

Early 19th century English school - Portrait
miniature study of a child with lace collar,
watercolour, 14.5 x 12.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

Herbert S Perry - 'No. 1 The Top of the village',
lady sweeping her path, oil on canvas, signed
twice lower left, 24 x 34 cm £80.00 - £120.00

780

Fred Whitehead - 'The Avon at Bidford', oil on
board, signed lower left, 31 x 52 cm £180.00 £220.00

William Cruickshank (1848-1922) - A pair of still
life studies of dead birds and animals, watercolour,
signed lower left and lower right, 11.5 x 14 cm
781
£200.00 - £300.00
Pierre Langlade (1907-72) - A pair of botanical
flower studies, watercolour with body colour,
signed and dated 1901 and 1907, 22 x 16.5 cm
and 18 x 26 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00
J. Henry Drage - A pair of rugged coastal views,
watercolour, each signed lower right, 35 x 24 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

782

Frank P Martin - Seaside cottages, watercolour,
signed lower left, 26 x 38 cm £200.00 - £300.00

783

Frank P Martin - Estuary view, watercolour, signed
lower left, 26 x 38 cm £120.00 - £150.00

784

Fred Whitehead - 'Woodbridge...', oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 29 x 49 cm, indistinct
handwritten label to reverse £200.00 - £300.00

Paul Servais - A Mediterranean coastal view, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 54 x 44 cm £200.00 785
£300.00

768

Robert Anderson (1842-85) - Heading out to sea,
with distant ruin on clifftop, watercolour, signed
lower left, 23.5 x 45 cm £150.00 - £180.00

769

Pierre Jean Hellemans (1787-1845) - A Winter
landscape with figure, carrying faggots, on a
frozen lake, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 30 x
45 cm
£600.00 - £700.00

Carey Morris - 'Towy Vale, Llandilo
Carmarthenshire', oil on board, signed lower left,
34.5 x 44 cm £200.00 - £300.00

After William Russell Flint (1880-1969) - October
morning on the River Baise', print, impressed
backstamp, pencil signed to lower right margin, 52
x 69 cm £80.00 - £120.00

786

HLH - Beach hut on sandy coast, watercolour,
signed with initials, 15 x 23.5 cm £50.00 - £80.00

787

English school - A pair of horse and jockey
studies, watercolour, 30 x 38 cm and 28 x 38 cm
(2) £200.00 - £300.00

787A After L Sandys-Lumsdaine - A pair of limited
edition 365/500 prints of jockeys and race horses,
pencil signed to lower right margin, 43 x 50 cm (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

770

Louis McCubbin (1890-1952) - 'France',
watercolour, signed lower left, 24 x 34 cm
Note: McCubbin was an official war artist for
Australia £80.00 - £120.00

771

Fred Lawson (1888-1968) - Town steps,
watercolour, signed and dated 1930 lower right, 27
x 30 cm £300.00 - £500.00

772

After Anthony Rennie Barker - The Shepherd, dry
point etching, limited edtion 75 proofs, pencil
signed to lower right margin, 20 x 25 cm £40.00 £60.00

773

19th century Continental school - Anchored boat
with barque at full sail, oil on canvas, 29 x 34 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

774

Fred Whitehead - 'Sturminster Newton', oil on
board, signed lower right, 16.5 x 23 cm £200.00 £300.00

775

788

19th century - Interior of the Blue Mosque,
Istanbul, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower
left, 64 x 45 cm £300.00 - £500.00

789

Manner of Poussin - An 18th century Italianate
landscape with classical ruins, figures and cattle,
oil on canvas, 54 x 83 cm
Prov: Frisby/Murray Bourke family by descent
£1,000.00 - £1,500.00

790

AMENDED ESTIMATE Julia Noble - Herd of
wilderbeast, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 60 x
90 cm £400.00 - £500.00

791

Manner of Poussin - A classical landscape, oil on
canvas, 17 x 22 cm c/w letter detailing restoration
dated 1964 £200.00 - £300.00

Samuel Bough (1822-78) - 'Kilmalcolm', oil on
canvas, 42 x 75 cm, old handwritten label to
reverse, and label for Doig Wilson & Wheatley,
Edinburgh £400.00 - £600.00

792

J Glover - 'At the end of the day', figures on
horseback in a wooded glen with distant spires, oil
on panel, signed lower left, 22 x 27 cm £800.00 £1,200.00

Robert Gallon (1845-1925) - 'Wrockham Broad,
Evening', oil on board, 18.5 x 30 cm £180.00 £220.00

793

Robert Gallon (1845-1925) - 'Killinghall Mill,
Knaresborough', oil on board, 18 x 30 cm £180.00 £220.00

777

19th century English school - A village pond, oil on
panel, 15 x 18.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

794

778

Eugene Verstraat - Continental lakeland view with

Krome Barratt (b 1924) - 'Light 32', oil on board,
signed with initials KB lower left, and on
backboard and dated '65, 119 x 58 cm, reverse

776
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with Royal Society of British Artists label £250.00 £350.00
795

After Horace Brodzky (1885-1969) - 'Street with
tree', dry point etching, pencil signed to lower left
margin, ltd ed of 35 by London Graphic, 1967, 15
x 10 cm £100.00 - £150.00

796

After Horace Brodzky (1885-1969) - 'Studio scene
1921', woodcut, an edition of 25 struck in 1989, 12
x 17 cm £100.00 - £150.00

797

After Horace Brodzky (1885-1969) - 'Expulsion',
1914, linocut reprint by The White Gum Press,
1989, edition 12 of 25, 29 x 20 cm £100.00 £150.00

** - ARR (Artist's Resale Right) may be applicable
£1,500.00 - £2,000.00
811

T Denner - Still life of vessels and roses, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 51 x 61 cm, unframed
£50.00 - £80.00

812

C Gasty - The Balloon Sellers on the pier, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 51 x 61 cm, unframed
£50.00 - £100.00

813

French School - A Parisian street scene, oil on
canvas, 51 x 61 cm, unframed £50.00 - £100.00

814

Jackson - A pair of still life studies of fruit, oil on
canvas, 61 x 91 cm, unframed (2) £100.00 £200.00

815

** Norman Ackroyd (b 1938) - 'Incidental Black', ltd
ed 9/50 aquatint, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 53 x 50 cm impression size, 78.5 x 58.5
cm sheet size
** ARR (Artist's Resale Right) may be applicable
£300.00 - £400.00

798

After Horace Brodzky (1885-1969) - 'The Bather',
1913, linocut, 6/8 ltd ed struck in 1986, 38 x 28
cm £100.00 - £150.00

799

After Horace Brodzky (1885-1969) - 'Stonehenge',
1919 linocut, ltd ed 4/4 struck in 1986, 19 x 24 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

800

After Kevin Blackham - 'Romanesque I and II', a
pair of mixed media studies, each titled and
signed in pencil lower right, 46 x 30 cm (2)
£100.00 - £200.00

816

David W Haddon (1847-1912) - 'Fisherman's
dreams', fisherman seated on upturned boat, oil on
board, signed lower left, 29 x 24 cm £600.00 £900.00

801

Martin Beek (b 1958) - Landscape, oil on canvas,
signed with initials and dated 1990 lower left,
unframed, 102 x 132 cm £180.00 - £220.00

817

Koempoeczi (b 1911) - Still life study of flowers, oil
on canvas, signed lower left, 60 x 75 cm £150.00 £200.00

802

PE Ritchie - Harvest time with horse and cart, oil
on canvas, signed lower left, 44 x 60 cm £300.00 £400.00

818

803

FJ Widgery (1861-1942) - An extensive moorland
view with rocky outcrop, gouache, signed lower
left, 50 x 75 cm £300.00 - £400.00

After Graham Clarke - Four limited edition
woodcuts depicting views of pastoral life, all pencil
signed and inscribed, and including artist's proof,
13.5 x 17 cm (4) £50.00 - £70.00

819

T Woledge - 'A Surrey Vale', watercolour, signed
and dated 1861 lower left, 13.5 x 20 cm unframed
£250.00 - £350.00

804

805

806
807

808

19th century English school - Portrait of a young
girl with flower garland, watercolour with
heightening, 25 x 29.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

819A David Robertson ARA (c 1854-1925) - 'The Salute,
Venice', dry-point etching, signed and numbered
41/75 in margin, 18 x 28 cm
Prov: Col. JWS Buller, Sherborne, Dorset £60.00 £80.00

After Duncan Grant (1885-1978) - 'The Four
Seasons', c. 1944, limited edition prints 194/500,
pub. Bow Art 1998, 32 x 32 cm (4) £150.00 £200.00

820

Three hand-coloured 18th century fruit engravings,
32 x 20 cm (3) £40.00 - £60.00
820A
Arthur Suker - A pair of rocky coastal scenes,
watercolour, both signed, 39 x 19.5 cm (2)
£100.00 - £150.00
Ernest George (1839-1922) - 'Lyme Regis', the old 821
town bridge from the shore, watercolour, signed
lower right and titled lower left, 37 x 49 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

809

M Siegal? - An ethereal landscape of a lake scene
with boat, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower
right, 55 x 85 cm £150.00 - £200.00

810

** After L S Lowry (1887-1976) - 'Woman with a
beard', limited edition 275/750 print, pub. Adam
Collection Limited, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 55 x 69.5 cm, no. ACSP13L 75, printed
by Chorley & Pickersgill Ltd, impressed
backstamp, mounted but unframed
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Henry Wilkinson, ARE, ARCA (1921-2011) English setter and partridges, coloured etching,
signed in pencil and numbered 69/, 25.5 x 36 cm
impression size £70.00 - £100.00
EJ Niemann (1813-76) attrib - Landscape with
figures, watercolour, signed with initials and dated
1836 lower right, and indistinctly inscribed, 20 x
26 cm £250.00 - £350.00

821A Henry Bright (1814-1973) - River boat on the river,
pencil, 25 x 35 cm
Prov: Collection of Sir Bruce Ingram Bart.
Col JWS Buller, Sherborne, Dorset £180.00 £250.00
822

27

William A Crabb - Mountain scene with ruin,
watercolour, 11 x 15.5 cm £250.00 - £350.00

William M Birchall (1884-1941) - Two Thames
views - 'The Thames, Greenwich', watercolour with
heightening, 23 x 28 cm and 'Father Thames,
Woolwich', watercolour with bodycolour, 23 x 28

cm, both signed and inscribed lower left (2)
£350.00 - £450.00

French front legs £500.00 - £700.00
837

A part 18th century jointed oak settle, the panelled
back over a later upholstered seat pad enclosing a
storage well, over a further four panelled base
raised on turned front feet, 116 cm high x 147 cm
long x 38 cm £200.00 - £300.00

838

A Victorian oak library open bookcase, divided into
two rows of three adjustable shelves, retaining
tooled leather edges, raised on a plinth and
ceramic castors, 147 cm high x 182 cm wide x 32
cm £480.00 - £520.00

839

A Victorian ebony line inlaid satinwood Sutherland
table having canted corner drop leaves raised on a
square section frame, the gatelegs terminated by
brass castors £120.00 - £160.00

822A Thomas Tudor (1785-1855) - A view of Chepstow
Castle on the Wye, pencil on red paper, 29 x 38
cm £100.00 - £200.00
823
824

Ettore Gianni - Bay of Naples, oil on canvas,
signed lower left, 22 x 29 cm £200.00 - £300.00
Wilfred Jenkins (1857-1936) - A street scene with
figures, at dusk, oil on canvas, signed lower right,
34 x 24 cm £500.00 - £700.00

824A Fred Rider - 'Rye, Sussex', watercolour, signed
lower right, 28 x 38 cm £80.00 - £120.00
825

826

Samuel Howitt (1756-1822) - 'The End of the Hunt',
pen and grey ink and watercolour on laid paper, 15
x 35 cm, Gallery label for Guy Peppiatt Fine Art,
840
London to reverse £600.00 - £800.00
An extensive set of coloured prints depicting
various water fowl, various sizes (11) £200.00 £300.00

826A S A Macaula - Pheasant in undergrowth, oil on
board, signed and dated 1981 lower right, 60 x 50
cm £80.00 - £120.00

841

A 19th century mahogany four drawer cabinet
converted from a commode, brass carrying
handles to each side, raised on splayed bracket
front feet £300.00 - £400.00

842

A 19th century country house chest of six long
graduated cockbeaded drawers, each retaining
original turned pulls, raised on a plinth base, 164
cm high x 124 cm x 58 cm £300.00 - £400.00

827

Orlando Norie (1832-1901) - An extensive view of
Crimean period military activity, watercolour,
signed lower right, 57 x 97 cm £1,200.00 £1,600.00

828

Orlando Norie (1832-1901) - An extensive view of a 843
19th century military engagement with horse
artillery battery at the gallop, watercolour, signed
lower right, 51 x 92 cm £1,200.00 - £1,600.00

829

A coloured print of returning Crimean soldiers
being presented to Queen Victoria, 54 x 90 cm
£60.00 - £100.00

830

A large country house loose covered sofa by
Duresta £200.00 - £300.00

831

A set of ten 18th and 19th century oak/elm spindle
back rush seat chairs including a pair of open
armchairs (10) £300.00 - £500.00

832

A set of eight 19th century mahogany dining
chairs in the Hepplewhite style having pierced
845
vertical splats over drop-in seat pads, comprising a
pair of elbow chairs and six side chairs (8)
£150.00 - £200.00

844

833

A pair of 19th century Portuguese walnut framed
hall chairs in the Gothic style, having upholstered
arched back panels, overstuffed seats, raised on
moulded cross frames (2) £40.00 - £60.00

834

A pair of George III Hepplewhite style fruitwood
side chairs having oval backs with moulded
pierced splats and overstuffed serpentine seats,
raised on turned fluted front legs (2) £100.00 £140.00

835

A pair of 19th century continental fruitwood framed
open armchair having later upholstered back
panels over overstuffed seats (2) £80.00 - £120.00

836

A late 19th century carved mahogany framed wing
back salon armchair in pink upholstery raised on
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A Victorian satinwood inlaid rosewood envelope
card table having a baize lined interior over a frieze
drawer, raised on square tapering supports united
by an undertier £150.00 - £200.00

Taxidermy - A late 19th century cased taxidermy
display of sea birds on naturalistic rock and
seashell base with a watercolour panel backdrop
by Peter Spicer, Leamington, the display
incorporating a signed pebble, the case with table
label to verso, 49 cm high x 71 cm x 28 cm
£600.00 - £800.00
An 18th century jointed and panelled oak press
cupboard, the stepped cornice over a pair of arabic
arch panel doors enclosing hanging space with
pegs (later fitted with shelves), over four dummy
drawer fronts and three over two drawers with
turned pulls, raised on stile feet, 205 cm high x
157 cm x 57 cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
A George III oak chest on chest comprising two
short over six long drawers, raised on shaped
bracket feet, 165 cm high x 104 cm x 56 cm
£400.00 - £500.00

846

An 18th century walnut kneehole desk, the
moulded edge top over an arrangement of seven
drawers around a recessed kneehole cupboard,
raised on shaped bracket feet, 80 cm wide x 82
cm x 47 cm £300.00 - £400.00

847

A collection of butterflies and moths circa 1900,
contained within a twelve drawer mahogany glass
fronted cabinet by Watkins & Doncaster, each
glass topped drawer
Sold with Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 'The
Conservation of Habitats & Species Regulations'
licences £500.00 - £800.00

848

An 18th century feather-banded walnut chest on
chest having three short over six long graduated

drawers, raised on shaped bracket feet
£800.00 - £1,000.00
849

niches over a leather inset pull out slide, the
pedestals each having three drawers and raised on
plinth bases, original Hobbs branded locks
throughout, £1,400.00 - £1,800.00

A Victorian mother-of-pearl inlaid papier mache
tripod work box of sarcophagus form raised on a
barley twist support to shaped legs £180.00 £220.00

861

850

Ernst & Kaps, Dresden, a rosewood cased
boudoir grand piano, no 27044 (circa 1904/5) with
gilt metal frame, raised on turned tapering legs
£300.00 - £500.00

A 19th century yew-wood and elm beech high
back Windsor pad-arm chair, Nottinghamshire
circa 1840, having upper and lower fret cut splats
with fir tree motifs over bow arms and elm seat,
raised on well turned legs united by a turned Hstretcher £800.00 - £1,200.00

851

862
A William & Mary oyster veneered and floral
marquetry inlaid cabinet on stand, the deep
moulded cornice over a cavetto drawer and pair of
doors enclosing an interior of drawers centred by a 863
cupboard, enclosing further small drawers and part
mirrored panels, raised on a stand incorporating a
full width drawer, the whole on ring turned supports
to a platform base decorated in polychrome, 164
cm wide x 106 cm x 47 cm £3,500.00 - £4,000.00

A 19th century French walnut armchair in the
Gothic style, having a moulded tracery form back
over a studded leather seat £200.00 - £300.00

852

An 18th century oak single drawer side table
having a two plank moulded edge top, raised on
inner-chamfered moulded edge legs £200.00 £300.00

864

853

A late 17th / 18th century carved panelled oak
coffer, the four panelled hinged top over a carved
frieze and four panels, raised on stile feet £250.00 £350.00

An 18th century style gilt console table by
Jonathan Charles, the satinwood marquetry demilune top over a gilded frieze and raised on four
conforming legs united by a shaped undertier, 84
cm h x 117 cm x 48.5 cm - see
www.jonathancharlesfurniture.com for further
details of the current range from this workshop.
£800.00 - £1,000.00

854

A walnut square wing chair back settee in the
George I style, raised on carved cabriole front legs
to claw and ball feet, 93 cm high x 118 wide (the
seat 52 cm deep) £800.00 - £1,200.00

865

A vintage Smith electric advertising wall clock for
'Craven A - never vary', 240v movement, 37 x 33
cm £100.00 - £150.00

866

A 19th century ormolu and porcelain panelled
figural mantel clock, the eight-day two train
cylinder movement stamped Howell James, Paris,
the circular white enamelled Roman dial within a
beaded bezel, raised on a giltwood base, 35 cm
high x 48 cm £400.00 - £600.00

867

A 19th century triple fusee eight-day longcase
clock, striking on eight bells having a square brass
dial and silvered Roman numeral chapter ring with
subsidiary seconds and selector for
Cambridge/Westminster strike, within a
substantial oak case carved in the Flemish style,
dial 30 cm square, case 235 cm high £800.00 £1,200.00

868

Charles Skedge, Norwich, an 18th century eightday japanned longcase clock decorated in the
chinoiserie style, the arched brass and silvered
dial having subsidiary seconds and date aperture,
the five pillar movement striking the hours on a
bell, dial 40 x 30 cm, case 210 cm high £1,500.00
- £2,000.00

869

A reproduction brass lantern clock with silvered
Roman chapter ring and Astra movement, 37 cm
high overall £150.00 - £200.00

870

Isaac Nichols, Wells, a late 18th century oak
longcase clock, the eight-day movement with
arched brass and silvered Roman dial having strikesilent selector to the arch and subsidiary seconds
over and date aperture, 220 cm high £400.00 -

855

A good Regency mahogany breakfast table, the
wide cross-banded rectangular tilt top with
gadrooned edge, raised on a centre support
flanked by four further turned supports to a
platform base to four moulded sabre legs and cast
brass paw castors £500.00 - £700.00

856

A George III crossbanded mahogany serpentine
chest of four long graduated drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet to astragal apron, 90 x 100 x
55 cm £800.00 - £1,200.00

857

An 18th century oak mule chest, the crossbanded hinged top enclosing a storage chamber
over an arrangement of six dummy drawers over
three short drawers flanked by quarter reeded
pilasters, the whole on ogee moulded bracket feet,
88 x 158 x 56 cm £300.00 - £500.00

858

859

860

A Victorian ormolu mounted walnut pier cabinet,
the single arch glazed panel door enclosing
shelves to a fabric lined interior, raised on a plinth
base, 104 cm high x 88 cm wide x 34 cm £280.00
- £320.00
A 17th century six plank oak box, the hinged top
over a well carved frieze centred by an iron lock
plate over the initials 'RS', raised on a later jointed
oak stand, 87 cm high overall x 73 cm x 50 cm
£100.00 - £200.00
A good Victorian mahogany pedestal cylinder
bureau having a well fitted interior of drawers and
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A Victorian mother-of-pearl and gilt decorated
papier mache games table, the shaped circular
tilting top inlaid with chess board, raised on a
baluster support to a shaped circular base on
scroll feet, in Jennens & Betridge manner, 74 cm
high x 71 cm diam £800.00 - £1,200.00

£600.00

Jonathan Charles, the shaped cornice over a pair
of cavetto drawers and well figured cabinet doors
enclosing a fitted interior of drawers centred by a
cupboard, raised over two short and two long
conforming drawers on shaped bracket feet, see
www.jonathancharles.com for the further details of
this workshop £1,200.00 - £1,600.00

871

Richards, Birmingham, a 19th century eight day
satinwood inlaid flame mahogany longcase clock,
the oversize arched dial with moon phase painted
with a depiction of Britannia observing a Royal
Navy fleet engaged in action, dial 51 x 36 cm, the
whole 250 cm overall £500.00 - £700.00

872

RH Sagar, Blackburn, a Victorian eight-day ebony
and satinwood inlaid figured mahogany longcase
clock, the 35 cm square painted dial with
subsidiary seconds over an arched date aperture,
225 cm overall £400.00 - £500.00

884

A late 17th century oak gateleg table having wide
plank drop leaves to form an oval top, raised on a
turned and block frame united by square
stretchers, 104 cm x 37 cm (closed) x 72 cm high
£220.00 - £280.00

873

Joshua Frattle, Portsmouth, an 18th century 8-day
mahogany longcase clock, the brass and silvered
arched dial with strike/silent selector to the arch
over subsidiary seconds and date aperture, 240
cm high o/a £400.00 - £500.00

885

A Victorian coromandel and gilt mounted box fitted
with three leather bound note books for Visits and
Addresses, Daily Journal and Cash Account, all
unused, the clasp stamped Howell James & Co,
London, c/w key £150.00 - £200.00

874

N Blondel, Guernsey, a 19th century eight-day
mahogany longcase clock, the square brass and
silvered Roman dial with subsidiary seconds over
date aperture, previously restored/overhauled by
Evans & Evans of Alresford, 200 cm high overall.
Engraved on back plate: 'Aoust 17eme 1750 no.
85' £800.00 - £1,000.00

886

A 19th century satinwood inlaid mahogany
washstand having a double hinge over top,
cupboard and drawer, raised on square legs to
brass castors, 81 cm high x 44 cm x 46 cm
£300.00 - £400.00

887

A 19th century polychrome decorated waterfall
open bookcase with drawer, raised on shaped
bracket feet, 117 cm high x 58 cm wide £100.00 £150.00

888

A 19th century brass bound camphorwood
campaign chest with carrying handles to sides, 51
cm high x 102 cm x 52 cm £300.00 - £400.00

875

876

A Victorian mahogany eight-day longcase clock
having a painted arched dial incorporating
subsidiary seconds and date - a/f £100.00 £150.00

Short & Mason, London, a light oak cased
lacquered brass barograph no. 2513/14, the base
889
with drawer containing spare spring steel recording
arm £250.00 - £350.00

877

An unbranded oak cased lacquered brass
barograph, drawer to base £250.00 - £350.00

878

A mignon lacquered brass cased carriage clock
having a white enamelled Roman dial, 8cm high
overall £60.00 - £90.00

879

Rollin, Paris, a 19th century lacquered brass eightday gorge cased carriage clock, the two drum
movement striking the quarters and hours on a
bell, the engraved brass Roman dial with blue
steel hands, 14 cm high overall £300.00 - £500.00

880

A late 19th century French lacquered brass eightday repeating carriage clock, the pillared
movement striking the half and hours on a gong,
numbered 6234, the white enamelled Roman dial
signed Edwards & Sons, Glasgow, 14.5 cm high
overall £150.00 - £200.00

881

A late 19th/early 20th century eight day French
cartel clock, the rococo style gilt metal case with
circular white enamelled convex dial with gilt
hands, 37 cm overall £140.00 - £200.00

882

A small lacquered brass carriage clock, the single
cylinder eight-day movement with white enamelled
Roman dial, indistinctly signed A W...., Chester, 9
cm high overall £50.00 - £70.00

883

A William & Mary style seaweed marquetry,
walnut and burr walnut cabinet on chest by
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A Victorian rosewood sarcophagus form teapoy,
the interior later baize lined, raised on an
octagonal support to a shaped platform base, on
castors, 79 cm high x 42 cm x 34 cm £180.00 £220.00

890

A Victorian mahogany two tier dumb waiter having
circular graduated tiers raised on a tripod base to
castors, 91 cm high x 61 cm diam £200.00 £300.00

891

An Edwardian Sheraton revival mahogany framed
glazed fire screen, 100 cm high x 59 cm wide
£80.00 - £120.00

892

A George III figured mahogany chest on chest, the
canted shaped cornice over two short and six long
graduated cockbeaded drawers, raised on splayed
bracket feet, 189 cm high x 115 cm wide x 58 cm
£450.00 - £650.00

893

An 18th century Shropshire oak high dresser, the
upper part with arabic fret carved cornice over
three shelves flanked by cupboards over a wide
single plank top over three drawers in a wavy
apron, the whole raised on square legs, 210 cm
high x 190 cm wide x 46 cm £800.00 - £1,200.00

894

A trio of polished brass fire tools to/w a pair of
cast brass door stops in the form of St Bernards
and a brass hearth fender £40.00 - £60.00

895

A 19th century oval cross-banded satinwood two
handled tray with fruitwood inlaid decoration, 61 x
42 cm £60.00 - £100.00

896

A 19th century brass bound figured mahogany
writing box, 15.5 cm high x 45.5 cm x 25 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

wheel, complete £40.00 - £60.00

897

A crested red shot bucket with leather handle, 34
cm high £40.00 - £60.00

A brass bound coopered munitions bucket bearing
an armorial, with leather clad rope handle, 30 cm
diam x 30 cm high to/w an antique brass candle
stick (2) £40.00 - £60.00

898

A 19th century mahogany chest on chest, the
912
shaped cornice over two short and three long
graduated drawers and a further two short over two
long graduated drawers, raised on shaped bracket
feet, 177 cm high x 112 cm x 54 cm £400.00 £600.00

A late 17th/18th century jointed oak hatch
cupboard, having a two plank top over a left hand
panelled door flanked by a panel, raised on a
turned frame to block feet and all-round moulded
stretchers, 114 cm high x 110 cm x 41 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

899

A pair of 19th century French ormolu mounted
crossbanded and satinwood inlaid walnut tables,
the shaped tops with wide moulded edge over a
concave frieze drawer, raised on slender cabriole
legs, 74.4 cm high x 87 cm wide x 53 cm (2)
£800.00 - £1,200.00

913

A substantial 17th century style Italian walnut
refectory table, the mitre framed top with chevron
carved border raised on twin turned end supports
to a centre stretcher, probably circa 1920s, 76 cm
high x 250 cm x 90 cm wide £400.00 - £600.00

914

900

An 18th century mahogany chest of four long
cockbeaded drawers, each having brass swanneck pulls, raised on shaped and fret cut bracket
feet, 87 cm high x 75 cm wide x 51 cm £200.00 £300.00

Set of eight Caroleon style stained and carved
beech framed caned seat dining chairs (8) (cane
a/f) £250.00 - £350.00

915

A late 19th/early 20th century horn gramophone
a/f £80.00 - £100.00

916

A 19th century satinwood and burr yew wood
dome top box with paper lined interior, 4.5 cm high
x 30.5 x 23.5 cm £60.00 - £80.00

917

A late 19th century brass bound leather and oak
cartridge case by Lang & Hussey Ltd, London,
bears initials H F for Frisby, 13.5 x 42 x 30.5 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

918

An antique leather gun case for W J Jeffery & Co
Ltd, London to/w remaining tools £40.00 - £60.00

901

902

903

904

905

906

907

911

An antique pine kitchen table, the cleated end
plank top raised on twin trestle ends united by a
centre stretcher, 74 cm high x 180 cm x 87 cm
£250.00 - £300.00
A good and large patinated bronze group of
huntsman and pack of dogs raised on a
naturalistic base signed PJ Mene dated 1860,
62.5 cm high x 70 cm x 38 cm £1,000.00 £1,200.00

919
An early Victorian mahogany bowfront sideboard
with a single drawer to an arched frieze flanked by
a cupboard and drawer, raised on gadrooned spiral 920
turned supports to brass castors, 102 x 62 x 89
cm high £100.00 - £150.00

An antique leather gun case, trade label to interior
for W W Greener, circa 1880 £50.00 - £60.00

A lacquered brass Jaegar-Le Coutre Atmos clock
921
model 5800 number 310699 circa 1973/74 c/w
original brochure and sales certificate from Garrard
& Co Ltd £300.00 - £400.00
A Victorian light oak smokers cabinet with fitted
922
pipe rack, matchbox holder and three drawers
£60.00 - £80.00
923
A Victorian mahogany bowfront chest of two short
over two long graduated drawers raised over a
shaped apron to splay bracket feet, 89 cm x 91
924
cm x 47 cm £200.00 - £300.00
A Victorian golden oak hall garniture comprising a
side table having two frieze drawers raised on
turned legs to/w matching pair of armorial crested
hall chairs (3) £180.00 - £220.00

A late 19th century Swiss cylinder music box
playing six airs in ebonised simulated-rosewood
case, the cylinder 9.5 cm long, the case 32.5 cm
long £150.00 - £200.00

908

An antique pollard oak small plank stool on
shaped supports £40.00 - £60.00

909

An Edwardian red walnut leather top writing table
with two frieze drawers, raised on ring turned legs
to ceramic castors, 74 cm high x 92 cm x 45 cm
£60.00 - £80.00

910

An antique cottage turned fruitwood spinning
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A set of six Regency mahogany rope back dining
chairs with drop-in seat pads, raised on turned
front legs, all a/f (6) £50.00 - £100.00

An 18th century oak box with lacquered brass
handle £50.00 - £80.00
A 19th century gilt framed bevel edged overmantel
or over console mirror, 157 x 105 cm £100.00 £150.00
A good quality inlaid rosewood display cabinet in
the manner of Edwards & Roberts, the stepped
top having a dentil moulded cornice over a
satinwood inlaid frieze over astragal doors, an
open pillared shelf, the base centred by a
conforming door flanked by open shelves, 141 x 33
x 193 cm high £400.00 - £600.00
An 18th century Shropshire mahogany crossbanded oak high dresser, the open rack flanked by
a cupboard over drawer to each side over a pair of
cupboards, flanked by drawers, the whole raised
on club front legs 182 cm x 46 cm x 205 cm high
£2,500.00 - £3,000.00

926

927

928

929

930

A late 18th/early 19th century mahogany astragal
glazed bureau bookcase having a fitted interior
with well over two short and two long graduated
drawers raised on shaped bracket feet £200.00 £300.00
A George III mahogany chest on chest having a
shaped cornice over two short and six long
graduated cockbeaded drawers, raised on shaped
bracket feet £400.00 - £600.00
An 18th century fruitwood side table having a
frieze drawer, raised on bobbin turned supports
united by all-round stretchers, 74 x 50 x 68 cm
£150.00 - £200.00
A George III mahogany bureau bookcase having a
fitted interior over four long graduated drawers,
raised on shaped bracket feet, 200 cm high x 107
cm x 54 cm £300.00 - £400.00
A large 19th century bow glazed counter top
display case having mirror backed hinged access
panels, raised on a later two drawer stand with
undertier, 118 cm high overall x 181 cm wide x
44.5 cm £100.00 - £200.00

and drawers, 114 cm high x 170 cm wide x 46 cm
£300.00 - £500.00
939

A 19th century mahogany framed rustic seat in
the Georgian style, the overstuffed hinged seat
raised on four hip carved and moulded cabriole
legs, 51 cm high x 60 cm x 50 cm £150.00 £200.00

940

A George II style oak lowboy having three drawers
to an arched apron, raised on cabriole front legs to
ball and claw feet, 77 cm high x 97 cm x 53 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

941

A Victorian mahogany bowfront secretaire chest
having a fitted drawer over three long cockbeaded
graduated drawers, raised on shaped bracket feet,
96 cm high x 92 cm x 53 cm £300.00 - £400.00

942

A Regency satinwood inlaid mahogany toilet
mirror, the bevel edged rectangular plate raised
over a three drawer bow fronted base, on brass
ball feet £200.00 - £300.00

943

A George III mahogany and satinwood kneehole
sideboard of bold serpentine form, having a frieze
drawer flanked by deep drawers, raised on square
section spade end supports, 76 cm high x 91 cm
x 51 cm £250.00 - £300.00

944

A part 17th/18th century oak table, the cleated
end plank top over a block and baluster turned
frame united by all-round stretchers, 73 cm high x
155 cm x 73 cm wide £500.00 - £800.00

931

A Regency mahogany cellarette raised on four
turned gadrooned legs to brass castors, 67 cm
high x 56 cm x 44 cm £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

932

A Victorian mahogany three division Canterbury
having a frieze drawer to one end raised on short
turned supports to brass castors £150.00 - £200.00

933

A Regency satinwood crossbanded rosewood sofa 945
table having a pair of frieze drawers raised on open
hoop end supports to twin sabre legs to brass
paws and castors, 70 cm high x 93 cm x 61 cm
£1,500.00 - £1,800.00
946
An early Victorian rosewood card table, the fold
over top with baize lining over a shaped and
moulded frieze, raised on a turned and tapering
support to a platform base on four carved paw feet
and concealed castors, 91 x 46 x 74.5 cm high
947
£80.00 - £120.00

934

935

936

937

938

A George III rosewood cross-banded figured
mahogany demi-lune card table, the fold-over
baize lined top raised on square tapering block
end legs £150.00 - £200.00
A Victorian brass bound rosewood campaign
writing box having a fitted interior incorporating
'secret' drawers over a base drawer, the top with
presentation plate engraved 'James Gillie Esq', by
members of the Govan Parish Young Mens
Association, Sept 1889, 20 cm high x 50 cm x 27
cm £150.00 - £250.00
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A good quality gilt brass mounted dark
satinwood/kingwood card table, the shaped hinge
over top baize lined over a double gate-leg
terminated by gilt brass sabots, 70 cm high x 84
cm x 41.5 cm £200.00 - £300.00
An Edwardian satinwood inlaid red walnut tray top
occasional table having a circular glass bottom
tray, 72 cm high x 49 cm diam £80.00 - £120.00

948

A 17th/18th century oak joint stool, the
rectangular single plank seat raised on baluster
turned legs to block ends, united by all-round
stretchers, 51 cm high x 48 cm x 27 cm £200.00 £300.00

949

A Victorian mahogany framed pre-dieu chair with
upholstered scroll back over an overstuffed seat
£100.00 - £150.00

950

A Victorian mahogany drop leaf centre table
having a frieze drawer to one end, raised on a
turned support to four moulded outswept paw foot
legs on castors, 74 cm high x 107 cm x 70 cm
(closed) £100.00 - £150.00

A pair of Regency rosewood pole screens having
floral silk work rise and fall panels under glass,
raised on a baluster turned support with gadrooned
collar to a conforming circular base raised on three
951
scroll feet (2) £300.00 - £400.00
A Victorian satinwood crossbanded and inlaid
mahogany sideboard, the arched back over a bow
fronted frieze drawer flanked by caddy topped
pedestals incorporating storage wells, cupboards

An early Victorian rosewood table, the rectangular
top with rounded corners over a pair of frieze
drawers, raised on column supports to turned feet,
76.5 cm high x 138 cm x 70 cm £300.00 - £500.00

952

A late 19th century Chippendale Revival satinwood
vitrine cabinet, 187 cm high x 73 cm x 57 cm
£300.00 - £400.00
A 19th century mahogany campaign wash stand,
the hinged top enclosing multiple compartments

over a slide incorporating a rising surface, a part
fitted vanity drawer and arrangement of three
further drawers, raised on square tapering legs to
brass castors, the sides with carrying handles, 71
x 50 x 93 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

967

A Victorian figured walnut table cabinet having a
caddy top over a pair of raised arched panel doors
enclosing three graduated drawers, on a plinth
base, 36 cm high x 30 cm x 21 cm £100.00 £150.00

953

A George III mahogany double fold over demi-lune
tea table with storage well, raised on pad foot end
legs £400.00 - £600.00

968

954

An Edwardian carved walnut two tier Sutherland
table, 75 cm high x 61 cm x 17 cm £80.00 £120.00

A 19th century brass mounted rosewood and
mahogany casket raised on cast paw front feet
to/w a lacquered brass on mahogany postal
scales (2) £60.00 - £80.00

969

A Victorian wide satinwood crossbanded
mahogany breakfast table, the oval tilt top raised
on a turned support to a tripod base terminated by
cast brass paw toes on castors, 69 cm high x 137
cm x 107 cm £300.00 - £400.00

970

An 18th century Italian refectory table, the ends
with carved twin pillar supports united by
conforming stretchers, the plank top later, 183 x
97 x 95 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

971

A set of six Chippendale style mahogany dining
chairs having moulded ear backs over pieced
splats, drop in seat pads and raised on reeded
front legs, bears retailers plate for George Laird &
Son, Glasgow (6) £150.00 - £250.00

972

A Victorian mahogany sofa table having a frieze
drawer to each side flanked by a dummy drawer
front, raised on twin turned gadrooned end
supports to down swept legs united by twin turned
and moulded stretchers, 71 cm x 93 cm x 69 cm
£400.00 - £600.00

973

A beechwood framed salon stool with a worn
overstuffed tapestry seat, 50 cm high x 77 cm x
40 cm £40.00 - £70.00

974

A Victorian mahogany breakfast/centre table, the
circular top with plain frieze, raised over a tri-form
shaped support to a conforming base, raised on
ball feet and conceded brass castors, 130 cm
diam x 72 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

975

A 19th century camphorwood travelling or
campaign trunk, the crossbanded hinged top
enclosing two trays, the sides with twin lacquered
brass carrying handles, 60 cm high x 120 cm x 60
cm £300.00 - £400.00

976

Victorian walnut framed nursing chair having
tapestry upholstered back panel and overstuffed
seat to/w a companion footstool (2) £100.00 £150.00

977

An antique wooden child's rocking horse in original
unrestored condition, prob by F Ayres, having a
dapple grey finish with studded leather fittings,
glass-eyes, cast metal stirrups and bit, horse hair
mane and tail, raised on a platform base with
shaped column supports, 84 cm high to tip of
ears, 91 cm long overall £300.00 - £400.00
A 19th century elm seat stick back Windsor elbow
chair raised on turned legs united by an Hstretcher £200.00 - £300.00

955

956

A Victorian mahogany linen press, the greek key
moulded cornice over a pair of panelled doors
enclosing three fitted slides over two short and two
long graduated cockbeaded drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet, 188 cm high x 127 cm wide x
58 cm £400.00 - £500.00
An 18th century oak high dresser, the shaped
cornice with fret pierced frieze over three shelves,
the base having a wide two plank top over three
drawers in a wavy edged apron, on four turned
front supports to an undertier, 192 cm high x 198
cm x 48 cm £600.00 - £800.00

957

A 19th century Empire walnut eight drawer chest
having canted sides, raised on ball feet, 84 cm x
54 cm x 169 cm high £100.00 - £200.00

958

An 18th century oak lowboy having a two plank
top over one long and two short drawers, raised on
square section legs £100.00 - £150.00

959

A 19th century mahogany bowfront chest having a
full width slide over four long graduated drawers
raised on a plinth base, 89 cm high x 81 cm x 55
cm £150.00 - £200.00

960

A Victorian crossbanded oval mahogany tray
having a wavy top galleried edge and pair of brass
carrying handles, 71 cm x 50 cm £80.00 - £120.00

961

An antique oak dome top trunk having hand cut
iron hinges and wrought iron carrying handles, by
repute a seaman's trunk, 127 cm x 63 cm x 56 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

962

A part 18th century oak refectory table, the later
cleated end plank top raised over a carved frieze
on turned supports to all-round square stretchers,
161 x 78 cm x 77 cm high £200.00 - £300.00

963

A 19th century ebonised spinning wheel with
turned and carved bone fittings, 87 cm high
£150.00 - £200.00

964

A pair of cylindrical copper cased 'All Round Rd'
nautical lanterns by the Tung Woo Co, Hong
Kong, each 25.5 cm high x 16.5 cm diam (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

965

A turned and carved candlestick to/w a circular
pipe rack incorporating a lidded tobacco store c/w
three pipes (5) £30.00 - £50.00

978

A pair of lacquered brass 17th century style
chenets with mask adornment, 41 cm high £50.00
- £80.00

979

966
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A 19th century Alpine pine chair having a fret cut
back £60.00 - £80.00

980

An Edwardian red walnut combination mirror
backed dressing stand having a drawer, open
shelves and cupboards, stamped Jas. Shoolbred
& Co £150.00 - £200.00

case, 33 cm to/w a small finch (2) £50.00 - £70.00
999

981

An 18th/19th century Dutch mahogany bureau, the 1000
fall enclosing a fitted interior of drawers and niches
over a slide top well, over four long shaped
drawers, raised on paw front feet £500.00 - £700.00

982

A 19th century miniature satinwood table chest of
five long drawers, on a plinth base £80.00 - £100.00

983

A pair of Italianate carved giltwood torchere lamp 1001
bases - as found, 85 cm high (2) £150.00 - £200.00

984

A Georgian style window seat having scroll arms
to ends, raised on hip carved cabriole legs to pad
feet, united by a stretcher, 63 cm high x 106 cm
long £150.00 - £200.00

985

A Victorian giltwood framed overmantel, 135 cm
high x 115 cm wide £300.00 - £500.00

986

A 19th century gilt framed overmantel, 59 cm high
x 126 cm wide £100.00 - £150.00

987

A large Victorian gilt framed two panel wall mirror,
the plates divided by a vertical, 182 cm high x 150
cm wide £150.00 - £250.00

988

An antique counter top display case with mirror
backed access door, 17 cm high x 66 cm x 41.5
cm £50.00 - £70.00

1003

Secker, Thomas 'Lectures of the Catechism', 3rd,
1771, to/w Blair, Hugh 'Sermons' vol 4, 2nd, 1794,
Russell, Rev Michael, 'Palestine or the Holy Land',
2nd, 1832, New Testament in Greek, 1847 and
Crakelt, William, 'Enticks English-Latin Dictionary
1827 (5) £20.00 - £40.00

1004

A Victorian scrap album of humorous cartoons
£30.00 - £50.00

990

A Regency rosewood and mahogany three division 1005
Canterbury having fret cut panels over a base
drawer, raised on short multi-facetted legs to
brass castors £300.00 - £400.00
1006
A Victorian mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated drawers, raised on a plinth
base £200.00 - £300.00
A pair of vintage lacquered brass crystal strung
light fittings, 50 cm high x 25 cm diam £60.00 £100.00

Burney, Charles 'A General History of Music', vols
3 and 4, 1789, gilt tooled full calf, to/w Lawrence,
T. E. 'Seven Pillars', 1st general publication 1935
(3) £40.00 - £60.00
Baker, E. C. Stuart, The Indian Ducks and Their
Allies, pub. The Bombay Natural History Society
London 1908, 8vo half morocco, to/w Caven, D. V.,
'Flowering Trees and Shrubs in India', pub.
Thacker & Co., Bombay 1950, cloth 8vo (2) £50.00
- £70.00

A Victorian mahogany hall chair £50.00 - £70.00

992

Hanotaux, Gabriel 'Jeanne D'Arc', bound vellum
4to, pub. Hachette et Cie 1911, to/w Milton's
Paradise Lost, illustrated by Gustave Doré gilt
blue morocco 4to and a folio of 59 engravings by
Thomas Lupton after J. M. W. Turner, The
Harbours of England, 1877 (3) £50.00 - £60.00

1002

989

991

A George III crossbanded satinwood side table
with single frieze drawer raised on slender tapering
supports to brass castors £500.00 - £700.00

Goubaud, Abel (edit) 'Le Moniteur de la Mode'
1891, with many chromolithographic plates and
other illustrations, 4to half-bound red morocco and
faded cloth £60.00 - £80.00
Scott, Sir Walter, eight leather-bound vols Life of
Napolean, vols II-IX, from the 'Scott's Prose Works'
1835, full calf, to/w Whyte, James Christie,
History of the Turf, two vols, 1840 (vol I badly
damaged) (10) £40.00 - £60.00

1007

Boccaccio's Decameron, pub 1934, ltd. ed.
no.117/325, to/w Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress with
engravings by Henry C. Selous 1844 (disbound)
and four children's books, including 'A Treasury of
Pleasure Books, 1850', 'Mr. Caldecott's Picture
Book (No.2), Robert Browning's Pied Piper of
Hamelin', ill. by Kate Greenaway and W. S.
Gilbert's '50 "Bab" Ballads' (6) £40.00 - £60.00

1008

New Testament circa 1730, 4to with deer-hide
cover (a/f) £40.00 - £60.00

1009

993

A 19th century oak valets/maids trolley having a
storage box and spindle galleried store with tin
liner, raised on turned legs to brass castors
£60.00 - £80.00

994

Victorian three tier rosewood whatnot of serpentine
form with turned supports on brass castors
£100.00 - £150.00

995

A British Royal Navy white ensign (St Georges)
with brass fittings, 370 x 170 cm £80.00 - £120.00

996

Two American stars and stripes linen flags, each
with 48 stars circa 1940's, 123 x 160 cm and 89 x
143 cm £30.00 - £50.00

Thackery, William M. Works in 13 vols, half blue
calf, 1894-96, 8vo, to/w Trollope, Anthony
'Chronicles of Barsetshire', in 8 vols, 1888-91 half
gilt calf (21) £100.00 - £150.00

997

WITHDRAWN - A Royal Navy red ensign, framed 1010
and with applied engraved silver presentation plate
'Photini 88-89 to Colonel M.R. Frisby O.B.E. with
grateful thanks from The Officers 2nd Battalion
Coldstream Guards'. 44 x 90 cm £200.00 £300.00

Boswell's Life of Johnson, in 6 vols, Clarendon
Press 1887, half calf, 8vo, to/w The Diary of
Samuel Pepys in 10 vols, pub. London 1899-1901,
half calf 8vo and Diary of John Evelyn in 4 vols,
pub. Bickers & Son, London 1906, full calf (20)
£100.00 - £150.00

998

A Victorian stuffed green woodpecker in glazed

Smollett, Tobias, Works in 8 vols Bickers & Son,
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1011
34

London 1872, half calf, to/w Burrow, George,
Works in 13 vols, John Murray, London 1843-62
(21) 8vo £100.00 - £150.00

to/w 'The Jackdaw of Rheims by Ingoldsby', Ernest
Maurice Jessop, ill. £40.00 - £60.00

1021
Natural History:- Daniel, Rev William B, 'Rural
Sports', in 3 vols Bunny & Gold, London c.1801,
half calf and oilboard, to/w Adams, H & H, 'The
1022
Smaller British Birds', George Bell & Sons,
London 1874, full green calf (school prize); Shaw,
George & Nodder, Frederick, 'The Naturalist's
1023
Miscellany', 7th Volume, full calf (c.1820?);
Furneaux, W. 'The Outdoor World', Longmans,
Green & Co., London 1894, full calf (school prize);
Theuriet, Andre, 'Les Enchantements de la Foret',
Librarie Hachette, Paris 1901 quarter morocco and 1024
green cloth and Whyte, Gilbert, 'Natural History
.... of Selborne', Macmillan, London 1877 (8)
£50.00 - £80.00

Guillaume, Albert, 'Mes Campagnes', pub. H.
Simonis, Paris, a folio of coloured plates, marbled
& cloth bound £40.00 - £60.00

1013

Winchester:- 'The History of Winchester', vol II (of 1025
2), J. Wilkes, Winchester 1773 (2 copies), full calf
(but disbound); Milner, Rev John, 'History.... of
Winchester', 3rd edition vol 1 (of 2) pub. Nult &
Wells, Winchester (c.1860?) full calf and Adams,
Rev H. C. 'Wykehamica', James Parker & Co.,
1878, half calf (school prize) (4) £30.00 - £40.00

1014

History:- Collection of 22 leather-bound vols., inc.
Thomas Carlyle's 'French Revolution', 3 vols
(c.1890), Adam Ferguson's 'Roman Republic' 4
vols, 1825, etc., on one shelf £80.00 - £120.00

A pair of WWI Binocular Prismatic no.3 (Mk II) by
W. Watson & Son Ltd., 1918, a pair of WW2 US
military Binocular M5, W. O. Co. and a third pair,
Magnivu 8 x 30 by Wray of London - all cased to/w four cameras - Kodak Avaflex II, Fujica AutoM, Ilford camera with flash and Kodak Vest
Pocket Autographic, a military water canteen and
a hip-flask (box) £50.00 - £80.00

1012

1026

1015

A collection of 59 mostly 19th century leather
bound volumes - Poetry, on two shelves £50.00 £100.00

1016

1027
Dickens, Charles, Pickwick Papers, Chapman &
Hall, London 1837 half calf, to/w Smollett, Tobias,
(trans.) Adventures of Gil Blas, 2 vols 1818, full
calf, 16o., Fielding, Henry, The History and
Adventures of Joseph Andrews and ... Abraham
1028
Adams,' 5th edition vol 1 (of 2), London 1751 full
calf, Rabelais, Francis, works in 2 vols, translated
by Urquhart of Motteux, 1892 & Newbolt, Henry,
'Aladore', William Blackwood & Sons, 1914, full
1029
vellum and hand-cut paper, ltd. edition no. 24/150
and signed by the author (7) £50.00 - £80.00

1017

Surtees, Robert Smith & Leech, John (ill) 7 vols;
1030
'Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour', 'Ask Mamma',
'Handley Cross' and 'Plain or Ringlets', to/w
'Hawbuck Grange' (Phiz Ill), 2 copies of 'Young
Tom Hall' (G. D. Armaur ill.) and another disbound
copy of Handley Cross dec. red cloth (c.1920's)
£30.00 - £40.00

1018

Chaucer, W. 'Canterbury Tales', 3 vols, 1795 half
calf and oil-board, to/w Sterne, Lawrence, Works
in 7 vols, Thomas Armitage, Dublin in 1779, full
calf (10) £50.00 - £100.00

1019

Douglas, Sir Robert, 'The Peerage of Scotland', R.
Fleming, Edinburgh 1764 half calf and oilboard 4to,
to/w 'The Baronetage of Scotland', Edinburgh
1798, bound to match £50.00 - £100.00

1020

Rackham, Arthur (Ill.): Ingoldsby Legends, J. M.
Dent, London 1907, tipped-in colour plates 'Legend
of Sleepy Holow', Harrap, London 1928 ) (2nd),
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Vanity Fair, 2nd series, pub.1870, Vol II, front
board detached but contents complete £40.00 £60.00
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor and Pogany, 'The Rime
of the Ancient Mariner', pub. George G. Harrap &
Co. Ltd. London, undated, tipped in plates, gilt and
embossed full calf £130.00 - £180.00
A Zeiss Ikon Cocarette folding camera and a
Kodak Brownie Six-20 box camera, to/w various
camera accessories, Nalcom cine camera and
film projector, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

Wood, J. G. Illustrated Natural History in 3 vols,
George Routledge & Sons, 1865, half calf 4to,
to/w Burney, Charles, A General History of Music,
two vols 2nd, 1789 full calf 4to disbound and three
other volumes, including a Bible bearing plaque
dated 1695 (8) £50.00 - £70.00
A selection of vintage board games, including
Totopoly, Keyword, Wembley, Scoop, Skudo,
Cluedo, Monopoly, Dingbats and Solitaire (box)
£40.00 - £60.00
A brass and mahogany magic lantern by Newton
& Co., Fleet Street, to/w a large collection of
magic lantern slides - mostly topography, art and
portraits - approx. 800 £80.00 - £120.00
A quantity of hand-painted and wooden-framed
magic lantern slides including mechanical and
other moving slides (18) £50.00 - £70.00
An Evershed & Vignoles miniature inkless chart
recorder with ribbon spools - electric synchronos
motor, recorder moving coil type, 15 cm h. x 20
cm d. x 11 cm w. to/w a Direct Reading, 9999
ohms Resistance box for bridge meggers, in
wooden box, 14 cm h x 11 cm d. x 27 cm w. (2)
£50.00 - £80.00

1031

A large quantity of 19th century glass quarter-plate
and other photographic negatives, in boxes £40.00
- £60.00

1032

Two Evershed & Vignoles pen recorders,
continuous roll chart, Murday system, one with
electric driven clock c/w instruction booklet, the
other mechanically driven, clock 2 drive, lever
operated. Both in wooden cases with cast iron
bases, 50 cm h. x 20 cm d. x 20 cm w. (2) £80.00
- £120.00

1033

A collection of vintage conjuring tricks, to/w a
battered opera top hat (box) £50.00 - £70.00

1034

A B T-H crystal radio set, to/w the 1928 BBC
Handbook (2) £80.00 - £100.00

1035

A vintage gold-plush teddy bear in worn condition, 1051
to/w another teddy bear by Park Patch of Odiham
and a monkey with adjustable arms, to/w a set of
stacking cubes, jigsaws, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00 1052
A boxed Singer toy sewing machine, The
Strewelpeter Alphabet (book), a painted wood
gnome band and other toys £40.00 - £60.00

1036

1037

1038

£250.00 - £350.00
1050

Five fly reels - Hardy Bros. Marquis # 7, C. Farlow
& Co. 'Holdfast, 'Pflueger Medalist (US), J. W.
1053
Young & Sons Condex and another (un-named),
to/w two nets, various lures, fly-tying kit, etc. (box)
£80.00 - £120.00

Two fret-cut and painted military figures, 37th Foot
1792 & 1815, 28 cm high, one bearing makers
stamp to base for E.V. Howell (2) £30.00 - £40.00
A brown patinated bronze replica of Romulus and
Remus, suckled by the Capitaline Wolf, 17 cm
long, on marble base £100.00 - £150.00
An early 19th century inlaid mahogany
sarcophagus tea caddy with two lidded
compartments and associated glass bowl, 18 cm
wide, to/w a French rosewood tea caddy (lacks
fittings) (2) £70.00 - £100.00
A MPP 5 x 4 Micro Technical plate camera with
Scheider-Kreusnach Xenar 1:4,5/150 lens, in
leather case with five plate-holders £150.00 £200.00

A quantity of 'gentleman's collectibles', including
1054
bowler hat by Tress & Co. of London (56 cm inner
size), fly reel by Walker, Bampton & Co. of
1055
Alnwick, folding butterfly net, a WW2 field
compass MPO Mk III A 1944 in leather case,
Kodak vest pocket camera, bugle, truncheon,
toiletry case, etc. (box) £100.00 - £150.00

A 1950s Olympus Flex twin-lens reflex camera no.
104336, in leather case £40.00 - £60.00

1039

A 19th century gilt metal twin-branch girandole
with glass mounts and lustres (converted to
electricity) £50.00 - £100.00

A Victorian aneroid barometer in brass drum case,
12 cm diameter, to/w a brass marine barometer by
De Kemel Bros., Antwerp (2) £40.00 - £60.00

1040

Two sets of fallow deer antlers, mounted with skull- 1057
caps on teak shields (from Petworth Park cull - lot
includes engraving of Petworth) £50.00 - £100.00

1041

A banjo with ebonised body and fret-board by J. E.
Dallas, The Strand, no. 1811, with case £80.00 £120.00
1058
A brass and copper bellows with crank handle
£40.00 - £60.00

1042

1056

A Canon Leica 'copy' camera no. 153274 with 50
mm f:1.8 lens, in leather carrying case, Tanaka
Kogaku Tanar 35 mm f:3.5 lens with Tanack
viewscope and other accessories £100.00 £150.00

A Victorian copper huntsman's horn with nickel
mouthpiece from Swaine & Aidney of Piccadilly,
dated 1851, to/w two 1930's Indian Raj prize
pewter tankards for Point to Point and Tug of War
(3) £20.00 - £30.00
An inlaid mahogany desk-clock incorporating
aneroid barometer and mercury thermometer, 19
cm £40.00 - £60.00

1043

A pair of Tordalk 11 x 80 binoculars, to/w a pair of 1059
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co Military Stereo 6 x 30
binoculars - both cased (2) £100.00 - £120.00

A lacquered brass compound microscope in fitted
box with additional lenses and optics, to/w a
collection of slides £80.00 - £120.00

1044

Two pieces of 'Chicken in the Woods' laetiporus
sulphureus preserved fungi mounted on a mirror
and a pedestal £40.00 - £60.00

1060

A finely-carved Black Forest oak spread eagle,
perched on a rock, 42 x 43 cm, with associated
wall-bracket £200.00 - £400.00

1045

An interesting collection of seashells, including
cowries, abalones, nautilus, crab, etc. £50.00 £80.00

1061

A painted ceramic oil lamp with globe shade, on
brass base (converted to electricity) £40.00 £60.00

1046

A large collection of polished minerals and fossils, 1062
including ammonites, pyrites, amethyst, agate,
fossilized wood, etc. £100.00 - £150.00
1063
Two Pelham Puppets - Skeleton and Tyrolean girl
(latter boxed) £30.00 - £40.00

An Edwardian enamel Army Recruitment
advertisement, 80 x 66 cm £100.00 - £200.00

1048

An antique military side-drum, transfer-decorated
with a Royal Coat of Arms, 38 cm diameter (used
as a waste-paper bin but with top stretcher ring)
£40.00 - £60.00

1049

An early 19th century mahogany travelling
apothecary's box, fitted with shelves, drawers and
a concealed rear compartment, all containing an
assortment of glass bottles, a mixing bowl, steel
1065
and brass scales and weights etc., 22 cm wide

A theatrical portrait in fabric collage and
watercolour on engraving by stage designer
Joseph Hope Williams - 'Mr. Gomersal as
Napoleon', signed, to/w an 1815 English coloured
engraving of Napoleon and an 1821 French
lithograph of Napoleon (3 - all framed and glazed)
£60.00 - £90.00

1047
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1064

An enamel advertisement for Craven "A" cigarettes
- 'For Your Throat's Sake', 95 x 29 cm £50.00 £100.00

A brown patinated bronze group of dachshunds,
after A de Manou, dated 1860, 17 x 23 cm

£300.00 - £400.00
1066

and concave square section by G. Morian, 36
Avenue de l'Opera, Paris £60.00 - £80.00

Barry Foley brown patinated bronze group of
racing greyhounds, on polished slate base,
signed, 41 cm long overall £150.00 - £200.00

1067

A brown patinated bronze after Juan Clara of a
young girl standing on a chair £50.00 - £100.00

1068

A pair of Art Deco green-patinated spelter
bookends modelled as sea lions, on slate bases,
21 cm high, to/w a brown patinated bronze
standing heron, 12 cm high overall (2) £80.00 £120.00

1083

A 19th century plain birch dagger-stick with
concealed 12 cm blade in the pommel, with
kinetic release (by momentum), 73 cm long, to/w
an ebony walking stick, the horn handle with 9ct
gold ferrule, London 1927 £70.00 - £100.00

1084

Two ebonised walking sticks with horn handles,
one with silver ferrule £30.00 - £40.00

1085

An Honorable Artillery Company sword with 87 cm
etched blade by R. S. Gorden of Piccadilly,
basket hilt and wired fishskin grip, in steel
scabbard, to/w a Victorian military officer's sword
with slightly curved 83 cm blade by Webb &
Bonello, Old Bond St., basket hilt and wired
fishskin grip (no scabbard) (2 - a/f) £50.00 - £70.00

1069

A Benham & Froud copper jelly mould, 11 x 18 x
12 cm £50.00 - £80.00

1070

A bottle of Hill Thompson & Co. Ltd. 'Queen Anne
Rare Scotch Whisky' £40.00 - £60.00

1071

A 19th century copper casket with bas relief
1086
friezes and chased floral and foliate decoration,
the finial cast as a putto beating a dog, deep
buttoned silk lining with vestigial silver plating,
stamped beneath 'AB Paris', 23 cm wide £100.00 £150.00

1072

Two vintage Jacob & Co. miniature Cream
Crackers tins, 7.5 cm £20.00 - £40.00

1073

A 37-button concertina by C. Jeffries, with pierced
nickel end-plates and ebonised woodwork, the
black leather bellows with gilt tooled decoration
and printed paper decals, makers stamp to one
end and on two sides, in hexagonal leather
carrying case £1,800.00 - £2,200.00

1074

A 19th century gilt metal pocket compass with
silvered dial, in American cloth outer case, to/w
three travel-clocks, a Therminox analogue
thermometer, a lady's Swiss silver half-hunter
pocket watch and a boxed Seiko Quartz
metronome (7 - box) £70.00 - £100.00

A George V Royal Scots officer's sword with 83
cm etched blade by Wilkinson Sword & Co.,
London, pierced basket guard engraved with
thistles & St. Andrew with lining and wired fishskin grip, in chrome scabbard, to/w a leather field
scabbard, leather outer slip and Sam Browne belt
£100.00 - £200.00

1087

A 19th century French bayonet with 58 cm
recurved blade and brass hilt (lacks scabbard,
to/w a German WW1 1st pattern 'Butcher' bayonet
by Alex Coppel, Solingen, 36 cm broad-head
blade and two-piece ribbed wood grip in steel
scabbard, a wooden toy (or practice) sword with
leather grip, a Diana Model 1 air rifle and a Gat
Umarex air pistol (5) £60.00 - £100.00

1088

A 19th century percussion side-lock sporting gun
with 76 cm damascus barrels 'Fine Stub Twist',
the scroll decorated side-plates engraved for
Samuel Harper (listed Birmingham 1849), walnut
stock, complete with ramrod £180.00 - £200.00

1089

A court/small sword with etched 80 cm slender
blade and brass hilt (lacks scabbard) £30.00 £40.00

1075

A large quantity of mostly British Victorian and
later copper and other coinage £40.00 - £60.00

1076

A quantity of watchmaker's tools, watches,
corkscrews, etc. £40.00 - £60.00

1090

A modern Japanese Katana with 72 cm blade,
cast tsuba and gilt menuki, in presentation case
with stand, stamped Nemesis Now (retailer)
£100.00 - £150.00

A WW2 German officer's dagger with Eikhorn
blade, nickel mounts and composite handle
£40.00 - £60.00

1091

A WW1 pair 1914-1918 British War Medal to Eng.
Lt. A. Stevenson R.N.R. and a Mercantile Marine
War medal to Alexander Stevenson R.N.R. (2) both loose/unmounted £50.00 - £60.00

1092

A Victorian South Africa Medal, bar 1878-9 to
36/1984 Col. Sgt. F. Tremlett. 1/13 Foot (Prince
Albert's Light Infantry) £400.00 - £500.00

1093

A Victorian India General Service Medal 1854-95,
bar Perak, to W.H Matthews. Asst. Engr. 1st Cl.
R.N H.M.S. Modeste. Notes: William Henry
Matthews, retired 1905 as Engineer Captain
having also served aboard HMS Iron Duke,
Serapis, the Royal Yacht Victoria & Albert
£200.00 - £300.00

1077

1078

Two Palakano split-cane rods, a Farnborough
Bros. rod and others (6) £50.00 - £70.00

1079

A replica mediaeval sword with 80 cm blade,
curved hilt, steel grip and pommel £30.00 - £40.00

1080

An early 19th century brass and bamboo library
'long-arm' with sprung grip and lever handle, 122
cm £120.00 - £180.00

1081

A leather hunting-whip, the antler handle with silver
ferrule, London 1917, engraved 'J W WheelerBennett 1918' (1902 - 1975, writer and historian),
on malacca stem with long braided leather tail
£50.00 - £80.00
1094

1082

A late 19th century French rosewood sword-stick
with twist release action, 70 cm Toledo steel blade
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A QSA KSA WW1 trio group of five medals 12923
Pte.J.H.Taylor R.A.M.C. comprising Queens
South Africa medal, bars Transvaal and Natal;

1095

Kings South Africa Medal, bars 1901 and 1902;
1914 'Mons' clasp star; British War Medal; Victory
Medal (5) £300.00 - £400.00
1104
A WW1 trio to Eng. Lt.Cr. R.A.C. Michell R.N.
comprising 1914-15 Star (as Eng.); British War
Medal; Victory Medal (3) £80.00 - £120.00

1096

A WW1 trio to Eng. Lt. B.J.Parker R.N.R.
comprising 1914-15 star (as Asst. Eng.); British
War Medal; Victory Medal (3) £80.00 - £120.00

1097

WW1 trio to K.4675 J.Benham S.P.O. R.N.
comprising 1914-15 star (as L. Stoker); British
War Medal; Victory Medal (3)
Notes: served HMS Nelson, Britannia, Albemarle,
Fisgard, Duke of Edinburgh. Blake, Victory £80.00 1105
- £120.00
1106
A WWII group of seven medals to K.60067 H.

1098

Wilson. Sto. 1. R.N comprising 1939/45 Star;
Atlantic Star; Africa Star; Burma Star, bar Pacific;
Defence Medal; British War Medal; LSGC medal 1107
(H.M.S. Medway) sold to/w conduct records and a
quantity of original b&w photographs including onboard life, groups etc.
Notes: served H.M.S. submarines from 1925,
1108
served aboard HMS/M K6; Phoenix; Triumph; Fiji,
discharged Nov.1945 £100.00 - £150.00
1099

A WWI pair to 3399 A.Cpl. Jack McCarty R.A.
comprising 1914-18 British War Medal; Victory
Medal to/w a 1918 Inter-Battery 235 Brigade
competition medal (3)
Note: entitled to 1914 'Mons' star/bar, not present
in the above £40.00 - £70.00

1100

A WWI casualty pair to 72068 Gnr. E. Peckham
R.A. comprising 1914-18 British War Medal;
Victory Medal
Note: K.I.A. 23/08/1016 'U' Battery R.H.A.
memorial Dartmoor Cemetery, Becurdel-Becourt
£50.00 - £70.00

1101

A WWI 1914-18 British War medal to William H.
Goodridge to/w a a BWM and Victory pair to
532274 Dvr. E. Morgan R.E., a WWII group
1939/45 star; France & Germany star; Pacific
Star; 1939-45 war medal attributable to Albert
Edward Morgan R.A.M.C. c/w remnants of the
recipients Service/Pay book (7) £30.00 - £40.00

1102

1103

A WW1 / II BEM group of eight to C.E.R.A. E.F.
Sayer R.N. - British Empire Medal; 1914/18 war
medal; Victory medal; 1939/45 star; Atlantic star;
Defence medal; 1939/45 war medal, M-I-D oak
leaf; Royal Navy L.S.G.C. medal (8)
Notes: L.S.G.C medal awarded 20/03/32 as
E.R.A. 1st Class H.M.S. Medway; M-I-D 11/06/42
London Gazeete 35586 H.M.S. Tyne; B.E.M.
awarded 01/01/43 London Gazette 35841 H.M.S.
Tyne £500.00 - £600.00

38

A quantity of assorted British military 'staybright'
type cap and uniform badges including; Dragoons;
Royal Hussars; Queens Own; 16 Queens
Lancers; RMP; SAS; REME; RAMC; Intelligence
Corps; Royal Engineers; Scots Guards; Welsh
Guards; Royal Artillery; Grenadier Guards;
Hampshire; HLI; Scots Regiments - numerous;
Gloucestershire; West Riding; Parachute
Regiment; Green Jackets; North Irish Brigade
Berkshire; etc etc - most mounted for display
£80.00 - £120.00
A Victorian brass and plated Royal Engineers belt
buckle £40.00 - £50.00
WWI Royal Flying Corps, a pair of tunic lapel
badges and set of buttons - four large, six small
by JR Gaunt & Son £40.00 - £50.00
A set of eight Victorian Lymington Yeomanry
brass tunic buttons by Jennens & Co. (8)
Note: by repute from the uniform of James Burden,
retired from service 1853 £30.00 - £40.00
A quantity of Royal Navy gold braid and fabric
uniform insignia to/w jacket buttons charting
design changes 1891-present (ten buttons)
£30.00 - £40.00

1109

An interesting trio of WWII medals attributable to a
'Dambusters' recipient 1386420 Flight Sergeant T
Maynard R.A.F.V.R. comprising 1939/45 Star; Air
Crew Europe Star; 1939/45 British War Medal to/w
the recipients posthumous OHMS medal awards
slip, all unmounted/unworn.
Notes: 1386420 Thomas William Maynard 617
Squadron, front gunner Lancaster AJ-H 'Harry' 'The Dam Busters' mission, aircraft clipped the
sea off the Dutch coast and returned home.
Maynard later K-I-A 20/12/43 after being hit by flak
over Belgium. £300.00 - £500.00

1110

WWI trio to 20064 Pte. A.W. O'Keefe R.Ir. Fus
comprising 1914/15 star; British war medal;
Victory medal (3) £60.00 - £80.00

1111

WWI pair to 028470 Pte. W. Waine A.O.C.
1914/18 war medal; Victory medal to/w a 1914/18
war medals to M2-203232 Pte. H. Stott A.S.C.;
M2-133012 Pte. B.E. Strick A.S.C.; 4006 Pte. E.
Williams R.W.Fus. (5) £40.00 - £60.00

1112

WWII medals - 1939/45 star; Italy star; Africa star;
Defence medal; 1939/45 war medal to/w an Indian
General Service medal bar Afghanistan N.W.F
1919 (naming erased) £20.00 - £30.00

1113

A General Service medal 1918-62 bar Malaya to
23191 390 Pte. M. O'Keefe. Queens £50.00 £70.00

A quantity of assorted British military cap/uniform 1114
badges and insignia including; 96th Regiment of
Foot; Royal Dragoons; 20th Hussars; SAS; SWB;
Dorset Regt.; Hampshire; Green Howards;
Machine Gun Corps; Middlesex Regt.; HLI; South
Staffs; Army Cyclists Corps; East Surrey; REME;
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Yorkshire ; Signal Corps; assorted officers 'pips'
etc etc mostly 1920's/1940's £180.00 - £220.00

A WWI mentioned in despatches citation to Indian
Army Lt. T.C.V. Graham, I.A.R.O., attd.S & T
Corps dated November 11th 1918, Winston
Churchill facsimile signature, framed to/w a WWII
London Gazette citation for brave conduct to
Ernest Wakeham Jenkin, First Officer S.S. 'Clan

Chatton' dated 4 August 1942 and a Confidential
Personal Combat Report relating to W/Co J.E.
Johnson DFC & Bar dated 14th May 1943 (3)
Notes: SS Clan Chatton, a steamer sunk February
14 1942 en-route Alexandria to Malta.
1120
£30.00 - £40.00
1115

1116

1117

1118

A Webley & Scott Mk.IV .38 service revolver
no.B62159, with de-activation certificate £180.00 £220.00

HMS Brittania, a silver medal by the Welham Co., 1121
contained in a turned lignum screw case with
glass window, 27mm diameter to/w another for
HMS Hampshire (2)
1122
Note: HMS Brittania, an Edward VII Class
battleship, sunk by German torpedo November
1918, the last Royal Naval ship lost during WWI
£50.00 - £60.00
1123
A small collection of twelve military regimental
cap/collar badges including; XII Hussars, Royal
Hussars, West Yorkshire, Manchester, Tyneside 1124
Scottish, Royal Dublin Fusiliers, 9th Lancers,
County of London Cyclists, SAS etc (12) £40.00 £70.00

Two Chinese daggers in carved bone scabbards
(a/f), 45 cm, to/w a horse-tail fly-whisk with
malacca and bone handle (3) £40.00 - £60.00

A small collection of military regimental cap /
collar badges including; The Royal Scots,
Glamorgan Yeomanry, The Life Guards, Queens
Own Yeomanry, Bedfordshire & Hertfordshire ,
Middlesex Regiment, Royal Munster etc (12)
£40.00 - £70.00

1125

A Victorian silver and parcel gilt riding crop, the
pommel surmounted by a crocodile with long
coiled tail, by Callow & Son of Park Lane, London
1858, on braided gut tail £100.00 - £150.00

1126

An 18th century malacca walking cane, the ivory
pommel engraved with initials, 88 cm (shortened)
£100.00 - £150.00

1127

A Drum Tell II .177 air pistol, to/w an obsidian
spear-head, three Eastern daggers and a bamboo
quiver with arrow-lifter £40.00 - £60.00

1128

Three air pistols:- Diana Series 70 Mk IV, Diana
model 2 and T. J. Harrington 'Gat', to/w War
Department audio headset (4) £60.00 - £90.00

An OR brass Victorian shoulder belt plate for the
Duke of Albany's Own Highlanders (Seaforth
Highlanders) - 9.5 x 7 cm £50.00 - £70.00

1118A A trio of Victorian regimental helmet plates - a
brass 67th Regiment of Foot (South Hampshire);
The Rifle Brigade (Price Consorts Own);
Oxfordshire (3) £100.00 - £140.00

1118B An assortment of British military cap badges
1129
including; 5th West Middlesex Regiment; The
Cameronians; 19th P.W.O. Hussars; 1st Vol.
Battn. Royal Berkshire; 2nd V.B. Norfolk Regt.;
Northamptonshire Yeomary; 3rd Monmouthshire
Regt.; Gloucestershire Regt.; 2nd V.B. The
Queens; Loyal North Lancashire; Inniskilling; King
Edwards Horse; 2nd Hampshire Rifle Volunteers;
51 Canada Rifles; West Riding; Engineer
Volunteers; Camerons; XII Royal Lancers; York & 1130
Lancaster; 7th Bn. Hampshire Regt.; Royal
Warwickshire 2nd Birmingham Battalion; Tenth
London Regiment; Queens Own Hussars;
Wiltshire Regt.; Suffolk Regt.; Tyneside Irish;
Connaught Rangers; 14th King's Hussars etc etc
(approx. 50) to/w assorted WWI and later
embroidered shoulder titles including Royal Flying
Corps (pair), Oxf. & Bucks. (2), 2nd S.A.S., North 1131
Irish Horse, Royal Armoured Corps etc etc
(approx. 16) £80.00 - £120.00
1119

recording a complete record of the battle on
envelopes and paper scraps. These notes later
relayed to relatives in two personal letters - full
transcript available. £40.00 - £60.00

Book: Fawcett & Hooper (Eds) 'The Fighting at
Jutland', 1st, hardbound, personal inscription to
title page 'The property of Lt. Garth H Owles RN,
the Midshipman in the conning tower of HMS
Princess Royal' 1st Battle Cruiser Squadron and
to/w the Midshipman's pencilled observations
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An African tribal knobkeri, the pommel carved with
a face, the handle bound with woven copper wire,
41 cm £100.00 - £150.00
An African tribal knobkeri with unusually large
pommel, the handle bound with woven copper and
silver wire, 65 cm £80.00 - £120.00
An unusually substantial Irish shillelagh of rustic
form, carved with a Shamrock and inscribed
'Faugh A Ballagh' (Irish battle cry - 'Clear the
Way'), 50 cm £40.00 - £60.00

A Dumonthier .410 gauge walking stick shotgun
with horn handle and revolving nickel trigger-guard,
the rosewood shaft containing twist-action barrel,
with lower brass ferrule end-stop, 89 cm long
overall - certificated shotgun - purchaser will
require current shotgun certificate to enable
transfer
£200.00 - £400.00
An 18th century Irish hand-drawn book of maps of
the Estate of Samuel Ahmuty Esq., in the County
of Longford, surveyed in 1790 by John Jonston, full
calf (disbound) 53 x 38 cm, to/w a linen-backed
folding map of County Longford by William
Edgeworth, 1813 (2)
Please note: The surname is now known as
'Auchmuty') £40.00 - £60.00
A collection of US army Armored Division metal
and embroidered badges, including nine Sterling
Captains' rank badges and a lieutenant's shoulder
braids, etc. £40.00 - £60.00

1132

Two albums of mostly 1930's postcards of filmstars 'My Film Favourites' - approx. 500, to/w a
Film Favourites Birthday Autograph Album with
facsimile entries (3) £80.00 - £120.00

1133

A quantity of Edwardian and later postcards,

including greetings, novelty, humorous including
'saucy seaside', topography, etc., loose and in an
album - approx. 200 cards £40.00 - £60.00

1148

1134

Three autographed photographs of film stars Errol
Flynn, Cesar Romero and Vera-Ellen, each 26 x
20 cm £130.00 - £150.00

1135

Three albums of Edwardian and later postcards,
including greetings, novelty, humorous and
topography, etc. - approx. 200 £40.00 - £60.00

1136

Five vintage autograph albums and a visitors' book 1149
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

1137

An album of mostly Edwardian postcards of Naval
and merchant ships - approx. 90 in total £30.00 - 1150
£50.00

1138

An album of mostly pre-WW2 postage stamps
including British, Empire and foreign issues
£40.00 - £60.00

1139

Approximately 2,600 cigarette cards including
Players, Wills, Churchman, Dominion, Carreras,
Ogdens, State Express, Gallahers, De Reske,
Westminster, Cavander, Bucktrout, Societe Job
£50.00 - £70.00

1140

Two Victorian family needlework samplers - Sarah
Jelliff 1844, with alphabet, numbers, 5th
Commandment and flora and fauna, 56 x 20 cm
and Mary Ann Jelliff 1849 (aged 8), with alphabet
and numbers, Ship, Queen Victoria, flora and
fauna in strawberry border, 40 x 32 cm, to/w
another un-named sampler from the same source,
worked with alphabet, figures, flora and fauna, 51 x
27 cm (3 - all framed and glazed) £150.00 £250.00
An 18th century map engraving of London by J.
Bayly, 1761, 30 x 44 cm later framed and glazed
£200.00 - £250.00
Various collectibles, including vintage greetings
cards, cigarette cards, 1st day covers, coins,
badges, buttons and medallions, etc. (box) £40.00
- £60.00

1151

An antique Orthodox Icon (purchased in Russia),
painted on a pine panel, depicting Madonna &
Child, 35 x 29 cm £200.00 - £300.00

1152

A Kammer & Reinhart 114/46 bisque-headed
character doll with painted eyes and closed
mouth, on five-piece composition body, to/w a
Simon & Halbig 170-2¼ doll with closing blue
eyes and open mouth with two teeth, on five-piece
composition body (- both a/f) and a quantity of
smaller acetate and other dolls, doll's wigs,
clothes, etc. (2 boxes) £80.00 - £120.00

Two albums of personal photographs and
memorabilia referring to life in Service of the Fleet
Air 1943 and later, including Ceylon 43/44, Norway
47, Indian 49/50, to/w two volumes, Portrait of a
Model' by John Everard (nude studies), 1st 1939,
and 'The History of Writing' by Henry Noel
1153
Humphreys, 1853, with heavy relief-decorated
cover (4) £40.00 - £70.00

Three composition dolls (one Chinese), to/w a
Norah Wellings felt black girl doll (4 - box) £40.00 £60.00

1141

An album of Victorian and later British, Empire
and World postage stamps including three pages
of penny reds, to/w two other albums, loose
stamps and a calf-leather correspondence wallet
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

1142

A William IV bound volume of Saturday Magazine
1832-33, to/w two albums of scraps, and a
collection of legal parchments, including leases,
1154A A German bisque-headed Chinese infant boy doll
enfranchisements, etc. including book and deeds
with sleeping brown eyes, on jointed composition
relating to Twyford £40.00 - £60.00
body, 30 cm, stamped 1 Germany £80.00 £120.00
Various Masonic regalia, to/w volumes on
Masonry (box) £50.00 - £100.00
1155 A German 'Special 65' (Kley & Hahn) bisqueheaded girl doll with cropped brown wig, closing
An Art Deco Argus Model A camera, to/w a
blue eyes and open mouth with four teeth, on
collection of cigarette silks, Mauchlin ware pin
jointed composition body, 65 cm, to/w an Armand
cushion (Southampton) and ovoid cotton-holder
Marseille 371/3K with sleeping blue eyes and
(Brighton), flint arrow-head, RMS Queen Elizabeth
closed mouth, on five-piece composition body (2)
perspex cigarette case, maple and parquetry box,
£80.00 - £100.00
etc. £50.00 - £80.00

1143
1144

1154

An Armand Marseille baby doll with closing brown
eyes and open mouth with two lower teeth, on
associated stuffed body with ceramic fore-limbs,
40 cm, to/w a French SFBJ 60 Paris girl doll with
brown wig, closing brown eyes and open mouth
with four teeth, on composite body (2) £70.00 £100.00

1156
A hand-painted and gilded hatchment for The
Marquess of Bute, surmounted by a coronet, 19 x
21 cm, mounted, framed and glazed £40.00 1157
£60.00

A Steiff silver plush Millennium teddy bear, 30 cm
£30.00 - £40.00

1146

A 19th century brass and gilt coach mount
depicting St George and the Dragon, 19cm, in
glazed frame £100.00 - £200.00

1158

A boxed Steiff Heidelberger Student bear £50.00 £70.00

1159

1147

A 17th century map engraving after Robert
Morden, 'Northumberland', 42 x 35 cm, mounted,
framed and glazed £40.00 - £60.00

A Mamod steam traction engine with power-press,
to/w a boxed Japanese Ko tinplate 'Billy the BallBlowing Magic Whale' with clockwork movement,
a clockwork bear 'Shoe-Maker', a Britains

1145
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A boxed Steiff Paddington Bear with suitcase, 30
cm £50.00 - £70.00

Howitzer, Dinky Harrow, Coventry Climax Forklift
Truck, Borguard Isabella, Simca Chamboro,
Chevrolet Corvair £80.00 - £120.00
1160

1161

1162

1163

Souveran (4 - in two cases) £200.00 - £300.00
1171

Boxed Britains Farm Series:- Timber Carriage
no.12F, Farm Wagon 5f, Fordson Major Tractor
1172
128f, Horse Roller with Man 9f and General
Purpose Plough 6f, to/w a quantity of Britains and
other die-cast farm figures and animals including
Hunt with hounds and foxes, fences and gates,
horses, pigs, sheep and goats, cows, tortoise,
poultry, beehive, etc; also 4 boxed Dinky farm
implements:- Harvest Trailer 320, Massey-Harris
Manure Spreader 321, Disc Harrow 322 and Triple
Gang Mower 323 £500.00 - £700.00
1173
A quantity of Britains die-cast figures including
farm animals, zoo animals, soldiers, etc., in playworn condition £40.00 - £60.00
Boxed Dinky:- BOAC Coach 283, Bristol 173
1174
Helicopter 715, Westland-Sikorsky 5.51 Helicopter
716,Vickers Viscount Air Liner 706,Gloster Javelin
1175
Fighter 735; to/w (unboxed) Flying Boat, Viking
Hawker Hunter 735, Meteor, Shooting Star (2),
Dinky Plymouth Estate 27F, Cunningham C-5R,
Mercedes Benz 237, Bristol 450 163, Cooper1176
Bristol 23G and two 30 series model cars; also a
boxed Jetex Speedboat and a 'V' Models Morris
Minor - also boxed (20) £100.00 - £150.00
1177
A selection of unboxed Dinky models:Volkswagen KDF (Battle Lines), Aveling Barford
Diesel Roller 279, Coventry Climax Fork Lift Truck,
Coles Mobile Crane (Supertoys), Army Water
Tanker 643, Ford Sedan, Talbot Lago 230, Hudson
1178
Sedan, Lincoln Zephyr, Bedford Refuse Wagon
(252), Duple Roadmaster Royal Tiger, Luxury
Coach, Land Rover, Speed-of-the-Wind, Austin
Taxi, Austin Devon, Castrol Petrol Tanker, 29
series double decker bus (red and cream) and 34
1179
series Loudspeader Van (19) £100.00 - £150.00

1164

A Chinese ME630 battery-operated 'Photoing On
Car' model in blue (unboxed) £30.00 - £50.00

1165

A framed photograph of the Concorde, signed by
the pilots (1978) and a pair of 'Concorde' silver
1180
miniature photograph frames, to/w an Aspinalls
leather-cased travel-clock with two time-zones and
quartz movements (3) £50.00 - £70.00

1166

1167

1168
1169

1170

An unusual set of three polished marble spheres
on rustic stone plinths, the largest 10 cm
diameter, the other two 6 cm £50.00 - £70.00
A Georgian oval portrait miniature on ivory of a
gentleman in grey peruke and blue coat, to/w a
19th century musical box with bone sewing kit and
other fittings, an oval cut glass scent flask with
white metal screw-cap, an 1885 miniature volume
of 'Songs by William Blake', finely bound in
leather, a miniature edition of Byron's 'Lara',
c.1864 and a electroplated table-brush £60.00 £80.00
A 19th century morocco-bound necessaire case
with velvet lining, fitted with various sewing,
manicure and other accoutrements, silver thimble,
etc., to/w a later, similar set (2) £60.00 - £90.00
A quantity of buckles, belts, crochet hooks, etc.
(box) £40.00 - £60.00
Seven various early 19th century woven silk coin
purses with gilt metal and steel decoration and
fittings £60.00 - £80.00
Nine various 19th century fan/face-screens in
papier mache, card and embroidered silk, with
turned handles (all a/f) (box) £60.00 - £90.00
A 19th century papier-maché fan painted with
flowers on a black ground, on turned wood sticks,
to/w a pair of black ground wood fans with floral
pen-work, the reverses with diaper decoration, on
turned and carved sticks (3) £60.00 - £90.00
A pair of fans with floral-painted circular silk panels
with silk fringes, on turned giltwood sticks, to/w a
pair of painted and gilded card fans and another
with applied floral lithograph scrap (5) £80.00 £120.00
A pair of 19th century Continental fan/face-screens
of banner form, the black moire silk panels painted
with Alpine views within braided silk cord borders
with fringed tassels, on gilt brass frames with
turned and carved bone handles £80.00 - £120.00
A lace fan on mother-of-pearl sticks, 21 cm, to/w
an Oriental painted silk and bone fan, a box of
small cowry shells and an Edwardian silver and
mother-of-pearl penknife, Sheffield 1906 £60.00 £90.00

A collection of over 100 vintage company share
certificates, including mining, minerals, oil, timber,
1180A A collection of Roman red and black pottery,
etc. £40.00 - £60.00
possibly of English origin, including two handled
A selection of modern fountain pens and ballshallow bowl, small vessels, jugs, lamps etc (10)
points, including Parker, Waterman, Yves Saint
£100.00 - £200.00
Laurent, Kaweco & Coles (12) £40.00 - £60.00
1181 Eight 19th century bone named/motto/initials laceTwo boxed Waterman Carene Essential fountain
bobbins:- 'I love....is true to me', 'A gift to Phebe
pens, in black and 'electric' blue £40.00 - £60.00
Robinson 1855', 'Lucy', 'Thomas', 'Dear Jacob',
'Samuel', 'FA' and 'JA', with glass spangles, to/w
Two boxed Namiki Pilot Vanishing Point fountain
two wooden examples; 'That Awful Fright Next
pens with retracting nibs, in blue and black, to/w a
Door She Comes A Dangling After Me' and 'Fred'
Maniki Pilot Falcon fountain pen and a Pilot
(10) £150.00 - £250.00
Ageless Future ballpoint pen in metallic gold and
silver - all boxed (4) £100.00 - £150.00
1182 Four bone lace bobbins with inlaid pewter 'tiger'
decoration, two others with 'leopard' decoration
Three Pelikan M400 fountain pens and a Pelikan
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and another with 'tiger', 'butterfly' and 'leopard'
decoration, to/w four other bone bobbins with
copper wire decoration, all with glass spangles
(11) £100.00 - £150.00
1183

1184

1185

surmounted by ribbon-work and a fine quality pair
of mother-of-pearl and plated opera glasses from
Turnbull & Co. of Edinburgh - apparently unused
(3) £100.00 - £150.00

A WW1 French souvenir silk cushion cover with
lace border and embroidered roses, painted with
burning churches, 64 x 61 cm overall £40.00 £60.00

1194

1195
A late Victorian tortoiseshell cigarette box with
silver mounts (Chester 1896) and cedar lining, to/w 1196
a satin walnut cigar box with ivory beading, 16.5
cm wide (2) £50.00 - £80.00

A cased pair of Carl Zeiss Jena Delturisem 8 x 24
binoculars no.1109501, dated 1924 £30.00 - £40.00

A quantity of Napoleon Bonaparte memorabilia,
1197
including a brass desk thermometer dated 1816, a
gilt metal statuette, mother-of-pearl letter knife and
two other figural finials, two 19th century
engravings and a leather-bound biography by J. G.
Lockhart, new edition 1897 (school prize) £60.00 - 1198
£80.00

Three vintages cameras:- Agfa Isolette with Vario
lens, Kodak Retinette with Compur-Rapid lens &
Voightlander Vitomatic II with Prontor SLK-V lens
£40.00 - £60.00

1186

Various collectables including agate and silver
pen, tortoiseshell lorgnette, military marching
compass, Tibetan prayer-wheel, medallions, etc.
£40.00 - £60.00

1187

An early Victorian portrait miniature of a
gentleman, George Ballard of Portbury, Somerset
(1780 - 1837), Calcutta merchant, unsigned, 10 x 1199
8 cm, in brass frame £100.00 - £150.00

1188

1189

A cased pair of Carl Zeiss 8 x 30 field binoculars,
retailed by Gray of Newmarket, no.2185 £40.00 £60.00

A set of four early 19th century oval gilt brass
glazed frames, containing relief figures of classical 1200
deities on ebonised backs, 17 x 13 cm £150.00 £250.00
1201
A 17th century oval portrait miniature on copper of
a gentleman in long periwig, unsigned, 7.5 x 6 cm
in ebonised and gilt frame £200.00 - £300.00

A brass three-drawer pocket telescope in
associated leather case, to/w a curled copper
hunting horn (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A 9ct gold Eversharp propelling pencil, London
1934 and an electroplated example, to/w a cased
set of gilt metal and mother-of-pearl dress-studs
and cufflinks, a monocular engraved
'Northumberland Contingent Imperial Yeomanry
26A' in leather case, a Zeiss Ikon Ikonta A520 with
Compur lens, in leather vest-pocket case and a
Kodak no.2 Folding Autographic Brownie £40.00 £60.00
An Art Deco Agfa Tolix box camera in leather
case, to/w an Ensign Ful-Vue camera (2) £30.00 £50.00
A cased pair of US pattern 11 x 63 binoculars
£40.00 - £60.00
A 1936 Olympics cotton scarf printed with the
Olympic rings within a border of National Flags, 63
x 61 cm, mounted with a Brandenburg Gate
badge, in a glazed frame £100.00 - £150.00

1190

WITHDRAWN - English school - a fine portrait
1202
miniature of a gentleman, Mr Frisby, with
powdered hair, blue eyes, wearing a blue coat
against a cloudy sky, oval, signed and dated 'SH'
1786, in yellow metal frame with plaited hair to the
reverse centred by a seed pearl 'F' (for Frisby),
with stalk and ring suspension, 5.5 cm diam
£280.00 - £320.00

A 1757 Prussian States Frederick the Great Battle
of Praque medallion, to/w a Queen Victoria
Diamond Jubilee Commemorative medallion, an
1853 Duke of Wellington commemorative
medallion and an 1865 Royal Marriage medallion
to/w three turned wood trinket boxes, a Swedish
Svenskt Tenn design pewter cufflink box and a
cow bell (box) £40.00 - £60.00

1191

WITHDRAWN - A companion pair of portrait
1203
miniatures, a lady and a gentleman, contained
within a circular yellow metal double hinged case
3.5 cm bearing an indistinct monogram to/w two
other circular portrait miniatures of the same
1204
female sitter, young and old, one inscribed to
verso W. Gwynn 1814, in yellow metal suspender
frames. Note: the gentleman sitter possible a Mr
Frisby and his wife nee Murray?Bourke (3)
1205
£120.00 - £150.00

A turned yew pepper mill with brass mounts to/w a
pink marbled Conway Stewart 75 fountain pen with
14ct nib and a Conway Stewart 'Dinkie' pen (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

1192

A cased pair of mother-of-pearl and brass opera
glasses from Thomas Armstrong & Bro,
Manchester £30.00 - £50.00

1193

An unusual early 19th century portrait of a lady
with deformed features, dressed in fancy hat and
dress, 6.5 x 5.5 cm, in gilt metal-mounted
ebonised frame, to/w a gilt brass easel frame
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A Victorian underwater display in dome, pearl in
oyster, with coral and shells, 17 cm high £50.00 £100.00
A Chinese ivory pot-lid carved with a dragon, a
vegetable ivory pin-cushion and cotton-reel and
various bone items, including two Stanhopes, lace
bobbin inscribed 'Sarah', bookmark, pill-box etc
£50.00 - £60.00

1206

A bone fan, the painted silk leaf decorated with
lace, 35 cm to/w an ivory page-turner (2) £50.00 £60.00

1207

A carved ivory pocket icon, unfolding to reveal The

Last Supper, the exterior carved with Crucifix,
Grail & Bible, 6 cm, probably 17th century
£100.00 - £150.00

1209H An oval brass travelling writing set, half blue
leather covered, opening to reveal an engraved
brass interior with sprung clasp bottle cover, fitted
original glass ink bottle, hinged container, brush
1208 A large Ottoman niello buckle of concentric leaf
holder with brush and hinged sprung candle holder
form, 30 cm to/w a pair of Persian carpet weaver's
c/w candle, approx 12.5 cm x 9 cm x 4.3 cm high
shuttles (3) £100.00 - £200.00
to/w a similar red leather cover set incorporating
1209 An unusual collection of nine various novelty and
sprung bottle cover, original glass bottle, hinged
other inkwells including hat, leather covered heart
candle holder and brush, stamped K.K.P., 9.5 x 8
shape, clock etc £50.00 - £80.00
x 4.2 cm high (2) £80.00 - £120.00
1209A An antique leather covered novelty travelling ink
1210 A lithophane cottage interior, to/w two floral-carved
bottle in the form of a rugby ball, the hinged cover
ivory roundels, four cigarette holders, an engraved
opening to reveal a metal interior with sprung clasp
silver vesta case and a small paperweight (box)
ink bottle cover, fitted with the original glass liner,
£60.00 - £90.00
c. 1900, 5.8 cm long £50.00 - £80.00
1211 A George IV engraved copper plate with Mare and
1209B An antique leather covered novelty travelling ink
Foal by W M Fellowes, 32 x 42 cm £40.00 bottle in the form of a football, the hinged cover
£60.00
opening to reveal a metal interior with sprung clasp
ink bottle cover, fitted with the original glass liner, 1212 A Victorian Minton & Co Gothic floor tile slipdecorated with a lion rampant, by tradition a
c. 1900, 6.5 cm diam x 6 cm high
wedding present from the Clerk of at the Houses of
£50.00 - £80.00
Parliament, 15 cm square £40.00 - £60.00
1209C An antique leather covered novelty travelling ink
1213 An antique Bristol glass bird feeder with blue ball
bottle in the form of a full size cricket ball, the
finial on drop shape body with drawn spout, 14 cm
hinged cover opening to reveal an engraved brass
high £50.00 - £80.00
interior with sprung clasp ink bottle cover, fitted
with the original glass liner, c. 1900, 8 cm high x
1214 A Continental white metal and lime enamel
7.5 cm diam.
spherical scent bottle with chained cap on a
£80.00 - £120.00
scrolling stand, 10 cm high £50.00 - £70.00
1209D An antique leather covered novelty travelling ink
1215
bottle in the form of a violin case, the hinged cover
opening to reveal a metal interior with sprung clasp
ink bottle cover, fitted with the original glass liner
and brush c. 1900, 8.2 cm long
£70.00 - £90.00
1209E An antique leather covered novelty travelling ink
bottle in the form of a Gladstone bag, the hinged
cover opening to reveal a metal interior with sprung 1216
clasp ink bottle cover, fitted with the original glass
liner, c. 1900, 5.8 cm long approx. to/w an antique
leather covered novelty travelling ink bottle in the
form of a two handled trunk, the hinged cover
opening to reveal a metal interior with sprung clasp 1217
ink bottle cover, fitted with the original glass liner,
c. 1900, 5.5 cm long x 3.5 cm deep x 3.5 cm high
(2)
1218

£120.00 - £150.00

1209F An antique metal novelty travelling ink bottle in the
form of a WWI French army helmet, the hinged
1219
cover opening to reveal a chrome interior with
sprung clasp ink bottle cover, fitted with the
original glass liner, c. 1900, 4.5 cm high
£50.00 - £80.00
1209G A silver bound leather covered travelling writing
set, silver hinged clasp, London 1876, opening to
reveal a gilt metal interior incorporating a covered 1220
nib holder and spring clasp bottle cover, fitted with
original glass bottle, the hinged sides unfolding to
give access to the telescopic pen, brush and
candle, 8 x 5.5 x 3.3 cm high £80.00 - £120.00
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Egyptian/Greek antiquity:- A silver tetradrachm of
Ptolemy I Soter (305-282 BC), diademed head
facing right; reverse eagle standing left, 25 mm
diameter, loose-mounted in claw-set ring
Provenance:- formerly the property of Jill Clarke,
director of Jewellers Cameo Corner, bought from
Cameo Corner, Museum Street, London 1966
£80.00 - £120.00
A small gilt metal Napoleon figural desk seal, 4.5
cm, to/w a six-sided seal with hunting and
shooting subjects, a turned wood desk-seal and a
papier mache snuff box inscribed 'Will you Take a
Pinch?' (4) £40.00 - £60.00
A 19th century Bilston/Battersea enamel pill-box
with hinged lid inscribed 'We Live in Hope', with
floral surround with birds, on turquoise body, 3.8
cm wide £40.00 - £60.00
A pair of Japanese rosewood, ivory and shibayama
games-scorers with floral and insect decoration
(as found) £50.00 - £70.00
A 19th century French gold bodkin-case with
hatched decoration and foliate-chased ends; to/w
an agate and cornelian desk seal inscribed
'Government House' and two small penknives with
mother of pearl handles, one inscribed 'Lady
Pakenham' (4) £100.00 - £150.00
A cylindrical silver cufflink box, the tortoiseshell
cover inlaid with silver Royal Engineer's badge,
Birmingham 1910, to/w a silver rifle brooch
mounted with a gilt 1st County London Regimental
badge and other silver and other military badges, a
collection of cigarette silks of Regimental badges

and a pair of half-moon spectacles with gilt wire
frames £80.00 - £120.00
1221

1222

1223

An antique steel surgical chisel with decorative
parcel gilt octagonal stem, 13 cm, to/w a pair of
Oriental parcel gilt steel tweezers with carved
coral finial, a Chinese white metal brooch, a
bracelet and a pair of Japanese cufflinks with
matching bracelet and a Chinese badge £40.00 £60.00
A 19th century carved nut scent bottle, wellworked with a minstrel with guitar, the reverse
worked with a basket of flowers, 7 cm including
stopper £120.00 - £180.00

1242

An old NW Persian rug, the triple pole diamond
design on pale red ground, 2.07 x 1.45 m £80.00 £120.00

1243

A Persian Isphahan carpet, central Persia, circa
1970s, the centre floral blue/white medallion on
red ground, 4.12 x 2.93 m £400.00 - £600.00

1244

An American Saruk/Sarouk runner, 1st half 20th
century, the floral leaf design on salmon pink
ground, 3.02 x 0.78 m £300.00 - £400.00

1245

An old Persian Sumak carpet of kelleigh
proportions, the blue geometric design on red
ground, 3.17 x 1.85 m £200.00 - £300.00

1246
An agate-mounted nickel trinket-box (ex-plate),
to/w a 1796 Admiral Gardner election token, a
William III half-penny (a/f), an 1893 half-crown and
a 1951 Festival of Britain crown (5) £40.00 - £60.00 1247

An old Indo-Persian Tabriz carpet, the floral design
on brown/cinnamon ground, 3.75 x 2.80 m
£100.00 - £150.00
A North West Persian rug, 2nd half 20th century,
the flowing floral design on blue ground, 2.67 x
1.70 m £180.00 - £220.00

1224

An 1874 half-crown, 1889 half-crown, 1890 crown
and 1903 florin (4) F-VF £40.00 - £60.00

1225

A James II Irish gunmoney half crown, June 1690
VF £50.00 - £70.00

1226

Two Charles I rose farthings VF (one with pin-hole) 1249
£40.00 - £60.00

1230

An antique Shiraz rug, the diamond pole design on
blue/red ground, 178 x 100 cm £80.00 - £120.00

An old Turkoman rug, 2nd quarter 20th century,
having three vertical rows of repeating geometric
guls on mid-red ground, 1.87 x 1.30 m £70.00 £100.00

1231

An antique Kurdish rug, the repeating stylised
1250
boteh design on rust ground, 1.80 x 1.02 m £50.00
- £70.00

An old Turkoman rug, 2nd quarter 20th century,
having two rows of geometric repeating guls on redbrown ground, 1.87 x 1.24 m £70.00 - £100.00

1232

An antique Kurdish long runner, the camel ground 1251
with stylised floral design, 4.33 x 1.16 m £300.00 £500.00

1233

An antique Caucasian runner, the field of stylised
repeating botehs on mid blue ground, 2.86 x 1.14
m £300.00 - £500.00

An antique Turkoman rug, last quarter 19th
century having three rows of geometric guls on redbrown ground, 1.08 x 1.06 m to/w another later rug
(2) £100.00 - £140.00

1234

An antique Afghan long rug, brown/dark red
ground, 210 x 117 cm to/a an old Persian Shiraz
rug (2) £20.00 - £30.00

1235

An antique Persian Shiraz rug, blue/red ground,
1.62 x 1.20 m £40.00 - £60.00

1236

An antique Turkoman rug, the three row gul design
on dark red ground, 1.75 x 1.25 m £200.00 £250.00

1237

A Persian Shiraz carpet, SW Persia, 2nd half 20th
century, nomadic design, on red/dark blue ground,
3.02 x 2.30 m £200.00 - £300.00

1238

An old Sumak rug, the worn geometric design on
red ground £30.00 - £40.00

1239

A Persian meshed carpet, 2nd half 20th century,
the blue ground centre medallion design on red
ground, 2.90 x 1.95 m £200.00 - £250.00

1240

A Shiraz carpet, S Persia, pale pink/red ground
with geometric floral design, 283 x 187 cm £80.00 £120.00

1241

An antique Shiraz rug, S W Persia circa 1900, the
geometric medallion design on mid-red ground,
2.40 x 1.50 m £40.00 - £60.00

BidMaster Office
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1248

1252

A Turkoman rug, 3rd quarter 20th century, having
two rows of stylised guls on mid-red ground, 1.80
x 1.18 m £140.00 - £160.00

An old Turkish kelim, woven in two narrow section
combined £80.00 - £120.00

